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Superimposition of simultaneously acquired
high-resolution HAADF- and ABF-STEM
images from a periodic 2D Sr-doped
multilayer structure showing all atomic
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Fast Pixelated Detectors:
A New Era for STEM
Peter D Nellist and Gerardo T Martinez

Department of Materials, University of Oxford

Conventional detectors for the scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM), such as the annular dark-field
or annular bright-ﬁeld detectors, integrate the intensity in the detector plane of the STEM over a range of scattering
angles. In doing so, they neglect the rich information present in the intensity variations in the detector plane. Here we
demonstrate that a recently developed fast pixelated detector, the JEOL 4DCanvasTM system, now allows the routine
recording of the full four-dimensional STEM imaging data set. The four dimensions consist of the two real-space
coordinates corresponding to the illuminating probe position, and the two reciprocal-space coordinates corresponding
to position in the detector plane. Because the STEM probe pixel dwell time is now limited by the frame speed of
the camera, one of the key developments is high frame rates of greater than 1000 frames per second. A second key
development is direct electron detection with single electron sensitivity. We show that the 4D data set can be used to
synthesize a range of STEM imaging modes from a single scan. We go on to use ptychography to retrieve the phase shift
of the transmitted beam, showing how efﬁcient phase imaging can now be achieved in STEM. It is shown that aberration
correction is possible post-acquisition, and we explore the effects of dynamical scattering from heavier samples.

Introduction
Over the past two decades, the scanning transmission electron
microscope (STEM) has become the instrument of choice for
atomic resolution imaging and spectroscopy studies of materials,
especially where quantitative information is required. There are
two main reasons for this: (i) STEM allows for simultaneous
imaging and spectroscopy revealing structure, composition and
bonding at atomic resolution. (ii) The commonly-used imaging
STEM modes are incoherent which leads to easier interpretation of
the data [1]. The most commonly-used imaging mode makes use
of an annular dark-ﬁeld (ADF) detector to detect the intensity of
the scattering to relatively high angles. The resulting ADF images
show both an incoherent nature and compositional sensitivity
and are therefore are a very powerful way of imaging materials
[2]. In ADF STEM imaging, the total intensity incident upon the
entire ADF detector is summed to give a value for the image pixel
corresponding to the probe position. Any detail or variation of
intensity in the STEM detector plane within the collection area of
the detector is therefore lost. In this paper we explore how such
intensity variations can be used in STEM, in particular through
the use of ptychography to provide phase imaging.
Before the widespread availability of high-resolution STEM
instruments, atomic resolution imaging was performed using
phase contrast imaging in a conventional TEM (CTEM), a
technique which became referred to as high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) [3]. In such images, dynamical scattering of electrons
in the sample and changes in the precise imaging parameters can
strongly affect the image, including leading to contrast reversals
where it is not immediately clear whether the atoms or atomic
columns appear as dark or bright contrast (see for example [4]).

In contrast, the incoherent nature of ADF STEM always leads to
bright peaks for atoms or atomic columns.
Samples, such as graphene, that are thin and contain light
elements are much more efﬁciently imaged in HRTEM compared
to ADF STEM because the electron scattering from such samples
can be regarded as only producing a small phase shift in the
transmitted electron wave. It can be shown that weak phase
objects produce very little signal in ADF STEM [5], whereas
in the CTEM aberrations can be used to form a virtual phase
plate that allow weak phase contrast imaging. The importance of
phase contrast imaging in the CTEM has been highlighted in the
biological imaging ﬁeld by the award of the 2017 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry for the development of cryo-EM. The imaging used
for single particle analysis in biological imaging is phase contrast
imaging, and indeed this has been the driver for the development
of phase plates to enhance the phase contrast [6].
By the principle of reciprocity [7, 8], the configuration of
the STEM detector plays the same role as the illumination
configuration in a CTEM. As shown in Fig. 1, a small, axial
bright-field (BF) detector in STEM is equivalent to highly
parallel, axial illumination in the CTEM. A larger STEM
detector is equivalent to a more highly convergent incoherent
beam in the CTEM. The ADF detector in STEM is somewhat
similar to hollow-cone illumination in CTEM. For HRTEM
phase contrast imaging, a highly parallel, high-coherence beam is
required, which is equivalent to the small axial STEM detector.
It is now clear why the CTEM is more efﬁcient than the STEM
for HRTEM work: in the CTEM, a parallel beam illuminates the
sample, and the scattering up to some angle corresponding to the
numerical aperture of the lens is collected and imaged with the
majority of the scattered electrons being detected. In the STEM,
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a highly convergent beam illuminates the sample but only
electrons transmitted to a small axial detector are collected, so
only a small minority of the transmitted electrons are detected.
For radiation-sensitive materials where the efficiency of the
imaging process is crucial, BF STEM imaging is not optimal.
In this paper we consider a fast pixelated detector (FPD)
that records a two-dimensional intensity map of the STEM
detector plane for each probe position in a two-dimensional
scan, resulting in a four-dimensional (4D) data-set that can be
regarded as the universal STEM imaging data set. We show that
the 4D data set allows quantitative phase imaging, and because
all the transmitted electrons are detected is very electronefﬁcient allowing relatively low-dose imaging.

Experimental Details
When recording the 4D STEM data set, the probe pixel dwell
time in the scan is limited by the frame-speed of the detector.
Typical STEM dwell times are less than 100 μs, and so detectors
with extremely high frame rates are required. The detector
should also offer single electron sensitivity with a high detector
quantum efficiency. The work presented here was all recorded
using a JEOL 4DCanvasTM system [9] mounted on a JEOL JEMARM200F cold ﬁeld emission STEM system ﬁtted with a probe
optics aberration corrector. The 4DCanvasTM is a highly sensitive
multi-channel STEM detector with channels of dimension 264
× 264. It can be read out at a speed of 1,000 frames per second
(fps), or commensurately faster with binning (for example 4 by
1 binning gives 4,000 fps). The sensor of this pixelated detector
is a direct electron detection charge coupled device. The Oxford
system is shown in Fig. 2.

geometries that can be selected post-acquisition, the 4D data set
creates a range of opportunities for new imaging modes that are
only just starting to be explored. One such new mode is phase
imaging through electron ptychography. Ptychography was
proposed by Hoppe [12] as a method to solve the phase problem in
electron diffraction, and was demonstrated experimentally in the
early 1990s in the context of focused-probe STEM by Rodenburg
and co-workers [13, 14]. At that time, camera and computing
technical capabilities severely limited the technique, and images
with typically only 32 by 32 pixels were achieved. The development
of FPDs has enabled ptychography to become a viable and
powerful technique in STEM. The 4DCanvasTM system installed
on a JEM-ARM200F STEM at Oxford was the instrumentation on
which ptychography was ﬁrst used to solve the previously unknown
structure of a recently synthesized material [15].
As described in [15], ptychography makes use of overlapping
discs in a coherent convergent beam electron diffraction pattern.
In the STEM configuration, the sample is illuminated by a
highly convergent beam that is focused to form the probe. For
a crystalline sample, the diffracted beams will form discs in the

Fig. 1
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Results
Synthesis of conventional STEM images

We start by considering the imaging of the edge of a sample of
Pt prepared by focused ion-beam lift-out and oriented along the
<110> direction. A 4D data set was recorded at a beam energy
of 200 keV from a 512 by 512 probe scan area with the detector
operating without binning at 1,000 fps. Figure 3a shows a single
detector image frame. The single electron detection is clear in
the image. Summing over all probe positions to give a positionaveraged convergent beam electron diffraction pattern (PACBED)
(Figures 3b and 3c) shows the usual form of a convergent beam
electron diffraction pattern.
From this data set, images from a range of different STEM
detectors can be synthesized. This is achieved by integrating the
4D data set over the desired detector geometry in the detector
plane of the data, resulting in a 2D image. Figure 4 shows the
images from the incoherent bright field (IBF), annular brightfield (ABF), annular dark-field (ADF) and low-angle annular
dark-field (LAADF) geometries with their integration regions
displayed using the PACBED intensities. In particular it can
be seen how the LAADF image shows a “halo” type contrast.
This can be explained by considering that the LAADF intensity
will maximize when the BF disc is at its maximum deﬂection,
which will occur when the probe is slightly displaced from the
centre of an atomic column and the illuminating electrons are
experiencing the maximum net electric ﬁeld, similar to the effect
seen for differential phase contrast imaging [10] and similar to
the effect seen for ﬁrst-moment imaging [11].
Phase imaging through ptychography

In addition to allowing a flexible choice of imaging detector
3
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condenser lens(es)
field emission gun (FEG)

projector lens(es)
image

A comparison of the imaging configuration for phase contrast imaging in the
CTEM and the STEM demonstrating the principle of reciprocity. In the CTEM, a
small illuminating aperture is used to provide close to parallel illumination. The
convergence angle of the beam is much smaller than the acceptance angle
(numerical aperture) of the objective lens. All the unscattered and much of the
scattered electrons are therefore detected. By reciprocity, the equivalent for STEM
is a small bright-ﬁeld detector that is much smaller than the unscattered, brightﬁeld disc in the detector plane. Much of the unscattered and scattered electrons
are therefore not detected, and is therefore not an efﬁcient use of electrons.

Fig. 2

A photograph of the JEOL JEM-ARM200F instrument at the Department of
Materials in Oxford along with a photograph of the JEOL 4DCanvasTM system
as ﬁtted to the microscope.
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STEM detector plane, and in the overlap between these discs,
coherent interference will occur. The resulting intensity will
depend on the phase of the diffracted beams, any aberrations
in the probe-forming optics, and the probe position. As the
probe is scanned, the intensity in the disc overlap regions will
ﬂuctuate. Indeed, it is this ﬂuctuation that is the origin of lattice
contrast in any STEM image. Assuming the aberrations are
corrected to zero, the phase of this fluctuation with respect to
probe position is the phase difference between the interfering
diffracted beams. From this information, the phases of all the
beams can be determined. Once the phase problem is solved, it
no longer makes sense to describe a method as being imaging
or diffraction since the data can be readily converted from one
to the other through a Fourier transform. Ptychography is thus a
combination of diffraction and imaging.
It should be noted that the ptychography method implemented
here for focused-probe STEM is not limited to perfect crystals,
but is general to any object as long as the transmission by
the sample can be modelled as a multiplicative transmission
function. The mathematical approach used is described in more
detail in [16] and modiﬁed for the current work as described in
[15], but for completeness we describe it brieﬂy here. The 4D
measured data set is denoted
where the position in
,
and
the detector plane is given by the reciprocal space vector

the illuminating probe position by
. Taking the Fourier
transform of the data set with respect to the
coordinate, but
not the
coordinate gives
,

=

＊

+

○
×

＊

−

where
is the image spatial frequency variable conjugate
to ,
is the aperture function for the illumination with a
modulus controlled by the size and position of the objective
aperture and phase reﬂecting any aberrations present,
is the
○ i
Fourier transform of the specimen transmission function, and ×
denotes a convolution with respect to the detector plane position
variable. If
is known, then the product to the left of the
convolution can be deconvolved, and the specimen transmission
function determined from the product on the right. Thus the
amplitude and phase of the specimen transmission function are
determined, and both can be plotted fully quantitatively. Given
the discussion in the introduction, it is important to note that
the phase can be determined quantitatively even if there are
no aberrations present. Efficient quantitative phase imaging
is possible without the need for a phase plate using STEM
ptychography. Figure 5 shows a comparison of images from
the same sample taken using a JEOL JEM-3000F instrument
running as an HRTEM and a ptychography image from a STEM

Fig. 3




Data recorded from the 4DCanvasTM system
during a 512 by 512 probe position scan
over a sample of Pt <110> with the camera
operating in full-frame mode at 1,000 fps.
(a) A single frame where the bright points
of intensity represent single electrons being
detected. (b) The sum of diffraction patterns
from the entire scanned area to form a
position averaged CBED (PACBED) pattern.
(c) The logarithm of the intensity of the
PACBED pattern so that the Kikuchi lines
are visible. The shadow of the JEOL ADF1
detector is also visible.



Fig. 4











 



 

Synthesised STEM images from the data recorded in Fig. 3. (a), (c), (e) and (g) show images for IBF, ABF, ADF and LAADF respectively, with the integration regions over the
detector illustrated in (b)(d)(f)(h) respectively.
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showing that HRTEM-like imaging is now fully available in
STEM.
Enabling low-dose imaging

Because all the transmitted electrons are detected when using
an FPD, we might expect to form images with much lower noise
that was possible with non-segmented detectors, and thus to be
able to lower the electron dose while still maintaining sufﬁcient
signal to noise in the image. Equation (1) also allows us to know
exactly where in the detector plane the information is arising for
each spatial frequency in the image, and therefore by just using
those regions, the noise (which is distributed across the entire
detector plane) is somewhat rejected. It is like having a STEM
detector that is adapting itself to be optimal for each different
spatial frequency in the image. Figure 6 shows a comparison
of imaging using ADF and ptychographic STEM recorded
simultaneously of a monolayer of hexagonal boron nitride. In
the ptychographic image the noise is very low, and the location
of a boron vacancy can be readily identiﬁed.
Aberration correction

Prior to the development of hardware to correct for the
aberrations in the electron microscope, it was envisaged that
ptychography would offer a solution to the problem of spherical

Fig. 5

(a)

5 nm

aberration. Once the complex transmission function is known,
the effects of aberrations can be deconvolved. This aim for
ptychography was overtaken by the successful development of
aberration correctors. Nonetheless, it remains the case that often,
perhaps because of small aberration drift or imperfect corrector
tuning, some residual aberrations remain. The more recently
developed iterative methods for ptychography make no initial
assumptions about the aperture which is then solved during the
iterative process [17]. The direct method used for the results here,
does require the aperture function to be known, but it has also
been shown that in the case of a weak-phase object the residual
aberrations can be directly measured from the function given in
Equation (1), and then can be deconvolved [15]. Figure 7 shows
that even for a substantially misaligned instrument the aberration
correction offered by ptychography is able to recover an image
correctly reﬂecting the structure of the sample.
An additional benefit arising from the ability to correct
aberrations is that a reconstruction can be performed assuming
a speciﬁc defocus. It has been shown that this approach allows
for an optical sectioning effect leading to three-dimensional
reconstructions of the object [15]. The 3D information
is inherently stored in the 4D data set recorded from the
microscope even though the data has been recorded from a
single scan at a ﬁxed defocus.

(b)

10 nm

Images of a thin ﬁlm of a C60/C70 mixture: (a) recorded in a JEOL JEM-3000F instrument running in a CTEM conﬁguration at 300 kV accelerating voltage; (b) recorded in a JEOL
JEM-ARM200F instrument running at 200 kV using the 4DCanvasTM detector followed by ptychographic reconstruction. Note the similarity in the contrast revealed using the
two types of imaging.

Fig. 6

(a)

2 nm

(b)

2 nm

An ADF image and a ptychographic image of hexagonal boron nitride recorded simultaneously at a beam energy of 60 keV. The ptychography image can be seen to be much
lower in noise, and a boron vacancy defect can be readily identiﬁed.
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Dynamical effects

The theoretical basis for ptychography described above
assumes that the interaction of the electron beam with the
sample can be described by a multiplicative transmission
function. For thicker and heavier samples, dynamical electron
scattering conditions apply, and in this case the multiplicative
approximation cannot be made. In the multiplicative
approximation, it is assumed that the amplitude or phase of a
diffraction beam is not dependent on the angle of the incoming
beam with respect to the sample. In the case of dynamical
scattering, there is a dependence.
Nonetheless, there is nothing to stop the 4D data set
being recorded, and we can apply the same ptychographic
reconstruction method to the data. Returning to the Pt wedge
sample used in the data for Fig. 4, we can now perform a
ptychographic reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 8. The peaks in
the phase image can still be seen to be localized to the atomic
column positions and there are no contrast reversals visible. At
some thicknesses, the peaks show a “halo”-like structure. Similar
results have been shown by Yang et al. [18]. Although a more
detailed study is required, it appears that the ptychographically
reconstructed phase images are more robust to dynamical effects
and thickness changes than HRTEM images.

Fig. 7

(a)

Conclusion
The development of FPDs for STEM has allowed for highly
flexible imaging in STEM and has created opportunities for
new imaging modes. Here we have explored applications of
electron ptychography, and shown how focused probe electron
ptychography can be performed alongside conventional
STEM modes such as ADF. The resulting phase image bears
many similarities to HRTEM, but is also seen to have a very
high signal-to-noise ratio and is robust to dynamical effects.
Ptychography also allows for the correction of residual
aberrations which further improves image contrast and allows
for optical sectioning for 3D imaging.
Although STEM has become the preeminent instrument for
atomic resolution studies, HRTEM has remained popular for
light and thin samples, such as graphene and other layered
materials, and of course is the main mode for cryo-EM of
biological structures. Given that it has now been demonstrated
that ptychography in STEM can deliver low-noise phase images,
alongside all the other beneﬁts of STEM, it may be that we are
on the cusp of a paradigm shift where STEM becomes regarded
as a powerful phase imaging instrument. The development of
FPDs for STEM now allow fields of view comparable with

(b)

1 nm

1 nm

(a) An image of graphene recorded at 80 kV with the microscope misaligned leading to large residual aberrations. (b) From the ptychographic data set, the aberrations have
been measured and corrected so that the lattice is now visible. The Fourier transform of the images show that the second ring of spots are all now visible, unlike the Fourier
transform of image (a).

Fig. 8

(a)

2 nm

(b)

2 nm

The ADF image (a) and the ptychographic phase image (b) from the Pt wedge sample also used in Fig. 4. As the thickness increases, the phase image starts to form “halo” like contrast,
but the peak is still located at the atomic column position and contrast reversals are not seen. Note that there is an inclined stacking fault towards the lower right of the image so
additional atomic columns are visible.
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HRTEM, and Figure 9 shows a 1k by 1k scanned image.
Finally, we note that ptychography is just one new mode
possible with an FPD detector. Other authors have explored
possibilities associated with measuring the angular dependence
of the scattering at higher angles. Methods such as transmission
Kikuchi diffraction become available, and using lower
convergence angles the strength of all available diffraction spots
can be measured as a function of probe position to give multiple
diffraction contrast images in parallel, giving much greater
information for dislocation burgers vector determination through
g.b analysis for example.
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per second demonstrating that large ﬁelds of view are possible in focused-probe STEM.
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Aberration-Corrected Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscopy
of La2CuO4-based Superconducting
Interfaces at the Stuttgart Center
for Electron Microscopy
Y. Eren Suyolcu, Yi Wang, Federico Baiutti, Wilfried Sigle, Georg Cristiani,
Giuliano Gregori, Gennady Logvenov, Joachim Maier, Peter A. van Aken
Stuttgart Center for Electron Microscopy, Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research

The discovery of novel phenomena occurring at interfaces in complex oxide heterostructures has stimulated large
interest in recent years due to the prominent possibilities of tuning functionalities at the atomic layer scale. It is
the complex interactions between atoms at the interfaces of epitaxial oxide systems which contribute to intriguing
physical effects. This illustrates the predominant role played by the local structural parameters. Tuning the network
of metal–oxygen octahedra is a promising route for achieving new properties and functionalities in perovskite-based
oxide hetero-structures. Here we focus on high-temperature interfacial space-charge induced superconductivity
which is one of the most exciting interface effects. We report on extensive investigations on the local chemistry
and crystal structure including octahedral distortions across La2CuO4-based superconducting interfaces using highresolution analytical scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) techniques.

Introduction
High-quality functional complex oxide heterostructures
are excellent systems for studying interface phenomena
arising from the interaction between neighboring layers
[1,2]. Depending on the choice of the constituents, different
microscopic phenomena can occur at the interfaces, including
electronic and orbital reconstruction, magnetic exchange
interactions, crystal-structure distortions, chemical intermixing
or breaking of the crystal symmetry [3].
In this context, one recent exciting finding was the
observation of high-temperature interface superconductivity
(HT-IS) at the interface between epitaxially grown strontiumover-doped metallic (M) lanthanum cuprate (La1.55Sr0.45CuO4)
and under-doped insulating (I) La 2 CuO 4 (LCO) layers
[4], none of which is superconducting if taken alone.
The full understanding of HT-IS is a very important step
towards the disclosure of mechanisms for high-temperature
superconductivity (HTSC) [4,5], being potentially able
to shed light on questions related to the formation of
superconducting interfaces [4], its dimensionality and locus
[6], and the impact of the crystal structure and atom positions
on the superconducting properties [7,8]. Numerous studies

employing advanced experimental methods as well as
innovative approaches have addressed these questions [6,7,913].
In order to explain the HT-IS in M–I lanthanum cuprate
bilayers, a model based on the electronic charge transfer due
to a difference in the hole chemical potentials between the
over-doped and under-doped phases has been invoked [6,13].
As a consequence of such a redistribution, a doped region
having the optimal hole concentration for HT-IS is formed
in the nominally insulating phase (namely, the second CuO 2
plane in LCO away from the interface). In such bilayers, the
superconducting critical temperature (T c) was also found to
be dependent on the deposition sequence (e.g. M-I or I-M),
where the top layer adopts the out-of-plane lattice parameter
of the bottom phase as a result from electrostatic interactions
(“Madelung strain”) and a linear relation between T c and c was
revealed [7]. Such ﬁndings open an exciting scenario for the
enhancement of the superconducting critical temperature in M–
I lanthanum cuprate heterostructures, which could in principle
be obtained by appropriately tuning the out-of-plane lattice
parameter of the bottom layer.
The development of spherical aberration (C s) correctors
[14] in (scanning) transmission electron microscopy ((S)
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TEM) provides sub-Ångstrom spatial resolution. In STEM,
the annular bright-field (ABF) imaging technique is capable
of imaging light elements [15-17], such as oxygen, which
makes ABF especially interesting for the investigation of
perovskite oxides [18,19]. ABF images can be simultaneously
recorded with high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)
images [20] and correlated with spectroscopic techniques
such as electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy. Moreover, it
is well-known that the properties of complex perovskite-type
oxide structures (mostly ABO 3 and A 2BO 4 type structures
and their derivatives) are strongly influenced by small
structural changes of the BO 6 octahedral network [21,22].
Thus, the understanding how the octahedral distortions are
correlated with the dopant distribution and how they modify
the functionality of complex oxide heterostructures is of
significance. Although octahedral distortions at interfaces of
various heterostructures have recently been widely studied
via ABF imaging [18,19,22-25], the present understanding of
octahedral networks and their distortions in A2BO4 systems is
still limited.
In this work, we demonstrate the indispensable role
played by aberration-corrected STEM for the determination
and interpretation of interfacial octahedral distortions in
oxide heterostructures, in particular for La 2 CuO 4 -based
superconducting interfaces. We have comprehensively
studied La 1.6A 0.4CuO 4–La 2CuO 4 bilayers (with A = Ca, Sr,
Ba) and two-dimensionally (2D) doped La2CuO4 superlattices
(SLs), which were grown via the atomic-layer-by-layer oxide
molecular beam epitaxy technique (ALL-oxide MBE) [26],
by employing analytical high-resolution STEM techniques.
Through atomically-resolved STEM-EELS investigations
we demonstrate how the dopant size affects the dopant
distribution, and thus the superconducting mechanism of
the system. Moreover, by analyzing the cation and anion
strain-induced displacements at picometer resolution, we
demonstrate that the size mismatch between the dopant and
the host La3+ cations has a direct influence on the structure
and in particular on the out-of-plane strain state [27].

La2CuO4 bilayers: Probing dopant size
effects on HT-IS
The bilayer structures were grown on LaSrAlO 4 (LSAO)
(001) substrates, where the growth process starts with an
over-doped metallic layer followed by an undoped insulating
layer. A structural model of the ALL-oxide MBE grown
bilayers is given in Fig. 1a. Figure 1b–d show atomically
resolved HAADF images which cover the substrate and
the nominal metallic and insulating layers demonstrating
a high quality of the bilayers as well as perfect coherent
interfaces and the absence of extended defects, such as misfit
dislocations and/or stacking faults. Initial XRD measurements
have revealed that the shortest c -axis lattice constant (13.22
Å) was observed for the LCCO/LCO bilayers, whereas the
c -axis lattice parameters are 13.28 Å and 13.37 Å for the
LSCO/LCO and LBCO/LCO bilayers, respectively. Such
findings nicely correlate with the nominal cationic radii in
nine-fold coordination [28], as a consequence of Madelung
strain [7]. For the LCCO/LCO, LSCO/LCO and LBCO/LCO
systems, the superconducting critical temperatures (T c) are
~17 K, ~36 K and ~39 K, respectively [29].
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Dopant distribution

In order to gain deeper insight into the interfacial structure
and on the present c vs T c relation in comparison with the
literature, atomically resolved imaging and spectroscopy
were carried out. Figure 2a, b present HAADF images of
the LCCO/LCO bilayer. An atomically resolved image at a
higher magnification of the highlighted region in Fig. 2a is
presented in Fig. 2b. Figure 2c shows the intensity profile of
the HAADF image taken from the Ca-doped bilayer presented
in Fig. 2a. In the HAADF image, Ca-doped areas exhibit a
darker contrast, due to Z -contrast (Z La = 57 and Z Ca = 20)
[20,30], and the HAADF intensity increases in the first 1–2
unit cells (uc) indicating a Ca-depleted region in the LCCO
layer. Figures 2d, 2f, and 2h show RGB (the colors red,
green and blue represent Cu, La and the dopant, respectively)
atomic resolution maps of Ca-, Sr- and Ba-doped bilayers
as measured by EELS. The average profiles of the dopant
distributions obtained from the EELS maps are shown below
each RGB map in Figs 2e, 2g and 2i. The RGB maps and the
average profiles of the dopant distributions for each bilayer
exhibit characteristic differences. The Sr-doped bilayer
shows the most homogeneous distribution among the dopants
(Figs 2f and 2g). The abruptness of the LSCO/LCO interface
can be estimated from the decay of the Sr distribution from
the M layer into the I layer as 1.6 ± 0.4 nm, which is in fairly
good agreement with the values for the interfacial width
reported in the literature [4]. Conversely, the distribution
of the Ca and Ba dopants in the LCCO/LCO and LBCO/
LCO bilayers is less homogeneous. The atomically resolved
EELS RGB map (Fig. 2h) and the averaged profile of the Ba
dopant (Fig. 2i) indicate that the Ba concentration increases
towards the nominal LBCO/LCO interface and obviously
demonstrates the tendency of Ba to segregate towards the
free surface of the film. Most importantly, as a consequence
of such Ba migration, the LBCO/LCO interface is quite
smeared and considerably wider than for the other dopants,
i.e. the interfacial width for LBCO is 2.6 ± 0.6 nm. As far as
the LCCO/LCO bilayer is concerned, we observe a tendency
that Ca accumulates at the interface between the substrate
and the epitaxial layer, followed by a depletion of Ca in the
1st and 2nd uc (Figs 2d and 2e). This behavior is most likely
linked with the compressive in-plane strain state in the film.
In this case, the extent of cationic intermixing at the M–I
interface and the interfacial width is estimated to be ~1.4 ± 0.4
nm. For the determination of the distribution widths for each
dopant, several line scans acquired from different regions of
the samples are averaged to improve the statistics.
Our investigations highlight the profound influence of the
dopant on the final structural properties of the bilayers, and
accordingly on the electrical transport properties [29]. We
observe a major impact of the dopant size on the in-plane
strain state of the films, in a similar way as has already been
demonstrated by Lee et al . for a related perovskite system
[27]. In particular, when Ba2+ is the dopant, i.e. in the LBCO/
LCO bilayers, a maximum in-plane strain is induced due
to the large misfit. As the HAADF images show perfect
epitaxial growth of all films without any defects which could
relieve strain, the only way to obtain strain relaxation in
the case of the Ba-doped system is by the rearrangement of
dopants within the film, i.e. the segregation of excess Ba
towards the film surface.
Remarkably, we observed a strong deviation from the
expected linear dependence of T c on the c -axis lattice
parameter for the M–I bilayers, with T c of the LBCO/LCO
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Fig. 1

a) Structural model of the bilayers
grown on the LSAO substrate and
STEM–HAADF images showing
coherent interfaces of b) Ba(LBCO), c) Sr- (LSCO), and d) Ca(LCCO) doped bilayers. The HAADF
images were taken along the [100]
direction of the LSAO substrate.
e) Transport measurements as
resistance versus temperature for
differently doped bilayers. Figures
reproduced with permission from
Ref. [36].

Fig. 2

Atomic-column resolved STEM
and EELS spectrum imaging. (a)
HAADF image showing the growth
quality, a defect-free structure and
coherent interfaces of LCCO/LCO.
(b) High magniﬁcation of the area
highlighted by the red rectangle in
(a). (c) Intensity profile along the
black arrow in (a), averaged across
the horizontal direction. In (d), (f),
and (h), RGB elemental maps (La
= green, Cu = red, dopant = blue)
are shown. In (e), (g) and (i) the
dopant distributions of the Ca-, Srand Ba-doped bilayers, as obtained
from the maps in (d), (f) and (h),
are displayed. Figures reproduced
with permission from Ref. [29].
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bilayer being lower than expected (over 60 K), while the
c-axis lattice parameter is increased [29]. In order to explain
this context, we need to consider the dopant distribution
at each M–I interface. In particular, the average cationic
intermixing extent is as high as 2 uc in the case of the
LBCO/LCO bilayers. The anomalous Ba redistribution is
a consequence of Ba segregation towards the film surface,
which results in a particularly broadened M–I interface.
This finding accounts for the reduced T c of the LBCO/LCO
bilayers as demonstrated for a related LCO-based system for
which a spread interface leads to a classical doping model,
the so-called “homogeneous doping” [31], in which the hole
concentration is increased in correspondence to the randomly
distributed ionic dopant point defects, rather than to an
interface effect, defining the final local physical properties.
In such a situation (only homogeneous doping is active),
one expects T c not to exceed the values which are obtained
in doped bulk single-phase systems, i.e. the maximum T c ~
40 K is obtained for optimally doped LBCO samples which
are epitaxially grown on LaSrAlO 4 (001) substrates [32].
For both the LCCO/LCO and LSCO/LCO bilayers, despite
a certain dopant redistribution is present at the interface; the
superconducting and structural properties are consistent with
HT-IS. Notably, for the LSCO/LCO interface as investigated
by Gozar et al . [4], Sr is redistributed into the nominally
undoped phase for a depth of about 1 uc, i.e. 1.3 nm, in
agreement with our observations on both LCCO/LCO and
LSCO/LCO structures.
Visualizing Jahn–Teller effects at interfaces

After having revealed the dopant distributions, we focus
on the correlative impact on the structure of the octahedral
network. The CuO6 octahedron in the parent La 2CuO4 phase
is elongated along the c -axis by the Jahn–Teller (JT) effect
[33] and exhibits two long and four short Cu–O bonds [34]. It
is reported that, in such systems the incorporation of dopants
determines the compression of the octahedron (i.e. a decrease
of the Cu–O apical distances) [35] defined as an anti-Jahn–
Teller (AJT) effect [33].
In this context, we simultaneously acquired HAADF (Fig. 1)
and ABF images (Fig. 3) of the interfaces of all samples, thus
imaging all atomic columns in the crystal structure, namely
La/Sr–O, Cu–O, and O [36]. To quantitatively analyze and
measure the local lattice distortions, we mapped all atomic
positions from the images by first locating the center-ofmass and then iteratively refining a 2D Gaussian fitting
procedure for each atomic column [37]. Figure 3a–c shows
the unambiguously atomic-column resolved ABF images.
In Fig. 3d, the measurement of the interatomic distances is
defined. The red arrow shows the distance between apical
oxygen atoms, the green arrow shows the distance between
oxygen atoms in the basal plane.
By averaging the dopant intensity profiles from elemental
Ba-M 4,5 , Sr-L 2,3 and Ca-L 2,3 EELS analyses, integrating
the intensities for each constituting block (i.e. half uc of
the A 2 BO 4 structure), summing up the values of all the
constituting blocks along the growth direction, and scaling
the doping concentration profiles in order to preserve
the global stoichiometry, we have obtained the dopant
concentrations (x ) for each constituting block. Figure 4 a–c
summarizes the dopant concentrations and gives quantitative
information about the composition of each block. It is
known from the electronic phase diagram of the hole-doped
lanthanum cuprate system, that the superconducting phase in
11
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bulk systems occurs when the doping level of a La2CuO4 uc
lies between 0.05 d x d 0.26 [38]. At lower doping levels an
insulating phase is present (under-doped), whereas a metallic
(over-doped) phase appears at x > 0.26. The measured
interatomic distances vs. the number of CuO 2 planes (or
LCO blocks) are displayed in Fig. 4d–f. The basal and apical
O–O interatomic distances are plotted in green and in red,
respectively. Each data point corresponds to one measured
LCO block. The O–O interatomic distances were calibrated
according to the distances measured in the LSAO substrate.
All measurements of the basal in-plane O–O distances
for the three different bilayers exhibit the same value (i.e.
~ 3.75 Å), showing a perfect coherency with the LSAO
substrate. These findings demonstrate that all films are under
compressive in-plane strain [30]. Conversely, in the LBCO/
LCO system, a drastic decrease of the apical oxygen distances
with increasing Ba concentration is observed (Fig. 4d). In the
first LCO block of the epitaxial layer, the measured spacing
is 4.72 ± 0.03 Å, whereas it is 4.51 ± 0.04 Å in the 6th LCO
block. In the following column (the one next to the nominal
LBCO/LCO interface) the O–O apical distance is assessed as
4.69 ± 0.030 Å. Considering the dopant concentrations from
the EELS analyses (Figs 2e, f and 4a), it is evident that the
blocks mostly exhibit metallic and superconducting phases.
This indicates that, due to ionic intermixing, i.e. to ionic
doping, superconductivity in the LBCO/LCO bilayer should
not be ascribed to effects arising at the M–I interface; rather
it is a bulk phenomenon involving several unit blocks [29].
Moreover, the correlation between the gradient in the Ba
distribution and the apical O–O distances on both sides of the
M–I interface (e.g. the decrease of the apical O–O distance
with increasing Ba doping vice versa) could be ascribed to
the AJT effect causing AJT distortions [33], which results
in a localization of holes in both dx2 – y2 and dz2 orbitals
[39]. Consequently, although a larger c -lattice parameter
is obtained via Ba doping in both bulk [32] and epitaxially
grown heterostructures including single phase films,
significant AJT distortions cause shorter Cu–O distances and
prevent a T c enhancement.
In the highly doped region of the LSCO/LCO bilayer,
the O–O interatomic distances remain constant (Fig. 4e),
while a marked increase by 15 pm from the 8th (4.55 ± 0.03
Å) to the 9th atomic row (4.70 ± 0.05 Å) is detected. Given
the homogeneous Sr distribution in the over-doped layer,
the AJT effect for the Sr-doped sample is negligibly small,
as the O–O distance variations are almost as small as our
measurement precision (~ 4 pm) [37]. However, we do
observe a considerable increase of the O–O apical distance
starting from the 9 th block. Notably, such an “anomalous
expansion” has been previously reported for similar systems
[8,30], in which the relation with the occurrence of HT-IS
as a consequence of interface effects (i.e. hole redistribution
near the interface) was clearly demonstrated [6]. Therefore,
the observed sharp increase of the apical O–O distance
starting from the 9th block (JT distortion indicating localized
holes in dx2 – y2 orbitals) can be considered as a fingerprint for
a superconducting transition induced by interface phenomena.
In the LCCO/LCO bilayer, large O–O distances were
obtained for the first two uc, where the Ca concentration
is less than the nominal doping level (Fig. 4f). The value
measured for the 2nd epitaxial block was 4.68 ± 0.04 Å and
the lowest values of around 4.56 Å are obtained for the 5 th
and 6th blocks representing a decrease of the O–O interatomic
distance. For these samples, we face a combination of both
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Fig. 3

The ABF images show coherent
interfaces and all atomic column
positions including the O positions
for the (a) Ba-, (b) Sr-, and (c) Cadoped bilayers. The yellow arrows
indicate the nominal interface
positions. (d) Illustration of the
measurement of the apical and
basal O-O distances on a magniﬁed
(and colored) section obtained
from panel (a). Figures reproduced
with permission from Ref. [36].

Fig. 4

Dopant concentration per CuO 2
block for the (a) Ba-, (b) Sr-,
and (c) Ca-doped bilayers. The
horizontal dashed lines delimitate
the region corresponding to the
superconducting phase. (d–f)
The O-O atomic-column spacing
along the apical (red) and basal
(green) directions for the LBCO/
LCO, LSCO/LCO, and LCCO/LCO
bilayers, respectively. The yellow
arrows and vertical lines indicate
the nominal interface positions.
The error bars represent the 95%
conﬁdence interval (corresponding
to two times the standard error)
of the average of 14 uc of LCO
along the basal direction. Figures
reproduced with permission from
Ref. [36].
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an AJT (in the metallic phase) and a JT (starting from the
interface) distortion. In the Ca-depleted region (i.e. 1st and 2nd
blocks), an increase (~ 10 pm) of the apical O–O distances
is followed by a decrease starting from block 3, in which a
higher dopant concentration is present. This again represents
an AJT effect similar to the over-doped layer of the Badoped sample. Finally, a gradual increase starting from the 6th
block is observed and the difference between 6th (4.56 ± 0.04
Å) and 10th (4.71 ± 0.03 Å) blocks is determined as 15 pm.
Remarkably, blocks 9 and 10 do not exhibit the presence of
any Ca-dopant, thus we observe here a typical JT distortion
which, unlike what was observed for the M phase, cannot
be ascribed to the presence of the dopant. Rather, given
the superconducting character of the interface, such a JT
distortion may be related to 2D interfacial superconductivity
in a similar way as discussed for the Sr case.
Our investigations of lattice and octahedral deformations
suggest that a JT distortion is present only in the case of
Sr- and Ca-doped M–I bilayers. In the case of the Ba-doped
bilayer, AJT distortions characterize both sides of the nominal
interface of LBCO/LCO. Such a relation between the dopant
concentrations and the out-of-plane O–O distances points
towards two different superconducting mechanisms, activated
by the different dopant distributions leading to different JT
distortions. In particular for bulk superconductivity (Badoped case) we face a typical AJT distortion (holes located
in both dx2 – y2 and dz2 orbitals with parallel spins, resulting in
shorter O–O distances [40]), whereas for Sr- and Ca-doped
bilayers we observe a combination of AJT and JT distortions
(in which holes are located only in dx2 – y2 orbitals and the
apical oxygens are shifted away from the La sites resulting
in larger O–O (apical) interatomic distances). This may be
related to the presence of interface effects characterized by
an electronic redistribution.

Two-dimensionally (2D) doped superlattices:
Revealing space-charge effects
The possibility of tuning oxide functionalities by the
insertion of an interface or active layers has been frequently
investigated in recent years [2,3,41]. Tuning of physical
properties via local interface effects at grain boundaries, at
epitaxial contact between different phases [42,43], and via
delta-doping [44,45] has been achieved. This has resulted in
the improvement of electrical performance in ionic and mixed
conductors and in the emergence of novel effects, ranging
from high-temperature superconductivity [4] to electrical
conductivity [46] and magnetism [47]. In this section, we
present the utilization of unconventional heterogeneous
doping [41,48], enhancing the hole concentration and thus
triggering superconductivity [31]. Inspired by the so-called
delta-doping technique [49,50], we replace single LaO planes
with SrO ones with the aim of creating two-dimensional (2D)
and atomically confined charged layers within the undoped
La2CuO4 matrix by using ALL-oxide MBE.
Dopant – hole decoupling

The structural and chemical investigations performed
via comprehensive STEM techniques at the interfaces
are compiled in Fig. 5. The high-angle annular dark-field
(HAADF) micrograph (Fig. 5a, e) demonstrates perfect
epitaxy. In the intensity profile obtained from the HAADF
image (averaged perpendicularly to the growth direction),
the intensity drop is connected with the Sr-containing
13
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layers, which involves more than a single atomic plane,
indicating a certain Sr redistribution into the La2CuO4 matrix.
Spectroscopic analyses (Figs 5c, d) reveal a pronouncedly
asymmetric character of the Sr profile: Virtually abrupt at
the side facing the substrate (downward side) with an extent
of 0.9 ± 0.2 nm and redistributed over 2.3 ± 0.4 nm at the
upward side. STEM-EELS (Fig. 5d) provides further robust
evidence of the asymmetric Sr distribution, ensuring single
atomic layer resolution (step size | 2 Å) [51]. By averaging
the different EELS Sr-L2,3 intensity profiles from several Srcontaining atomic slabs, one can accurately define the Sr
level (x ) that can be assigned to each ‘constituting block’
(namely a single CuO2 plane and the two surrounding (La,
Sr)O layers) in proximity of the layer where Sr was initially
inserted (Fig. 5f). Obviously, we have realized an abrupt
profile, but only at the downward side, while at the other
side (upward) there is a pronounced redistribution of the
aliovalent cation.
In these 2D-doped La 2CuO4 multilayers, by appropriately
choosing the spacing between the dopant planes, the resulting
electrical properties of such heterostructures exhibit HTSC
up to ~35 K [31] and is a consequence of the local charge
accumulation occurring on both sides of the doped planes
as a consequence of different mechanisms of doping:
(i) heterogeneous doping at the downward side and (ii)
“classical” homogeneous doping at the upward side of the
interface. Here “heterogeneous doping” means that hole
accumulation occurs to compensate for the spatially confined
ionic negative charge stemming from the SrO layer, i.e.
a space-charge region is formed as a consequence of 2D
doping. In this case, the electronic and dopant distributions
are decoupled. “Homogeneous doping” refers to the local
compensation of Sr (zero-dimensional) point defects by
electron holes. This situation, which is triggered by the highly
asymmetric Sr distribution resulting from the growth kinetics,
is therefore characterized by the presence of two spatially
separated doping modes [31]. (iii) In addition, as highlighted
by complimentary Zn-tomography [6] at the downward side,
HT-IS is confined in a single CuO2 plane, namely the second
plane far from the interface, while the very first layer is not
superconducting [31]. This "overdoping" is most probably
due to a high oxygen vacancy concentration, which has to
steeply increase in the space-charge electric field created by
the SrO layer, owing to a double charge.
Probing octahedral distortions

Now, we turn our attention to the hole distribution across
the doped interfaces. The pre-edge feature of the O−K edge
is very sensitive to the hole concentration [52,53], enabling
the local determination of the hole concentration in the
superconducting phase [54]. As shown in Fig. 6a, typical
O-K edge spectra recorded in the Sr-doped region (red) and
in the LCO region (black) can be readily distinguished: a
pre-edge feature at around 528 eV (in yellow), which is
attributed to transitions from the O 1s core level to hole
states with p symmetry in the valence band [55], is clearly
seen in the former. The black curve shows no detectable O-K
edge prepeak. The intensity of the pre-edge peak has been
quantified by multi-Gaussian peak fitting using a nonlinear
least-squares (NLLS) routine for all spectra in the line-scan
profile across several interfaces (Fig. 6a). To quantify the
hole and Sr concentrations per building block of La2–x Srx O4,
we averaged the EELS intensity profiles for line scans over
different Sr-doped regions. Subsequently, the amplitude of
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Fig. 5

(a) HAADF–STEM image of two-dimensionally doped
La2CuO4 showing the microstructure of a superlattice (R=8,
N= 7) grown on a LaSrAlO4 (001) substrate. The alternation
of brighter and darker areas reflects the superlattice
structure, in which Sr-doped regions (dark) are separated
by undoped La2CuO4 (bright). This is demonstrated by the
maxima envelope of the image-intensity proﬁle, integrated
perpendicular to the growth direction (b, dark blue line). Scale
bar, 2 nm. (b) The intensity oscillations of the intensity proﬁle
due to the different contrast of each atomic layer (green
line). A magniﬁed image of the region highlighted in red in (a)
is shown in (e), in which the dotted yellow line corresponds
to the layer having maximum Sr content. Scale bar, 1 nm.
(c) [Sr]/[La] ratio, extracted from an EDX line scan across the
region shown in (a). An asymmetric Sr distribution, extended
in growth direction, is detected. Sr-L and La-L lines were
used for quantification of the Sr concentration, and the
integrated signals of Sr and La were calibrated using the
substrate region where concentration ratio [La]/[Sr] is equal
to unity. The error bars are the square root of the intensity. A
similar Sr asymmetric proﬁle results from the integration of
the Sr-L2,3 EELS line proﬁles, as shown in (d), which has been
acquired across four Sr-containing layers (blue line in (a)).
Here, the error bars (square root of the intensity) are smaller
than the symbols. From the EELS analysis, the average Sr
number per formula unit (FU, x in La2-xSrxCuO4), for each
(La,Sr)O-CuO2-(La,Sr)O ‘constituting block’ in proximity of
the Sr-containing layers, as depicted in (f), was obtained (the
standard deviation is represented by the error bars). Figures
reproduced with permission from Ref. [31].

Fig. 6

Concentration of holes and Sr2+ in the Sr-doped region. (a) EELS O-K edge spectra from a Sr-doped LCO region (red) and from undoped LCO (black). The O-K pre-edge intensity
(yellow area) is present in the former. The Gaussian peaks used for NLLS ﬁtting are shown. (b) Overlay of the electron hole and Sr concentration proﬁles as a function of the
distance from the nominal Sr-doped layer position. The holes were quantiﬁed by multi-Gaussian peak ﬁtting of the O-K edge in the energy-loss range 525-540 eV. In the top
x-axis, P refers to the distance from the nominal position of the doped layer, expressed in number of CuO2 planes (plus and minus signs refer to the upward and downward
side of the interface, respectively). The right panel of (b) shows the generic phase diagram of HTSC, i.e. the dependence of T c on the hole concentration by the empirical
formula T c = T cmax [1 - 82.6 (p - 0.16)2 ], where p is the hole concentration [60,61]. From this, one can infer the corresponding T c of any speciﬁc CuO2 plane. Figures reproduced
with permission from Ref. [30].
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the hole profile was scaled to satisfy the charge neutrality
condition and we obtained the Sr and hole concentrations
as functions of the distance from the nominal SrO plane
position shown in Fig. 6b (red and blue curves for holes and
Sr, respectively). In the two profiles one can again observe
the pronounced asymmetry of the Sr concentration whereas,
most interestingly, the hole profile is symmetric around the
nominal position (x = 0) of the SrO layer. Such a finding
indicates that the distribution of the holes is remarkably
different from the distribution of the Sr dopant atoms. This
highlights that the region with CuO2 atomic plane numbers P
= –4, –3, and –2 is doped via a “nonconventional” mode, i.
e., by heterogeneous (2D) doping [31]. The highly confined
Sr dopant layer acts as a negatively charged region, which
is electrically compensated via the formation of a hole
accumulation layer (space-charge effect) on the downward
side of the interface. On the upward side of the interface, the
formation of a space-charge region is hindered by the broad
Sr profile. In this case, the hole concentration follows the
Sr2+ ion concentration as in conventional homogeneous (onedimensional) doping.
To evaluate the local atomic distances across the Sr-doped
interfaces, we again used simultaneously acquired HAADF
and ABF images. Figure 7a presents the atomically resolved
overlay of HAADF (blue) and ABF (red) images of an area
covering four unit cells around the doped plane. The position
of the nominal Sr-doped plane (marked by the yellow arrows
in Fig. 7a) was obtained from the HAADF intensity profile.
Subsequently, the interatomic apical (out-of-plane) and basal
(in-plane) oxygen-to-oxygen (O–O) distances were measured
by using the O–O picker software [37]. Figure 7 shows the

variations of the La–La spacing (b) and the O–O spacing (c)
for each LCO perovskite block as a function of the distance
from the nominal position of the SrO layer, which is marked
by the dotted line (x = 0). The integer values on the top of
the plot correspond to the CuO2 plane belonging to the LCO
blocks under consideration. In Fig. 7b, the in-plane (d 1 )
and out of-plane (d 2) La–La atomic distances are shown.
The values of d1 are comparable with the in-plane lattice
parameter of the substrate, suggesting that the film is under
epitaxial compressive strain. The d 2 values are lower than the
d 1 values and exhibit a maximum in correspondence with the
highest Sr content (at P = –1), indicating that the Sr doping
slightly expands the lattice of La2CuO4 along the c-axis. This
finding is in good agreement with the literature data [35]. In
our case, d 2 varies from 3.53 Å (at P = –4, where we expect
the lowest Sr content) to 3.58 Å (at P = –1).
In Fig. 7c, we show the variations of the O–O distances
(basal or in-plane (d B, black line) and apical or out-of-plane
(d A, red line)) for each LCO perovskite block. The basal
distance values correspond to those of the substrate as a
consequence of epitaxial strain, while the apical distances are
systematically larger, meaning that the CuO 6 octahedra are
elongated along the c -axis. This can be explained in terms
of a JT effect [33,36,56]. The d A values vary significantly
near the Sr-doped region and exhibit a maximum value at
the P = –2 CuO2 atomic plane (d A | 4.86 Å) and a minimum
value for P = 1 (d A | 4.57 Å). The variation from the values
measured two to three building blocks away from the Srdoped plane (4.72–4.78 Å) is substantial, whereas far from
the interface changes in d A are as small as the measurement
accuracy (about 4 pm) [37]. Interestingly, such a variation

Fig. 7

High resolution STEM image and quantitative analyses of structure distortion in the Sr-doped region. (a) Overlay of simultaneously acquired HAADF (blue) and ABF (red) images
of one periodic structure of the Sr-doped region showing the cationic and anionic positions. The inset shows the simulated STEM image (marked with a yellow rectangle). The
yellow arrows on the image indicate the nominal position of the SrO layer. (b) La-La atomic-column spacing along the in-plane (d 1) and out-of-plane (d 2) directions as a function
of distance from the nominal Sr-doped layer. (c) O-O spacing along in-plane (basal, d B) and out-of-plane (apical, d A) directions as a function of distance from the nominal Srdoped layer. The error bars give the 95% conﬁdence interval (corresponding to 2 times the standard error) of the average of 13 unit cells of the pseudotetragonal perovskite
lattice along the basal direction. Figures reproduced with permission from Ref. [30].
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cannot be attributed to structural modifications stemming
from the Sr distribution; if the reported values of the distance
between Cu and apical-O are taken as a reference, i.e. half
of the O–O distance under consideration (assuming that the
Cu atoms are not significantly displaced from the center of
the Cu–O octahedron), one expects small variations (|0.05
Å) upon Sr content change and a monotonic shrinkage of d A
upon Sr increase [17,39,41]. While this argument can be used
to explain the measured minimum at P = 1, both the extent
of the variation (about 0.2 Å from P = –2 to P = 1) and the
presence of a maximum at P = –2 (where the Sr concentration
is negligible) clearly indicate the occurrence of a structural
anomaly on the downward side of the interface, where
the heterogeneous doping mode is active. This anomaly
occurs at the same position (P = –2) at which, according
to complementary investigations, the optimal doping level
for superconductivity is reached [30]. In a related system,
the metal-insulator bilayers, in which the occurrence of
interfacial high-temperature superconductivity was attributed
to electron transfer, an “anomalous expansion” of the Cu–
O distance at the interface was also found [8]. Such an
asymmetric apical-oxygen displacement suggests a different
JT effect at the two sides of the Sr-doped planes: (i) an antiJT effect at the upward interface, where holes are located in
both dx2 –y2 , and dz2 orbitals, and (ii) an enhanced JT effect at
the downward interface, where holes are located mainly in
dx2 –y2 orbitals [40].

Experimental
Scanning transmission electron microscopy

For representative cross-sectional electron transparent
samples, a standard sample preparation procedure including
mechanical grinding, tripod wedge polishing and argon ion
milling with a liquid nitrogen-cooled stage was performed.
For argon-ion thinning, a precision ion polishing system (PIPS
II, Model 695) was used at low temperature. For all STEM
analyses, a probe-aberration-corrected JEOL JEM-ARM200F
STEM equipped with a cold ﬁeld-emission electron source, a
probe C s-corrector (DCOR, CEOS GmbH), a large solid-angle
JEOL SDD-type energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy
detector, and a Gatan GIF Quantum ERS spectrometer was
used. STEM imaging and both EDXS and electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS) analyses were performed at probe semiconvergence angles of 20 mrad and 28 mrad, resulting in probe
sizes of 0.8 Å and 1.0 Å, respectively. The collection angle
range for high-angle annular dark-ﬁeld (HAADF) images was
75–310 mrad. A collection semi-angle of 111 mrad was used
for EELS investigations. For the ABF and HAADF images,
frame series with short dwell times (2 μs/pixel) were used and
added after cross-correlation alignment to improve the signalto-noise ratio. In addition, STEM images and EELS data were
processed with a multivariate weighted principal component
analysis (PCA) routine (MSA Plugin in Digital Micrograph)
to decrease the noise level [57]. Atomic-column positions and
interatomic distances were measured from the ABF images
with the Digital Micrograph software tool described in Ref [58].
In order to separate overlapping edges in each spectrum, such
as La-M 5,4, Cu-L 3,2 and Ba-M 5,4 in our case, multiple linear
least square fitting (MLLS) [59] was used. For overlapping
signals, MLLS fitting windows of 650–1100 eV for Ba-M5,4,
La-M5,4, Cu-L3,2, 305–390 eV for Ca-L3,2, and 1750–2100 eV
for Sr-L3,2 edges were used. The integration windows used for
Ca-L3,2, Ba-M5,4, La-M5,4, Cu-L3,2, Sr-L3,2, and edges are 343–

394 eV, 772–815 eV, 822–868 eV, 935–961 eV, 1935–2066
eV, respectively [29].
ALL-oxide MBE growth

La 2 CuO 4 M-I bilayers [29] and 2D-doped La 2 CuO 4
multilayers [31] were grown on LaSrAlO 4 (001) (LSAO)
substrates (Crystec GmbH) using atomic-layer-by-layer
(ALL) oxide MBE (DCA Instruments). The deposition
conditions used for growing the samples were T s = 600–
620°C (pyrometer reading) at a pressure of ~ 3×10-5 Torr (mixed
ozone, radical oxygen and molecular oxygen atmosphere).
All samples were cooled in vacuum, from T s = 210 ºC to
room temperature, in order to exclude any influence on the
electrical properties from interstitial oxygen doping.

Summary
In summary, we demonstrated the feasibility of using
spherical aberration corrected STEM to quantitatively
describe the elemental distribution, charge distribution and
the local atomic distances in LCO-based superconducting
interfaces. We found that the different cationic radii of the
dopants remarkably affect the superconducting mechanisms
(i.e. bulk vs interface) in La 2 CuO 4 M–I bilayer systems,
as a consequence of dopant distribution near the interface.
In the case of the LCCO/LCO and LSCO/LCO systems,
the interfaces were found to be sharper. As a consequence
of such a different interface structure, distinct phenomena
occur for inducing interface superconductivity: in the LCCO/
LCO and LSCO/LCO cases, striking interface effects. i.e.
electronic redistribution, are predominant, whereas, in the
case of LBCO/LCO, HTSC is rather ascribed to “classical”
homogeneous doping determined by cationic intermixing.
Moreover, the dopant distribution has a significant effect
on the O–O distance, in terms of JT and anti-JT distortions
which can be related to different mechanisms leading to
HTSC.
On the other hand, for 2D-doping we found the cationic
dopant profile to be highly asymmetric: abrupt at the
downward side of the interface and broadened in growth
direction. Conversely, the hole distribution, as measured by
EELS, is symmetric across the interface and is decoupled
from the dopant profile at the downward interface. This
indicates that hole doping is achieved on the two sides of the
Sr-doped plane by two distinct mechanisms, heterogeneous
doping at the downward side of the interface and
homogeneous doping at the upward side.
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The three-dimensional structure of biological macromolecules and their complexes is the fundamental information
not only for life sciences but also for medical sciences and drug design. Electron cryomicroscopy is now attracting
much attention as a powerful tool for high-resolution structural analysis in addition to X-ray crystallography and NMR
that have been used as the basic techniques. How can the structures of biomolecules be imaged and analyzed at
atomic level resolution in their native states despite that they are easily damaged by a relatively low level of electron
irradiation? This paper describes the history and present state of our own technological development in electron
cryomicroscopy and also future expectations and prospects by further development.

Introduction
The 2017 Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to Jacques
Dubochet (University of Lausanne, Switzerland), Joachim Frank
(Columbia University, USA), and Richard Henderson (MRC
Laboratory of Molecular Biology, UK), for their pioneering works
in the development of electron cryomicroscopy and image analysis
for the structural analysis of biological macromolecules, such as
proteins and nucleic acids. The three-dimensional (3D) structure
of biomolecules is the basic and important information not only
for life sciences but also for medical sciences and drug design,
and electron cryomicroscopy (cryoEM) has become a powerful
tool for high-resolution structural analysis over the past several
years and now established its position as one of the essential
techniques for structural analysis in addition to conventional
X-ray crystallography and NMR. Electron cryomicroscopy
receives much attention because it can achieve near-atomic
resolution in structural analysis only with a very small amount of
solution samples, as small as a few tens of μgs, without the need
of crystallization. The Nobel Prize was awarded to recognize
the contributions of the above three researchers as the founders
of this technology. Here, we describe the concept of electron
cryomicroscopy and image analysis as a technique for structural
biology, the history and present state of our own technological
development, and the future potential of this technique for life and
medical sciences through further development.

Structural analysis of biological
macromolecules by electron cryomicroscopy
The basic mechanisms that drive and support biological activities
are highly shared by diverse organisms, from microorganisms,
such as bacteria and yeast, to multicellular organisms, such as

animals and plants as well as humans with higher-order brain
functions. All of these functions are determined based on the
structures of proteins and nucleic acids with 3D arrangements of so
many atoms, from a few thousands to tens of thousands. Moreover,
their structures are not solid like bulk materials of metals and
ceramics but are very dynamic and flexible and are designed to
function by actively utilizing thermal fluctuations. One of the
major challenges in life science is the elucidation of mechanisms
that determine and express these functions, and it is necessary to
look at the 3D structures of so many biological macromolecules in
various states that are involved in various biological functions. The
number of 3D structures we need to solve would range from a few
hundreds of thousands to a few million.
The powerful feature of cryoEM, especially single particle
image analysis, is that there is no need for sample crystallization
that is essential for X-ray crystallography and that there is
virtually no upper limit in the size of molecular complexes unlike
NMR. However, since the majority of the interatomic bonds
that maintain their 3D structures are non-covalent bonds, such
as hydrogen bonds, salt bridges and van der Waals contacts, the
structures are very sensitive to electron beam irradiation damage,
a few orders of magnitude worse than that of metals, ceramics
and semiconductors. Therefore, to record high-resolution images
of biological macromolecules in their native state without much
damage, it is necessary to embed them in an amorphous ice thin
film by rapidly freezing their aqueous solutions and record their
images by a transmission electron cryomicroscope (cryoTEM) with
a specimen stage cooled by liquid helium or liquid nitrogen to a low
enough temperature to prevent the vitreous ice from converting to
crystalline states. Even at such low temperatures, the electron dose
that can be irradiated without much damage to the atomic-level
structures is limited to 20 to 30 e-/Å2, and so cryoEM images tend
to be extremely poor due to the intrinsic statistical noise, which is
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due to a relatively small number of electrons detected in each pixel
of an image detector, and the Landau noise, which is due to a large
distribution of signal levels of individual electron detection. Since
individual molecular images recorded by a cryoTEM are the 2D
projection images of molecules embedded in the amorphous ice
film in various orientations, it is also necessary to collect a large
number of images that are sufﬁcient to cover different orientations
with even distributions in order to reconstruct the 3D image at high
resolution. So, it is essential to efﬁciently collect as many molecular
images as possible, classify them into each orientation of projection,
and obtain an averaged image for each orientation by aligning
the position and orientation of the molecular images to increase
the signal level while reducing the noise. This procedure is called
2D class average. Then, the relative relationships between the
2D class averaged images in the orientation of projection are
determined, and finally the 3D image of the molecule can be
reconstructed (Fig. 1). To achieve high-resolution structural
analysis, it is important to use a cryoTEM and an image detector
both capable of efﬁciently collecting high-quality, high-resolution
cryoEM images. High-precision image-analysis programs and
high-speed computers are also required. We will describe the
history of our own development of cryoTEM systems to solve
such problems and some of the achievements by using them.

Advances in cryoTEM, image detector and
methods of data collection and analysis
Field emission electron gun

The pioneer of the cryoEM ﬁeld in Japan is Yoshinori Fujiyoshi
(Visiting Professor, Nagoya University). In collaboration with
JEOL, he designed and developed a cryoTEM with a very
stable, liquid helium-cooled specimen stage for the ﬁrst time in
the world to minimize the electron beam irradiation damage to
the limit to enable recording of high-quality cryoEM images of
biological macromolecules [1]. I started collaborating with him
from around 1990 to start using electron cryomicroscopy for the
structural analysis of the bacterial ﬂagellar ﬁlament to understand
its assembly and supercoiling mechanism. We had been using
X-ray fiber diffraction and X-ray crystallography to those days
because the achievable resolution by electron cryomicroscopy
was rather limited then, but I recognized the potential of the
cryoTEM with the liquid helium-cooled specimen stage for highresolution structural analysis. He taught us the basics of cryoEM
techniques from cryoEM grid preparation to minimum-dose
imaging of frozen-hydrated ice-embedded protein complexes.
Then, a year or so later, I was offered a job from Tsuneharu
Nitta, Director of the Central Research Laboratories of Panasonic
(Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. at the time), to start my
own laboratory in a subdivision of the Advanced Technology
Research Laboratory, which Panasonic was planning to establish
in KeiHanNa Science City as its new basic-research oriented
R&D center. The subdivision was called the International Institute
for Advanced Research (IIAR), and I was promised to have a
generous funding for the development of new equipments for
X-ray structural analysis and electron cryomicroscopy. So I asked
Yoshinori Fujiyoshi to join this new Panasonic institute to start
the IIAR together as an advanced structural biophysics research
center. We asked JEOL to introduce a newly developed device,
a Schottky-type field emission electron gun (Thermal FEG), to
the above-mentioned cryoTEM with the liquid helium-cooled
specimen stage. This was the very first cryoTEM with an FEG
and was named JEM-3000SFF (Generation 3: G3) (Fig. 2) [1].
Panasonic established the new KeiHanNa institute in 1994, and
we moved into the new building and set up our laboratories with
19
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram explaining the
process of single particle image analysis.

Dolphins represent biomolecules embedded in a thin film of vitreous ice in
various orientations. CryoEM images correspond to their 2D projections with high
noise levels. After the S/N is greatly increased by going through 2D classiﬁcation
and average of many 2D projections, a 3D image can be reconstructed.

this new cryoTEM. We expected a signiﬁcant improvement in the
quality and resolution of EM images by the high coherence of its
electron beam by ﬁeld emission. The improvement was actually
remarkable, showing up much higher resolution signals in every
cryoEM image we collected. The Fujiyoshi group aimed to solve
the structures of membrane proteins, such as bacteriorhodopsin
and aquaporin, in two-dimensional crystals, and our group
aimed at analyzing the structure of large helical assemblies of
macromolecules, such as the bacterial ﬂagellar ﬁlaments. Because
only photographic ﬁlms were available as the image detector in
those days, the efﬁciency and throughput of high-quality image
data collection were very poor. So it took more then several years
for the structural analyses to reach near-atomic resolution, but we
were able to obtain many impactful results by the mid-2000s, with
atomic-resolution structures of membrane protein 2D crystals and
macromolecular complexes [2-6]. Our structural analysis of the
bacterial flagellar filament attained a resolution close to 4 Å by
careful image analysis of highly-selected high-quality cryoEM
images of the filaments corresponding to only 40,000 flagellin
molecules, and the polypeptide backbone folding and large side
chains were clearly resolved (Fig. 3) [6].
CCD camera and :-type energy ﬁlter

The Graduate School of Frontier Biosciences was established
in Osaka University in 2002, and we moved our laboratory to the
Nanobiology building in 2004. Just before that, we obtained a
government funding from the MEXT as part of its supplementary
budget and asked JEOL to introduce a couple of newly developed
devices to the cryoTEM with the liquid helium-cooled specimen
stage. This was JEM-3200FSC (Fig. 2) and was an improved
version of Fujiyoshi’s fourth generation cryoTEM (G4) [1] that
was introduced to the Riken Harima Research Institute at the
SPring-8 site. One of the new devices was an improved version
of the in-column :-type energy filter, and this was introduced
to improve the signal to noise ratio (S/N) of cryoEM images by
removing the majority of inelastically scattered electrons, which
lost the coherence due to energy loss and therefore contribute
only to the high background noise and not to the high-resolution
EM image. We found nearly two-fold improvement in the image
S/N just by this energy ﬁlter [7]. Another device was a 4K × 4K
CCD image detector (TVIPS F415MP), which was already used
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Fig. 2 Development history of cryoTEMs in our group.

Newly incorporated elemental technologies and equipments are indicated in red characters.

Fig. 3 Molecular structure of the flagellar filament revealed by cryoEM image analysis.

 




  



   


The bacterial flagellum is a motility
organelle with a rotary motor and a
helical ﬁlamentous propeller. The ﬂagellar
filament is a large helical assembly of
tens of thousands of ﬂagellin molecules.
By using the JEM-3000SFF cryoTEM and
photographic ﬁlms as the image detector,
we collected cryoEM images and solved
the structure of the flagellar filament at
around 4 Å resolution. The main chain
folding and many large side chains were
clearly visualized for the first time by
cryoEM image analysis of biomolecules,
and this allowed us to build a complete
at omi c model of t hi s hu g e p ro te in
assembly.
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for electron diffraction recording but not for imaging due to its
lower resolving power than photographic films. Its resolving
power is lower because each electron forming an EM image has
to be converted to photons by a thin layer of scintillator on top
of the glass-ﬁber coupling block and the image of each electron
becomes blurred by the electron scattering within the scintillator.
Even with this disadvantage, the CCD markedly improved the
efficiency and throughput of high-quality image data collection
because we can see the EM image and its Fourier transform
immediately after exposure, and this allows us to make a quick
and reliable judgement on the quality and resolution of individual
cryoEM images during data collection [7]. We were also able to
dramatically improve the efficiency of high-quality image data
collection further by increasing the specimen temperature from
4 K to around 50 K by stopping the supply of liquid helium from
the in-column tank to the top-entry specimen pod. Although the
radiation damage can be minimized at 4 K, most of the cryoEM
images suffered from local, directionally biased image blurring
due to the charge up upon electron beam irradiation because of
the extremely poor electrical conductivity of the thin specimen ice
ﬁlm at the extremely low temperature. It was less than a few % of
collected images that could be used for image analysis. We solved
this difficult problem by increasing the specimen temperature
to about 50 K, and almost all of the collected images became
sufﬁciently high quality to be used for image analysis [7].
These technological improvements and advances made
previously multi-year projects completed within a couple of
weeks from data collection to 3D image reconstruction and
allowed us to solve the structures of many different, interesting
biomolecular assemblies, such as the bacterial flagellar hook,
muscle actin filament, the ParM filament that segregates
plasmids for bacterial cell division, the thin needle tube of the
virulence type-III secretion system of pathogenic bacteria and
the actomyosin rigor complex, all at 5 - 7 Å resolutions. We
were able to build reliable atomic models to gain insights into
the mechanisms of their functions by docking and reﬁning the
available crystal structures to the 3D maps [7-12]. The structure
of the stacked disk formed by the tobacco mosaic virus coat
protein was solved at 3.8 Å resolution also within a couple of
weeks to allow many of the side chains to be visualized (Takashi
Fujii, unpublished).
Side entry liquid helium-cooled stage

The liquid helium-cooled specimen stage developed by
Fujiyoshi in the 1980’s was the top entry type. It was mechanically
very stable, but electron cryotomography could not be done
because the stage had no tilting mechanism. Special contrivance
was made for imaging 2D crystals in many different tilt angles
to cover much of the 3D Fourier space for high-resolution
3D image reconstruction, but it was still time consuming. So
Fujiyoshi decided to redesign his top entry stage to implement a
tilting mechanism and applied for a MEXT budget called Special
Coordination Funds for the Promotion of Science and Technology
for its development by JEOL, and I joined this project as a coproposer. The one developed in this project is the cryoTEM of
Generation 6 (G6) (Fig. 2). JEOL built two of them and delivered
to Kyoto University and Osaka University in 2006 [1]. One of
our main research subjects is the bacterial ﬂagellar motor, which
rotates the supercoiled ﬂagellar ﬁlament as a helical propeller to
produce thrust for bacterial swimming motility. We need detailed
structural information of the flagellar basal body spanning the
cell membranes to understand the mechanism of motor rotation,
but the important components of the motor, such as the stator
units, are dissociated from the basal body during its isolation and
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purification by detergent solubilization because of their weak
binding, and therefore the structure of the ﬂagellar motor cannot
be observed in its functional states when isolated from the cell.
So what we aimed to do with this new cryoTEM was to establish
the method of electron cryotomography (ECT) to observe the in
situ structures of biomolecular complexes inside the cells. We
tried to establish the ECT method with this new cryoTEM with a
tilt mechanism to visualize the functional motor structure in the
cell membranes by quickly freezing the entire bacterial cells on a
specimen grid and record many of their tilt images to reconstruct
3D images of the cells with the ﬂagellar basal bodies. However,
since the diameter of the Salmonella cells are nearly 1 μm thick
and the specimen thickness for the electron beam to pass through
becomes twice thicker at 60º tilt, which is too thick even for
300 keV electrons to pass through and scatter elastically to form
EM images of good quality, we had to wait for several years to
visualize the in situ structure of the basal body until we have
introduced a genetic engineering technique to produce “mini-cell”
to make Salmonella cells much smaller than the wild-type [13].
In order to further improve the efficiency and throughput
of image data collection for single-particle image analysis,
we decided in 2011 to change the specimen stage to the side
entry type of JEOL’s original design with a potential to make
automated data collection possible by computer control. This
modiﬁed version of cryoTEM is G6N (Generation 6 with New
Modiﬁcation) (Fig. 2).
The introduction of this specimen stage together with
a different type of objective lens pole piece has resulted
in improved usability and image resolution beyond our
expectations. One of the standard methods to examine the
highest possible image resolution of a cryoTEM is to take an
EM image of a test specimen, such as an amorphous platinumiridium (Pt/Ir) alloy thin ﬁlm, under a relatively large defocus
condition of about 1 μm and look at its Fourier transform to
see how far the Thon ring extends (see Fig. 4). This is what
we routinely do to examine the resolution of cryoEM images
of frozen-hydrated ice-embedded specimens, and such a large
defocus is necessary to enhance the image contrast of low
resolution to make ice-embedded biomolecules visible for image
analysis. By using a thin ﬁlm of alloy, we are not limited by a
low electron dose that we must use to avoid radiation damage to
see the weak Thon ring signal at the highest possible resolution.
By such a test of image resolution performed on the installation
completion date of the cryoTEM G6N, we were able to see the
Thon ring extending beyond 2.0 Å resolution. In order to make
the Thon ring extend to the highest possible resolution under
such defocus conditions, the electron optical system of the
cryoTEM must be set to produce a parallel illumination beam on
the specimen. It was fortunate that the objective lens pole piece
of this cryoTEM was designed to fulﬁll such requirement under
almost any imaging conditions that users set up to collect images
even being unconscious of parallel illumination condition.
However, there were some other problems. Although the
specimen stage was liquid helium-cooled, the specimen
temperature was slightly higher than that of the G4 top-entry
type, and the temperature could not be elevated to 50 K as
we did with the G4 top-entry type. In addition, the supply of
helium was limited around the world and prices were rising. Our
microscope facility was connected with a helium recovery pipe
to the Low Temperature Center of Osaka University in the same
campus, but our helium recovery line frequently caused trouble
on the Low Temperature Center operation by contaminating
air. So we decided to stop using liquid helium around 2012.
We filled liquid nitrogen in both the liquid nitrogen tank and
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the liquid helium tank of the cryoTEM G6N and found that the
specimen temperature can be kept stably at 77 K, exactly at the
liquid nitrogen temperature for 7 to 8 hours. By fully utilizing
the CCD camera-controlling software provided by TVIPS,
nearly automated data acquisition became possible, and this
made cryoEM image data collection very efﬁcient.
CMOS-based direct electron detector camera

And finally, the bright time of the cryoEM field had come
along in 2013 by the arrival of a CMOS-based direct electron
detector camera. David Agard and his colleagues at the University
of California, San Francisco, had been developing an EM
image detector in collaboration with Gatan, one of the major
EM camera manufacturers by repurposing a CMOS device for
X-ray image detectors developed by a group at the University of
California, Berkeley. Gatan completed the development of this
camera system and made it commercially available in 2013 as K2
Summit. The CMOS imaging chip had wonderful speciﬁcations,
having 4K by 4K pixels, being robust against direct irradiation
of high-energy electrons accelerated to 300 keV or even higher,
and showing a minimal image blur due to electron scattering
within the very thin electron-detecting semiconductor layer, and
best of all, the data acquisition rate of 16 million pixel image
was 400 frames per second, which made it possible to carry
out single electron counting. Because the total electron dose
typically used for cryoEM image recording is 20 to 30 e-/Å over
one second exposure, the number of electrons coming onto the
detector plane per each frame becomes limited and countable
if the dose rate is lowered by about 10 fold by making the
exposure time 10 fold longer. Single electron counting gives us
a great advantage in reducing the image noise level. One of the
major noise sources in cryoEM image recording is the statistical
noise, which is large relative to the signal because the number of
electrons forming individual cryoEM images is small due to the
low-dose imaging to avoid radiation damages. There is no way to
escape from it. However, single electron counting can minimize
the Landau noise, which is an intrinsic noise of detector caused
by a large distribution in the signal amplitude that any type of
energy-accumulating image detector, such as CCD, produces for
individual electron detection.
Yifan Cheng at the University of California, San Francisco,
made the most of the performance of this CMOS camera system
and devised a way to collect sharp high-quality cryoEM images
of proteins by movie-mode imaging and motion correction. He
and his colleagues successfully analyzed the 3D structure of a
membrane protein, the TRPV1 receptor ion channel, which senses
heat and spiciness, from a small amount of solution sample that
eluded crystallization over many years in spite of much effort by
a group of his colleagues, and published two papers in Nature
at the end of 2013 [14, 15]. The structure was solved at 3.4 Å
resolution by analyzing about 100,000 single-particle images of
the protein picked up from about 1,000 cryoEM images obtained
from a small amount of sample solution containing the detergentsolubilized protein. After individual frame processing for single
electron counting, they added up every 80 frames to make a
cryoEM movie of 5 frames/sec and then added up these movie
frames with motion correction to minimize the image blur caused
by a mechanical drift of the specimen stage and the distortion of
ice ﬁlm caused by electron irradiation to make the ﬁnal cryoEM
image very sharp [16].
We were able to introduce Gatan K2 Summit to our cryoTEM
G6N (Fig. 2) in 2015 and tried to utilize its high performance as
an image detector. The movie mode image recording allowed
us to capture the structures of various biomolecules including

membrane proteins at near-atomic resolution, and the highest
resolution we attained was 2.7 Å for the structure of the thin
needle tube of the Shigella type III virulence-factor secretion
system (Takashi Fujii & Yurika Yamada, unpublished). Since
the attainable resolution depends largely on the structural
stability of the sample molecule and the thickness of the ice
thin ﬁlm on the cryoEM grid, it should be possible to achieve
resolution exceeding 2.0 Å with a better specimen and grid.

Development of CRYO ARMTM
The FEI company (Thermo Fisher Scientific since 2017),
one of the major manufacturers of electron microscopes, started
developing high-performance user-friendly cryoTEMs for
researchers in life sciences around the end of the 1990’s and
produced cryoTEMs called Polara in 2004 and Titan Krios in
2008. Titan Krios is in particular a user-friendly system, capable
of storing 12 cryoEM grids in a magazine, allowing users to load
each grid onto the specimen stage cooled by liquid nitrogen to
around 90 K by automatic loading device (autoloader), and allows
automated image data collection by specifying areas for image
recording after users judged the quality of grid. Titan Krios has
been highly evaluated by many users in the cryoEM ﬁeld over the
world because of its high performance in attaining high resolution
and user-friendliness both in the 3D observation of cellular
structures by ECT and single particle image analysis because both
techniques require many cryoEM image data to be collected.
JEOL developed JEM-ARM200F (ARM: Atomic Resolution
Microscope) in 2009 as a high resolution TEM for material research
and received high evaluation in the world. So we thought JEOL
should develop an ARM-based cryoTEM utilizing its ultra-high
resolution electron optics by developing necessary devices, such as a
highly-stable computer-controlled liquid nitrogen-cooled specimen
stage that can maximize the performance of high-resolution electron
optics, a cryoEM grid autoloader that is more user-friendly and
convenient to use than that of Titan Krios, and a liquid nitrogen
automatic ﬁlling system, and also by adding the :-type in-column
energy filter to minimize the inelastically-scattered electrons to
increase the S/N of the recorded images. The :-ﬁlter is also useful
for quickly measuring the thickness of ice ﬁlm for the evaluation
and judgement of the quality of the EM grid. Just at the right
timing, a large funding named State-of-Art Research Infrastructure
Establishment Program was announced by JSPS, and the proposal
and application for the funding by Toshio Yanagida as Director
of Riken Quantitative Biology Center (QBiC) (also, Specially
Appointed Professor and Professor Emeritus of Osaka University;
Director of the Center for Information and Neural Networks) was
approved in 2010 for the preparation for the establishment of Riken
QBiC. This budget was allocated to Riken and Osaka University
for their collaborative research activities. We proposed to use part
of the budget to develop a user-friendly high-resolution cryoTEM
and obtained an approval to ask JEOL to develop it. We conveyed
our idea, vision and required speciﬁcations to the technical team of
JEOL, and they agreed to start the development. JEOL planned to
complete a prototype cryoTEM by the spring of 2014, and we had
many discussions repeatedly over many meetings. The nickname
we came up for this new cryoTEM was CryoARM, and JEOL
named it CRYO ARMTM (Fig. 2). One of the goals we set was to
exceed 2.0 Å as the attainable resolution in the structural analysis of
biomolecular complexes.
Although the development was delayed due to various
circumstances and reasons, a prototype cryoTEM was finally
installed in May 2016 in the Nanobiology building. According
to the initial design plan made at the time when a Cold FEG
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was not yet available, this prototype CRYO ARM was installed
with a Thermal FEG with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. We
examined the Thon ring in the Fourier transform of the Pt/Ir thin
film images recorded under 1 μm defocus and confirmed that
the Thon ring extended beyond 1.8 Å resolution (Fig. 4). Our
important mission started from this point. We prepared cryoEM
grids of many different biomolecular specimens and collected
cryoEM images to analyze their structures by single particle
image analyses to evaluate the performance of the cryoTEM
for the resolution. We also carefully examined and evaluated
various aspects of the cryoTEM, such as the user-friendliness
of cryoTEM operation and controlling software, quickness and
smoothness of the manual operation with the cryo-workstation
for cryoEM grid transfer as well as autoloader operation, the
efficiency of data collection by automated image recording,
and the points to be improved in the automated data acquisition
software JADAS towards completely-automated data collection,
to feed them back to JEOL engineers. As sort of we predicted,
so many mechanical troubles frequently occurred with the
autoloader and cryo-workstation, and JEOL engineers had to
redesign the systems and parts, sometimes with new materials,
and bring them from Akishima, Tokyo, to replace with the old
ones and make adjustments of sensors and actuators to ﬁx those
troubles. It was almost every other week for about half a year
from the installation. The specimen stage was largely redesigned
for higher stability, and the TEM system controlling software
was also improved including the introduction of one-click
buttons on display to achieve parallel illumination and comafree optics alignment. The cryoEM method holds up with so
much knowledge accumulated over the years of its development,
and a cryoTEM system can work well only by implementing and
realizing all those essential know-how and speciﬁcations. JEOL
engineers worked really hard to make this cryoTEM system
work as we desired. It was February 2017 when every function
of this prototype CRYO ARMTM ﬁnally started working stably,
and we never had any serious troubles since then.
We used β-galactosidase as a test sample to see the reachable
resolution of structural analysis with image data collected
with CRYO ARM TM . We also continued our evaluation
of the operation stability of the hardware and software for
further improvement and especially focused on JADAS, an
automated data acquisition software program that JEOL has
been developing over the years, to make it something that every
cryoEM user can use comfortably for efﬁcient data collection.
JADAS became practically usable after several updates, and in
the summer of 2017 we were able to collect 2,500 images from
a cryoEM grid of β-galactosidase over 3 days. We picked up
about 350,000 single particle images from them, selected about
88,000 good ones by going through 2D and 3D classiﬁcations
by Relion 2.0 [17] and obtained a 3D reconstruction at 2.6 Å
resolution (Fig. 5) (Takayuki Kato, EMDB ID: 6840).
JEOL announced CRYO ARMTM 200 and CRYO ARMTM
300 in June 2017 as the commercial products, for which the
numbers represent the accelerating voltage. The good news was
that JEOL was able to equip these cryoTEMs with its own stable
Cold FEG and Hole-Free Phase Plate. The phase plate should
manifest its power for relatively small biomolecules with their
molecular mass below 150 kDa. The coherence of the electron
beam from the Cold FEG is signiﬁcantly higher than that of the
Thermal FEG because of its small energy dispersion by about
two fold, and therefore this should greatly enhance the image
signal of high resolution. In fact, when the defocused images
of the Pt/Ir thin film were compared between Cold FEG and
Thermal FEG, the difference was clear. While the resolution
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limit indicated by the Thon ring remained at about 1.8 Å with
the 200 kV Thermal FEG, the Thon ring extended to about 1.5
Å with the 200 kV Cold FEG and to 1.1 Å with the 300 kV Cold
FEG (Fig. 6). This implies that our dream of 1 Å resolution
would come true with the structural analysis of biomolecules in
the aqueous solution sample if we could develop and incorporate
a super-stable cryo-specimen stage (Fig. 6). It would also be
possible to greatly improve the throughput of cryoEM structural

Fig. 4 Thon ring of the Pt/Ir thin ﬁlm image
recorded with the prototype CRYO ARMTM.

A cryoEM image of the Pt/Ir thin film was taken under 1 μm defocus with
the prototype CRYO ARMTM operated at 200 kV. The Thon ring in its Fourier
transform extended to 1.8 Å resolution.

Fig. 5 Structure of β-galactosidase at 2.6 Å
resolution by CRYO ARM TM.

While the overall resolution of the entire molecule is 2.6 Å resolution, the local
resolutions are not homogeneous as indicated in rainbow colors. Some parts
of the molecule show a resolution close to 2.0 Å, and Thr 929, for example,
shows a hole at the center of its six-membered ring.
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Fig. 6 Effect of Cold FEG in high-resolution signal enhancement and 3D maps of various resolutions.

EM images of the Pt/Ir thin ﬁlm were recorded under 1 μm defocus either with Thermal FEG or Cold FEG, and the insets are their Fourier transforms. The 3D maps are
calculated from the superimposed atomic model at different resolutions to demonstrate the visible features at each resolution. The map at 4.0 Å shows a typical feature
visualized by recent cryoEM image analyses, with the overall shape of side chains being resolved, but the one at 1.0 Å clearly resolves individual atoms. The EM images were
collected and analyzed by Hirofumi Iijima, Takeshi Kaneko, Sohei Motoki, Isamu Ishikawa and Yoshihiro Ohkura at JEOL.

analysis by developing and advancing pipeline software
programs that carry out image analysis in real time with data
collection and AI software programs that judge the quality of
images being collected to make appropriate decisions without
human intervention to select better imaging areas on the grid or
change the grid to the next one in the autoloader storage to ﬁnd a
better one. In order to tackle these technical challenges, our joint
effort in technological development with JEOL is still underway.

Concluding remarks
Since all the functions and mechanisms that support life
activities in living organisms are determined by the dynamic
networks of biomolecules through their interactions, it is
essential to elucidate the structures of the biomolecular
complexes going through association and dissociation in
atomic detail. Now, by recent advances in cryoEM techniques,
the structures and intermolecular interactions have become
increasingly visible for countless biomolecules that had
previously been beyond our approach due to technical
limitations, such as difficulty in crystallization or too large
molecular size. The roles of cryoEM for the advancement of
life sciences, medical sciences and drug design are immense.
It is no exaggeration to say that the promotion of technological
development in the cryoEM ﬁeld to maximize its power is one
of the most important issues for the future of human society.
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Electronic State Analysis by
Monochromated STEM-EELS
Hiroki Kurata

Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University

High energy resolution electron energy-loss spectra can be measured over a wide energy range from infrared
to soft X-ray region by using a monochromated transmission electron microscope. In this report, as an example of
spectra in visible light region, the study on the dielectric substrate effects on localized surface plasmons in metallic
nanoparticles is presented. Moreover, carbon K-edge spectra measured from organic crystals, which are expected
to beneﬁt from high energy resolution in the measurement of near-edge ﬁne structures, are also shown. Especially,
the spectral changes due to the chlorination of copper-phthalocyanine molecules are discussed.

Introduction
Many efforts to improve the energy resolution of electron
energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) incorporated in a transmission
electron microscope (TEM) have been made so far. Recently,
the development of a new generation monochromator has
made it possible to characterize materials with high energy and
spatial resolution by using it together with a spherical aberration
corrected scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM).
In this report, after briefly introducing the performances of a
(scanning) transmission electron microscope equipped with a
monochromator installed at Institute for Chemistry Research
of Kyoto University, the author will show two examples of
high energy resolution EELS experiments. One is the study of
localized surface plasmon (LSP) excited in silver nanoparticles
(NPs) supported on MgO crystal. It will be shown that the
excitation probability of LSP depends on the trajectory of an
incident electron probe. The other is the application of energyloss near-edge structure (ELNES) appearing in carbon K-edge
excitation spectra to organic crystal. Owing to the small lifetime
broadening of the initial and final states, the fine structures
inherent to the molecule are observe in carbon K-edge ELNES,
leading to apply to molecular analysis.

Monochromated STEM-EELS
(JEM-ARM200F)
Figure 1 shows an appearance of a monochromated (scanning)
transmission electron microscope (JEOL; JEM-ARM200F). The
monochromator consisted of double Wien filters and deflection
coils is incorporated between the Schottky type electron gun
and the accelerating tube [1]. An energy dispersed focused
beam is formed in the lower part of the first Wien filter, and
monochromatization of electrons is performed by inserting an
energy selection slit at the dispersion plane. The second filter
plays a role of focusing the monochromated beam into an
〉〉Gokasho, Uji, Kyoto 611-0011, Japan | Email: kurata@eels.kuicr.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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achromatic beam. For this reason, the electrons emitted from
the electron source and the electrons focused at the exit plane of
monochromator have a 1: 1 relationship. The energy dispersion of
the Wien ﬁlter is 12.3 μm/eV, and the energy width of electrons
is able to be selected by changing the width of the slit. There are
seven types of slit widths between 0.1 μm and 4 μm in this device.
When inserting a slit, the energy resolution estimated from the
full width at half maximum of zero-loss peak can be chosen
from 30 meV to 250 meV. The spherical aberration correctors
(CEOS; CESCOR and CETCOR) for illumination and imaging
lens systems are installed in a column, which makes it possible to
perform the high spatial resolution STEM and TEM observations.
As analytical apparatuses, an imaging filter (Gatan; Quantum
ESR) and an energy dispersed X-ray spectrometer (JEOL; JED2300T SDD100GV) are equipped with this microscope. The
accelerating voltage of 200 kV or 60 kV can be selected, so
measurement with low accelerating is also possible. Figure 2
shows the zero-loss peak when an energy selection slit of 0.1 μm
is inserted at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. For comparison,
the spectrum measured by a cold ﬁeld emission gun (Cold-FEG)
is also shown. The full width at half maximum of the peak is
33 meV, which is one order of magnitude narrower than that of
Cold-FEG, and the tail intensity of the zero-loss peak in the near
infrared region of 1 eV or less is greatly reduced. In this way,
since the measurable region of the spectrum has extended to low
energy side, it has become possible not only to demonstrate its
power in the study of surface plasmons as described below but
also to detect vibrational excitations [2, 3].

Dielectric substrate effects on localized
surface plasmons
When light or electron is irradiated onto metal NPs, surface
modes called localized surface plasmons (LSPs) are excited. This
is due to collective oscillation of valence electrons on the surface,
and the nano-particle surface is accompanied by strong near-ﬁeld
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light. Since the resonance condition of LSP is sensitive to the size
of the particle and the surrounding environment, its application
to biosensors or photocatalysts has been extensively studied. In
order to investigate the physical properties of LSP in more detail,
it is necessary to analyze single NPs with high spatial resolution.
High energy resolution EELS combined with STEM is a powerful
tool for research on LSP, because EEL spectra in the near infrared
region can be measured efﬁciently with sub nm spatial resolution.
Many studies on LSP have been reported using this method [4].
In the following, the author will introduce the study of dielectric
substrate effect on LSP excited in a silver NP.
Figure 3 shows the results of high energy resolution STEMEELS measured from a silver NP supported on MgO substrate
[5]. The feature of this measurement is that the electron probe
is incident on the interface between the substrate and the NP in
parallel, allowing us to directly investigate substrate effects on
LSP excitations as a function of the distance from the substrate.
Spectrum-image (SI) data were obtained with an energy resolution
of 70 meV, a collection semi-angle of 29.2 mrad and a spatial
sampling of 0.4 nm per pixel. The high-angle annular dark-ﬁeld
(HAADF) image in Fig. 3(a) demonstrates that the silver NP has
an almost spherical shape with a diameter of 14 nm. Figure 3(b)

Fig. 1 Appearance of JEM-ARM200F
equipped with a monochromator

shows the spectra extracted from top (indicated by A), side (B)
and gap (C) regions around the NP, at a distance of 1 nm from the
surface of the particle, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The LSP resonance
energy is slightly different depending on the position of the
incident probe, and the resonance energy at the top position (A)
of the particle is shifted by 80 meV lower energy than the side
position (B). The EELS map using the intensity of 3.40 ± 0.20
eV near the resonance energy is shown in Fig. 3(c). Due to the
presence of the MgO substrate, the LSP excitation distribution
excited in the spherical silver NP is asymmetric; the highest
intensity is observed at the top position apart from the interface,
while the intensity at the gap position is very weak. Such peak
shift and asymmetric intensity distribution are considered to
be the effects of the dielectric substrate on the LSP. In order to
understand this, we performed simulations by discrete dipole
approximation (DDA) for a silver NP on an MgO substrate.
Figure 4(a) presents the EEL spectra calculated for three
different electron trajectories, as shown in the model (inset),
consisting of a silver nanosphere with a diameter of 14 nm and an
MgO substrate with a semi-inﬁnite size. These results are compared
with the spectrum calculated for an isolated silver NP in a vacuum,
indicated by the black line. The calculation was performed using

Fig. 2 Zero-loss spectra acquired with
a monochromated gun (red) and
cold-FEG (blue)

An energy selection slit of 0.1 mm is inserted. An accelerating voltage is 200 kV.

Fig. 3 Localized surface plasmon excited in a silver NP supported on MgO crystal

(a) HAADF image. (b) EEL spectra extracted from three different positions. (c) EELS map using the intensity of LSP resonance peak.
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a DDEELS code [6] and the dielectric function of silver reported
by Palik [7]. The dielectric function of MgO was assumed to be a
constant value of 3.13 [8]. The LSP resonance energy and the peak
intensity depending on the electron trajectories well reproduce the
experimental results of Fig. 3(b). The LSP peaks of the NP on the
substrate appear at slightly lower energy values than that of the
isolated NP. This red shift of LSP peaks represents the substrate
effect. On the other hand, the difference in resonance energy at the
electron trajectory A and B is related to the polarization direction
of the dipole mode of the LSP excited in the silver NP. The LSP
dipole modes for which the polarization is perpendicular or parallel
to the substrate are excited by electrons having trajectories A and B,
respectively. The resonance energy shift depending on the direction
of polarization of the LSP with respect to the substrate has also
been observed in experiments using linearly polarized light [9]. It
should be emphasized that the results equivalent to the experiment
of polarized light can be obtained with high spatial resolution by
selecting the electron trajectory in the STEM-EELS experiment.
The intensity of the LSP peak measured at trajectory A is strong
compared to that for an isolated NP, while that for trajectory C is
considerably weaker. This characteristic intensity distribution is also
noticeable in the EELS map shown in Fig. 4(b), which is calculated
from the intensity at 3.40 eV. The LSP excitation probability for the
NP is enhanced at the top surface, far from the dielectric substrate,
and is suppressed in the gap region. The simulated map reproduces
well the experimental EELS map of Fig. 3(c).
Next, the reason why the spatial distribution of the LSP
excitation probability becomes asymmetric is considered. In the
DDEELS code, the metallic NP is considered as an aggregate of
discrete dipoles. The excitation probability of EELS is calculated
by summing the product of the dipole moment Pj at position rj
and the electric ﬁeld Ejapp applied by an incident electron. The
dipole moment is proportional to the local electric ﬁeld, which
is the superposition of the applied ﬁeld and the ﬁelds resulting
from other dipoles. To a first approximation, therefore, the
energy-loss probability is expected to be strongly affected by
the distribution of the applied electric field depending on the
location of the incident electron. In the case of NPs supported on
a substrate, not only the structural symmetry is reduced, but also
the intensity distribution of the applied electric ﬁeld is modiﬁed
by the polarization of the dielectric substrate compared to the
case of an isolated NP. The effect of the substrate on the applied

electric ﬁeld can be assessed based on the image charge model.
The polarization ﬁeld of the substrate due to an incident electron
at (xe, ye, ze) can be described by an image charge, q, located
at (−xe, ye, ze) in the substrate when the substrate surface is at
x=0. The total electric ﬁeld applied to the dipole is equal to the
sum of the ﬁelds generated by the electron and its image charge
q=(1−εMgO)e(1+εMgO), where εMgO is the dielectric function of
MgO and e is the electron charge. SinceεMgO is greater than 1 in
the visible light region, q is positive, such that the polarization
field of the substrate acts to enhance the applied field of the
incident electron in the region between the electron and its
image charge. Figure 5 shows the calculated applied field,
including the substrate effect, for a silver NP with a diameter
of 14 nm supported on an MgO crystal. When the incident
electron is located at the top surface of the NP, the applied
electric field covers the majority of the NP as in Fig. 5(a),
meaning that many dipoles are excited in the NP, leading to a
high energy-loss probability. In contrast, when the electron is
incident in the vicinity of the interface between the NP and the
substrate (Fig. 5(c)), the applied ﬁeld in the NP is weak and its
distribution is limited to the region near the interface. This is
attributed to the strong cancellation of ﬁeld in the NP region
by the polarization of the substrate, because the NP is located
in the opposite direction to the image charge with respect to
the position of the incident electron. Therefore, the energyloss probability becomes low in the vicinity of the interface.
In the case of an electron travelling near the side of the NP
(Fig. 5(b)), the applied ﬁeld distribution in the NP is similar to
that in an isolated NP (Fig. 5(d)). Therefore, the substrate effect
is weak and limited to the region between the incident electron
and the interface, which is essentially a vacuum, leading to a
similar LSP peak intensity (Fig. 4(a)). The above modiﬁcations
of the applied field due to the substrate cause the asymmetric
distribution observed in the EELS map shown in Fig. 3(c).
The presence of a dielectric substrate under the NP can affect
the spatial distribution of the LSP excitation probability as well
as its resonance energy. The dipole mode of the LSP excited in a
spherical NP splits into two modes corresponding to oscillations
parallel or perpendicular to the substrate surface. These modes
could be probed separately using different electron trajectories,
providing results identical to those obtained from polarized light
analyses.

Fig. 4 Simulated results by DDEELS

(a) Calculated spectra at three different electron positions shown in the inset and the spectrum for an isolated silver NP (black).
(b) Calculated EELS map using the intensity of LSP resonance peak.
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High resolution EELS of organic thin
ﬁlms
In the measurement of energy-loss near-edge structure (ELNES)
appearing in inner-shell electron excitation spectrum, the energy
resolution is limited by the lifetimes of initial and ﬁnal states and
the density of states in conduction band as well as the energy
spread of the primary beam and the resolution of spectrometer.
When an inner-shell electron excited into unoccupied electronic
band, a hole is left in the core level. The lifetime of the core hole
determines the energy width of the initial state, which is related
to the generation of characteristic X-ray and Auger electrons
due to decay of electrons existing at shallow levels than the core
hole. The energy widths of core levels calculated theoretically
show a tendency that it is broader at the core level having larger
binding energy [10], indicating that ELNES of shallow core level
benefits from improved energy resolution. On the other hand,
the energy broadening due to the lifetime of ﬁnal state depends
on the kinetic energy of excited electron. It has been shown that
the ﬁnal state broadening calculated by using the inelastic mean
free path of excited electron has very narrow near the threshold
region, and becomes broad with increasing the kinetic energy [11].
Considering the lifetime broadening of initial and final states,
therefore, it can be said that the effect of high energy resolution
appears in the spectral structure near the absorption edge excited
from a relatively shallow core level. Furthermore, ELNES
reﬂects the partial density of states of unoccupied band, the band
dispersion also affects the broadening of spectrum. Actually,
it has been reported that the oxygen K-edge ELNES measured
from some transition metal oxides does not improve even with
monochromated EELS, which is mainly due to the effect of
band dispersion (solid-sate effects) [12]. In the case of organic
thin film crystals described below, however, the interaction
between molecules is weak and the band dispersion is small, so
it is expected that monochromated EELS will be of benefit for
ELNES appearing just above the threshold of carbon K-edge with
a relatively small binding energy. The spectral features speciﬁc to
conjugated molecules will appear as sharp π*-resonance peaks.
Figure 6(a) shows the carbon K-edge ELNES measured
from copper-phthalocyanine (CuPc) and chlorinated copperphthalocyanine (CuPcCl 16) thin films. CuPc is a four-fold
symmetric planar molecule in which copper atom is coordinated

at the center of the porphyrin ring as shown in Fig. 6(b).
CuPcCl16 is produced by substituting the peripheral hydrogen
atoms with chlorine atoms. CuPcCl16 is known as one of the
most intense molecules against electron beam irradiation
among organic molecules, and its critical electron dose is
about 30 C/cm2, while since the critical electron dose of CuPc
is about 1 C/cm 2, one should pay attention to the electron
irradiation damage of the sample. Spectra shown in Fig. 6(a)
were measured with a probe current of 0.05 pA and 1 pA for
CuPc and CuPcCl16, respectively. Spectrum image data were
acquired below the critical electron dose of each molecule, and
then the spatial information was averaged to improve the signalto-noise ratio of spectra. The ﬁne structures in both spectra show
clear differences within 4 eV from the threshold; peaks (A)
and (B) appear in both spectra, but in the ELNES of CuPcCl16,
an extra peak (C) is observed around 287 eV. These peaks are
attributed to the 1s → π* transitions, and the ﬁnal state may
be the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). There
are three independent carbon atoms with different bonding in
each molecule. As shown in Fig. 3(b), it can be classiﬁed into

Fig. 5 Distributions of applied electric
field calculated by DDELS

(a) to (c) MgO substrate is included. (d) Isolated silver NP.

Fig. 6 Carbon K-edge ELNES of copper-phthalocyanine and its chlorinated thin films (a)
and molecular structure model (b)
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the C1 and C2 atoms bonded to peripheral atoms (hydrogen
or chlorine) and a carbon atom, the C3 atoms bonded to three
carbon atoms, and C4 atom bonded to two nitrogen atoms and
a carbon atom. It has been observed from XPS measurement
of CuPc molecule that the 1s level of these carbon atoms has a
slight different binding energy [14]. Such chemical shifts of 1s
level lead to the different π* peak energy in the ELNES. In the
case of CuPc molecule, the binding energies of 1s level at C1,
C2 and C3 sites are almost same, while that at C4 site is large.
This is because the electronegativity of the nitrogen bonded to
the C4 site is large, and the valence electron density on the C4
site becomes lower than that at the other carbon sites, so the
Coulomb repulsion energy between the valence electron and the
1s electron decreases. Therefore, the peak (A) in the ELNES
of CuPc is due to the excitation of C1, C2 and C3 sites, while
the peak (B) corresponds to that of the C4 site [15]. In the case
of CuPcCl16, since the electronegativity of the chlorine bonded
to the C1 and C2 sites is larger than that of nitrogen, the 1s
level of C1 and C2 sites is stabilized more than that of C4 site.
Therefore, the extra peak (C) in the ELNES of CuPcCl16 can
be attributed to theπ*-resonance excited at C1 and C2 sites.
In order to make a quantitative interpretation of these ELNESs
including the relative intensity of each peak, it is necessary to
calculate spectrum taking into account the effect of the core hole
on the independent carbon sites. As shown in the above example,
the improvement of energy resolution appears effectively in the
ﬁne structures just above the threshold. Although the separation
between the peaks (B) and (C) of CuPcCl16 is narrow, 0.7 eV, it
has been clearly observed. This suggests that the chemical shifts
of inner-shell level can be detected in ELNES. It is expected that
the analysis of functional groups bonded to organic molecules
becomes possible by taking advantage of the features of such
high resolution carbon K-edge ELNES.
Finally, the result of vibrational spectrum is shown brieﬂy.
Excitations of various vibrational modes are observed in the
infrared absorption spectra of organic molecules, but most of
them appear below 200 meV. In the case of CuPc molecule,
the C-H stretch vibration mode of benzene ring is excited at
around 380 meV. As shown in Fig. 7, the broad peak assigned
to the C-H vibration is observed, but its intensity is considerably
weak compared to the optical phonon peak measured from
h-BN. Although this spectrum was measured with an irradiation

Fig. 7 Vibrational EEL spectrum measured
from copper-phthalocyanine thin film
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dose of 0.5 C/cm2 which was smaller than the critical dose
of this molecule, the effect of electron irradiation may not be
neglected. Actually, when the spectrum was measured at 1.25
C/cm2 slightly above the critical dose, the C-H vibrational peak
disappeared, which suggests that the dissociation of hydrogen
atoms contributes greatly in the early stage of irradiation
damage. This is also conﬁrmed from the fact that the intensity of
peak (A) in the ELNES of CuPc decreased with the increasing
irradiation dose, indicating the change of bonding state of C1
and C2 sites by the dissociation of hydrogen atoms.

Summary
The monochromated STEM-EELS is a powerful tool to
investigate the properties of surface plasmons and vibrational
excitation appearing in visible to near infrared region with high
spatial resolution. It was also demonstrated that when the low
dose measurement is applied to organic crystals, the carbon
K-edge ELNES with high energy resolution provides useful
information for molecular analysis.
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Chemical State Analyses by Soft
X-ray Emission Spectroscopy
Masami Terauchi and Yohei Sato
Center for Advanced Microscopy and Spectroscopy, Institute of Multidisciplinary Research for Advanced Materials, Tohoku University

A metallization of Si-sp 3 network of Na8Si46 and a chemical state distribution in Na-doped CaB6, were observed by
using a commercial EPMA-SXES instrument. Information observed in L-emission of 3d transition metal elements
obtained by an original SEM-SXES instrument is discussed.

Introduction
For developing functional nano-scale materials and nanoscale devices, microscopic analysis and its feedback to
manufacturing process is a key issue for those developments.
For that purpose, analysis methods based on electron
microscopy are crucial. Especially, spectroscopy methods
give us fruitful information related to material’s functions.
X-ray spectroscopy for elemental analysis may be the most
widely used one. There are two types of energy-dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) and wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy
(WDS). Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and
cathodoluminescence (CL, related to transition a in Fig. 1) are
also widely used. Recently, a new face of soft X-ray emission
spectroscopy (SXES), which can give electronic structure
information, comes into a group of commercial methods [1, 2].
For investigating electronic structures related to material’s
functions, EELS based on transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) is widely used because of its better energy resolution
than those of EDS and WDS and a wide energy range of
1-1000 eV. EELS can examine a dielectric property from a
valence electron excitation spectrum (excitation b in Fig. 1).
Especially, recent commercialization of a monochromator
instrument realized one nanometer probe with an energy
resolution of 0.1 eV or better. It enables us to analyze nearinfrared property of industrial nano-particles [3] and also
thermal lattice-vibrations [4]. Analysis of inner-shell excitation
spectrum (excitation c in Fig. 1) combined with theoretical
simulations becomes familiar for evaluating a relation between
an electronic structure and a local crystal structure. Although
EELS gives many information on electronic structure from a
nm-scale specimen area, it cannot gives information of bonding
electrons (valence bands). It can be realized by SXES, which
analyzes X-ray emission energies of electronic transitions d
in Fig. 1 with an energy-resolution better than 1 eV. SXES
instruments for electron microscopy had been developed for
TEM [5]. Because of a low detection efﬁciency of the method,
it was commercialized as an instrument for electron probe
microanalyzer (EPMA) and scanning electron microscope
(SEM) which can use a larger probe current than that of TEM.

As X-ray emissions for elemental analysis (EDS, WDS) are
dominantly due to electronic transitions between inner-shell
levels (transition e in Fig. 1), those spectra do not include
information on valence electrons.
A SXES instrument was ﬁrst developed for a TEM [6]. The
main bottle neck for application was a low detection efﬁciency.
In high spacial resolution analysis of thin specimen by TEM,
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a specimen volume examined is small and an acquisition time
of some tens of minutes or more is necessary for obtaining a
reasonable signal to noise ratio. When applying this method to
EPMA and SEM, an acquisition time of one or a few minutes
is usual due to a larger beam current and a larger examination
volume. This SXES method may be useful as a spectroscopy
method for bulk materials as TEM-EELS method for thin
specimens. Then, this EPMA/SEM-SXES can make a quick
feedback to material processing.
When combining an inner-shell excitation EELS spectrum
(probing unoccupied states) and a soft X-ray emission
spectrum (probing occupied states), a whole electronic states
can be figured out. Furthermore, an electronic excitation
spectrum can be derived from a valence electron excitation
EELS spectrum by using Kramers-Kronig analysis. Therefore,
electron microscopy can analyze not only crystal structure and
constituent elements but also a whole electronic structure of
identiﬁed small specimen areas [5, 7].
In this manuscript, SXES observations on a metallization of
Si-sp 3 network of Na8Si46, a chemical state distribution in Nadoped CaB6, and information on L-emission of 3d transition
metal elements are described.

Instruments and experimental
condition
SXES instruments used in this report are shown in Fig. 2(a)
EPMA (JEOL JXA-8230) attached with a commercial SXES
spectrometer system (SS-94000SXES) and (b) SEM (JEOL JSM6480LV) attached with our original spectrometer. Both SXES
instruments are WDS type spectrometers based on flat-field
grazing incidence optics by using aberration corrected gratings.
The commercial SXES instrument with two gratings can
detect from 50 eV to 210 eV for 1st order spectrum, up to 420
eV for 2nd order spectrum, and much further for higher order
spectrum. Actually, this spectrometer can detect soft X-ray
emission signals of more than 70 elements [8]. Present data
was measured by using a grating of JS200N with an averaged
groove density of 1200 lines/mm. Detector is a back-thin type
CCD. Energy resolution evaluated for a sharp Fermi edge
structure observed for Al L-emission at 72 eV was about
0.2 eV. This high energy resolution enables us to conduct a
mapping of chemical bonding states.
The original SXES spectrometer of Fig. 2(b) performs a
wide energy range of 50-3800 eV for 1st order spectrum by
using four gratings. In this report, a grating of JS2000 with
an averaged groove density of 2400 lines/mm was used. A
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SXES instruments used in this report. (a) EPMA (JEOL JXA-8230) attached with a commercial SXES spectrometer system (SS-94000SXES) and (b) SEM (JEOL JSM-6480LV)
attached with our original spectrometer. (c) Al L-emission spectrum obtained by (a). A ﬁne structure due to a spin-orbit splitting of L3 and L2 levels of 0.4 eV is seen. (d) Fe
L-emission spectra obtained by our original spectrometer (b) at accelerating voltages of 2, 5 and 10 kV. Spectrum intensities were normalized by L emission.
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multi-channel plate detector optically coupled with a CMOS
camera was used as a detector. This instrument performs an
energy resolution of 0.08 eV in photon counting mode for Al
L-emission [9].
SXES measurements were done at an accelerating voltage of 5
kV. Figure 2(c) shows Al L-emission spectrum, which originates
electronic transitions from valence bands to the inner L-shell
levels, obtained by the commercial spectrometer. The spectrum
shows a sharp Fermi edge structure at 72 eV expected for
aluminum, even though the specimen surface is oxidized. A ﬁne
structure due to a spin-orbit splitting of L3 and L2 levels of 0.4
eV is clearly seen. Electrons of 5 keV impinged on aluminum
surface spread out inside the material via inelastic scattering
of about 0.32 μm in diameter, which was evaluated by Reed’s
equation of d = 0.077 (Eo 1.5 - Ec 1.5)/p (d : size of spreading
(μm), Eo : incident energy (keV), Ec : critical excitation energy
for a desired X-ray (keV), : mass density of material (g/cm3))
[10]. As a thickness of surface oxidized layer is less than 10
nm, the spectrum of Fig. 2(c) is reasonably assigned to a pure
aluminum. Emission intensity of the surface oxidized layer
becomes apparent for an accelerating voltage lower than 1
kV. Figure 2(d) shows Fe L-emission spectra obtained by our
original spectrometer (Fig. 2(b)) at accelerating voltages of
2, 5 and 10 kV. Spectrum intensities were normalized by Le
emission intensity, which suffers little absorption effect. It is
apparently seen that the intensity distribution of L , emission
depends on accelerating voltage. For a higher accelerating
voltage, incident electrons reach in a deeper region from the
specimen surface and generate X-ray emissions, which suffer
a larger absorption before going out from the surface. In Fe
L-emission energy region, there is L absorption edge at 707

eV (red dotted line) between L and L emission. This is the
cause of a much intensity decrease of L intensity for a larger
accelerating voltage. The absorption effect is smaller for a
lower accelerating voltage, but an effect of surface oxidized
layer becomes apparent. By using the Reed’s equation, spreads
of electron beams in Fe at accelerating voltages of 15 kV, 5
kV and 2 kV are evaluated to be 0.56 μm, 0.10 μm and 0.02
μm, respectively. Based on the above experimental results
and experiences, an accelerating voltage of 5 kV was adopted
as an experimental condition of surface insensitive and less
absorption effect. Spectroscopy method at a low accelerating
voltage is useful for easily damaged materials. Recently,
amorphous carbon nitride ﬁlms were successfully analyzed by
using SXES at 5 kV [11].

Metallization of Si sp 3 network in
Na8Si46
Figure 3(a) shows a crystal structure of Type-I Na-Si
clathrate of Na8Si46. This material based on a three dimensional
Si-sp 3 covalent bonding network, which corresponds to a
replacement of hydrogen bonds in gas hydrates by Si-Si
covalent bonding. This Si-sp 3 bonding network includes Si20
(dodecahedron) and Si 24 (tetra-kaidecahedron) cages. Na
atoms locate in those cages. Si-sp 3 bonding network has a
semiconductor character. However, Na atoms in the cages
transfer it's valence electron to the Si network resulting in a
metal character of Na8Si46 [12]. Figure 3(b) shows a SEM image
of a bulk crystal used. Si L-emission spectrum obtained from a
circled area in (b) by using the instrument of Fig. 2(a) is shown
in (c). A Si L-emission spectrum of Si wafer (semiconductor)
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is also shown for comparison. Those intensity distributions are
due to transitions from valence bands to inner Si-L 2,3 levels
with p symmetry. Due to a dipole selection rule, those intensity
distributions reflect density of states of valence band with s
and d symmetries. Labels L2’ and L1 written in the spectrum of
Si wafer indicate special points in the band diagram of cubic
Si crystal. This two peak structure seems to be common for the
two materials. It may originate from Si-sp 3 bonding network
for the both materials. Contrary to this similarity, the right
hand side end, where corresponds to the top of the valence
band, is different each other. Na 8Si 46 shows a sharp peak.
From a comparison with a theoretical calculation, this sharp
peak may be assigned to a bonding state between Si cage and
Na atoms [13]. For clarifying the difference more clearly, the
spectrum of Na8Si46 is magniﬁed in Fig. 3(d). At the right-hand
side end of the spectrum, a sharp intensity drop with a width of
0.2-0.3 eV is seen as indicated by a vertical line. As the width
is comparable to the energy resolution of the measurement,
this sharp intensity change can be assigned to a Fermi edge
structure, which apparently shows this material is a metal.

Chemical state mapping of Na-doped
CaB6
The crystal structure of CaB6 is composed of a network of B6
octagonal clusters, which locate at each corner of a cubic unit
cell, and a metal atom at the body-center positon of the cell
(Fig. 4(a)). Ca atom can transfer two valence electrons to the
B6 cluster network. Since B6 cluster network can accept two
electrons in valence bands, CaB6 becomes a semiconductor
(n -type). For realizing a thermo-electric device using B6 cluster
network materials [14], p -type semiconductor is necessary.
As Na atom has only one valence electron, Na substitution to
Ca site is a hole doping to B6 cluster network causing a p -type
semiconductor [15]. From an EDS evaluation, Na content of
the material was a few percent. However, the uniformity of the
material has not been evaluated. Then, a piece of Na-doped
CaB6 material was examined by using a commercial SXESEPMA instrument of Fig. 2(a).
Figure 4(b) and (c) show a secondary electron (SE) image
and a back-scattered electron (BSE) image of an area of Na-
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B-K emissions spectra of the points
of A and B shown in Fig. 4(f).
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doped CaB6, respectively. The SE image shows a little different
surface morphology in the upper left area, where the carbon
signal was detected. The BSE image shows a lower intensity
region in the center. Then, SXES mapping measurement was
conducted. Spectral intensity maps of Ca-L , intensity (150154 eV), B-K intensity (170-188 eV), and the top part of the
B-K intensity (187-188 eV) are shown in Fig. 4(d), (e) and (f),
respectively. Ca-L , emission map shows a low intensity for
the dark area of the BSE image. It means a low Ca content
for the area. B-K emission map does not show an apparent
intensity change for the area. On the other hand, the map of
the top part of the B-K emission intensity in Fig. 4(f) shows a
larger intensity for the area. For investigating the origin of this
intensity increase, B-K emissions spectra of the points of A and
B shown in the ﬁgure are presented in Fig. 5. The spectra show
a little difference in those intensity distributions, suggesting
some difference of bonding state of B 6-cluster network. It
should be noticed that the peak of spectrum A indicated by an
arrow locates in higher energy side by about 0.7 eV compared
to that of spectrum B. This shift of the spectrum A should be a
chemical shift originated from an energy shift of B 1s level to
a larger binding energy side. This core-level shift can be due to
a decrease of valence charge of B atoms. It is expected for Nadoped CaB6. Unfortunately, present system cannot detect Na-K
emission intensity (coming up soon as a commercial version).
Impurity oxygen can be also an origin because O atoms adopt
electrons. Actually, a tiny intensity at 175 eV in the spectrum
A can be assigned to the 3rd order intensity of O-K emission. In

Fig. 6

anyway, a high energy resolution soft X-ray mapping can give
us a chemical shift mapping reflecting an amount of valence
charge.

Information on L-emission of 3d
transition metal elements
Bonding state and valency of 3d transition metal (3d -TM)
elements is a key for evaluating positive electrode materials of
Li-ion battery, because a change of valency of 3d -TM elements
is an origin of charge and discharge of the battery. Information
on valence electrons of 4s and 3d of 3d -TM elements is
included in L-emissions of the elements. As those energies of
1st order spectra are out of the energy range of the commercial
SXES spectrometer, the original spectrometer (Fig. 2(b)) was
applied to evaluate L-emission spectra of Ti and its oxides [16],
and Fe and its oxides. There are four types of L-emissions of
Lb, L , L and L . L and L emissions are due to transitions
of valence electrons to inner L3-shell and L2-shell, respectively.
Thus, those intensities include information on energy states
of 3d electrons. On the other hand, L and L emissions are
due to transitions from a shallow inner-shell level M 1 to
the deeper L3 and L2 levels, respectively. Thus, information
included in L , is different from that of L , . Figure 6
shows a schematic diagram of those transitions. Transitions
from M 2,3 to L2,3 are forbidden by dipole selection rule.
Figure 7 shows (a) L , emission and (b) L , emission
spectra of metal-Ti, a recently reported mono-oxideε-TiO
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and TiO2 (rutile). It is clearly seen that intensity distributions
of L , emissions are different for different materials. Those
reflect that energy states of bonding electrons are different
for different atomic arrangements or crystal structures. In a
simple ionic model, TiO2 is considered as Ti4+O-22 and cannot
emit L , intensity because a Ti4+ ion has no 3d electron. Since
L ,B emissions are observed in experiment, Ti atom in TiO 2
is not a pure Ti 4+ ion via covalent bonding between Ti and
surrounding O atoms. For discussing intensity distributions
of L , emissions, not only the density of state of valence
bands but also energy shift of inner shell level (chemical shift)
has to be considered. Furthermore, overlapping of L and Lb
intensity distributions and a presence of an absorption edge
between L and L has to be taken into account. On the other
hand, intensity distribution of L , due to transitions between
two inner-shell levels is much easier to discuss.
L peak energy of TiO 2 is about 2 eV smaller than that
of metal-Ti. In turn, L peak energy of TiO2 is 0.7 eV larger
than that of metal-Ti. L position ofε-TiO is almost the same
with that of metal-Ti. In case of Fe and its oxides shown in
Fig. 7(c), L of metal-Fe and Fe3O4 is almost the same energy
positon. L of Fe 2O 3 positons a little higher energy side of
about 0.2 eV than others. Those suggest that the origin of the
energy shifts of L and L is not simple. A larger intensity
ratio of L /L in Fe oxides can be due to a suppression of
Coster-Kronig process in oxides [18].
Based on a discussion on a binding energy shift due
to a change of chemical effects in X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, information included in L and L emission
intensity is concluded as follows [16]. A change of L emission
intensity distribution reﬂects changes of a valence charge and
solid state effects (crystal-field, density of states, bandgap
and etc.). A change of L peak position is caused by a change
of a M 1 core-hole effect in the final state, which reflects a
local screening effect. WIEN2k code was used to evaluate
a difference of core-hole effect in metal and its oxides. The
values of TiO2 compared with metal-Ti and of Fe2O3 compared
with metal-Fe were +0.7 eV and +0.2 eV, respectively. Those
values well reproduce the experimentally observed values.
This peak shifts due to core-hole effect are closely related to
dielectric property, band-gap energy of a material examined
[19, 20].

Conclusion
Recently commercialized SXES instrument for EPMA and
SEM has an energy resolution of 0.2 eV for Al-L-emission,
which is about 10-100 times better than WDS and EDS.
This SXES method is useful as a spectroscopy method for
chemical state analyses and those mapping of bulk materials
as TEM-EELS method for thin specimens. As there is no
need for thin specimen preparation, this EPMA/SEM-SXES
can make a quick feedback to material production processes.
This instrument provides a bonding electron spectroscopy
method not only for a wide variety of new functional materials
developments but also for basic research of compounds.
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X-ray, Electron and NMR
Crystallography to Structural
Determination of Small
Organic Molecules
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Here we present the recent development at RIKEN CLST-JEOL collaboration laboratory to explore the molecular
structures of low-molecular weight pharmaceutical compounds in natural abundance (without any isotopic labeling); the
recent progress in fast magic angle spinning (MAS) technology in solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR) and
in ultra high sensitivity camera in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) paves a new way to answer problems in the
pharmaceutical industry and sciences. 1) Crystalline polymorphs and 2) salt/cocrystal are two major concerns in terms
of quality control, stability, and intellectual property. To identify the crystalline form, powder X-ray diffraction and

13

C

cross-polarization MAS ssNMR are widely used methods, however, the former is sometimes not suitable for mixture
analysis and latter fails to distinguish crystalline forms with similar molecular conformations. To solve these issues, we
use electron diffraction (ED) and 1H fast MAS NMR. The crystalline form can be determined from nano- to micro-meter
sized single crystals using ED, since electron interactions are 4 to 5 order stronger than X-ray interactions. 1H NMR also
gives suitable information to molecular packing since 1H is located at the surface of the crystals. The salt/cocrystal issue,
where hydrogen plays a key role, is a serious problem, since single crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) cannot determine
the hydrogen atom position precisely. Here we determine the internuclear distances between 1H and 15N using ssNMR
at fast MAS conditions, while the global structure is obtained through SCXRD, answering the salt/cocrystal questions.

Introduction
While biotechnology-based medicines are listed at the top
shares in pharmaceutical market, the traditional low-molecular
weight drugs are still very important for daily treatment, for
example adult diseases. These low-molecular weight active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) can typically be crystallized
in several different forms, i.e. crystalline polymorphs, depending
on the crystallization conditions. Since the solubility and
stability are largely affected by the crystalline form, it is very
important to control and monitor the crystalline form in view
point of quality control from development to production stages
[1, 2, 3]. When the crystals with large enough size (~100 μm)
is available, single crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) gives
distinct answer to crystalline forms with atomic resolution.
However, most of the low-molecular weight drugs are provided
in micro-crystalline forms with various formulation including
tablets, pills, powders. As these formulations involve the
excipient, it is crucial to determine crystalline form from microcrystals in mixture. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and
13
C cross-polarization magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic
resonance (CPMAS NMR) are two major methods to identify

the crystalline form. As the experimental patterns/spectra
gives ﬁnger prints of each crystalline form, the comparison of
patterns/spectra between drug and standard form gives, in most
cases, clear answer to the crystalline from in it. However, both
methods still have practical problems. PXRD sometimes fails
to identify the crystalline form as many diffraction patters from
API and excipient are overlapped to each other. On the other
hand, 13C CPMAS which is sensitive to molecular conformation
is suitable method for mixture analysis as most signals from
excipient appear at the positions different from those from API,
avoiding the overlapping of signals. However, 13C CPMAS is
rather insensitive to molecular packing as carbon atoms are
buried inside the molecules and located far from the molecular
surface. Thus, the 13C CPMAS fails to identify the crystalline
forms with similar molecular conformations. Moreover, the
sensitivity to crystalline form is less than PXRD.
The other major issue in low-molecular weight API is way to
identify salt/cocrystal/continuum in multi-component systems. It
is sometimes required to improve the solubility and/or stability of
API crystals. The multi-component systems composed with API
and inert coformer are one of the widely used solutions to this
issue. Many examples can be found in multi-component systems
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by mixing the (typically basic) API and (acidic) coformer. When
the difference of pKa (ΔpKa) is larger than 3, this forms salt,
where intermolecular ionic interactions are found. In salt, proton
from coformer totally moves toward API. Recently, another class
of multi-component systems, cocrystal, is introduced when ΔpKa
is less than 3. In cocrystal, the proton in coformer still stays there
and intermolecular hydrogen bonding is formed. In addition, the
system between salt and cocrystal is also found, i.e. continuum
where proton is located between API and coformer. It is crucial
to identify salt/cocrystal/continuum in terms of intellectual
view point, especially when ΔpKa is smaller than 3. However,
lack of ability to determine the proton position in XRD based
methods brings serious issue to the identiﬁcation of salt/cocrystal/
continuum, since the difference between them comes only from
hydrogen positions.
The major issues which are not solved yet are 1) analysis
of mixture, 2) identification of crystalline form with similar
molecular conformation, and 3) lack of ability to determine the
1
H positions. The former two issues are related to crystalline
polymorphs and the last one is to salt/cocrystal/continuum. Here,
we combine electron diffraction (ED), 1H ssNMR, and SCXRD
to tackle with these issues. ED is one of the observation methods
in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) equipments and
gives diffraction patterns. Since interaction of electron is 104
to 105 stronger than that of X-ray, ED pattern can be observed
from nano- to micro-sized single crystals, enabling mixture
analysis. Although the application of ED has largely been limited
to inorganic materials which are robust to electron irradiation,
recent progress in high-sensitivity camera allows low-dose
mode together with cryo sample holder, paving a way to ED

observation of organic crystals including low-molecular weight
API. The issue 2) is raised because 13C CPMAS is insensitive
to molecular conformation as mentioned above. Fortunately,
the introduction of very fast MAS technology > 70 kHz enables
the high resolution 1H observation even in rigid solids [4, 5, 6],
where 1Hs are tightly coupled with 1H-1H dipolar interactions
at moderate MAS rate. Since 1H is located at the surface, 1H
isotropic chemical shifts are sensitive to not only conformation
but also molecular packings. In addition, 1H-1H intermolecular
correlation gives distinct patterns for each molecular packing. The
fast MAS technology realizes not only high resolution 1H NMR
but also several sophisticated experiments, including 14N NMR
and 1H-15N distance measurements. The former reveals protonated
state in small organic molecules. The latter gives clear answer to
salt/cocrystal/continuum issue where hydrogen positions play a
key role. In addition, we evaluate the throughput of each method.

Crystalline Polymorphs[7]
Identification of crystalline forms in pharmaceutical
applications is crucial and usually performed by PXRD and 13C
CPMAS ssNMR. However, the former is not suitable for mixture
analysis and the latter sometimes fails as discussed above. As
an example, 13C CPMAS spectra of three different (pseudo)
polymorphs of L-histidine are shown in Fig. 1. L-histidine
(Fig. 1b, c) gives distinct spectra from its hydrochloride salt of
L-histidine·HCl·H2O (Fig. 1a), because of different molecular
conformation. On the other hand, L-histidine in orthorhombic
(Fig. 1b) and monoclinic (Fig. 1c) form gives almost identical
13
C CPMAS spectra, reﬂecting the close conformation to each

Fig. 1

13
C CPMAS spectra of (a) L-histidine·HCl·H2O, (b) L-histidine (orthorhombic) and
(c) L-histidine (monoclinic), together with the molecular conformations. 256
scans for (a) and 512 scans for (b) and (c) were accumulated. (a) was measured
at 16.4 T with a JNM-ECA700II spectrometer (JEOL RESONANCE Inc., Japan).
The ﬁgure is reproduced from the reference 7.
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other. As shown here, 13C CPMAS is sensitive measure to
identify crystalline form with different conformation, however,
fails to distinguish the polymorphs with similar molecular
conformation. We here propose a combined approach of ED and
1
H ssNMR at very fast MAS to answer these questions.
Figure 2 shows TEM image and ED pattern of
L-histidine·HCl·H 2O measured at room temperature. While
the size of crystal is about 1 μm, which is typically found in
pharmaceutical products, 100 nm nano-beam is applied. Thus, in
principle, crystals with 100 nm are large enough to obtain single
crystalline ED patterns. In fact, we have measure ED patterns
from 100 nm or even smaller crystals. As the critical dose of
L-histidine·HCl·H2O at room temperature is only 10-20 e-nm-2, we
set the dose rate to 10 e-nm-2s-1 with exposure time of 1 s, resulting
in a total dose of 10 e-nm-2. Even with such a very low dose
conditions, the state-of-the-art CMOS camera (OneView, Gatan,
Inc., USA) gives enough sensitivity. While the critical doses
of 10-20 e-nm-2 are typically found in organic molecules, cryo
sample holder improves the critical dose further if needed. As the
ED pattern can easily calculated from the crystalline structure,
crystalline form can be identiﬁed by comparing the experimental
and calculated ED patterns. The ED patterns of L-histidine in
orthorhombic and monoclinic forms are shown in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4, respectively. While 13C CPMAS fails to distinguish these
two forms (Fig. 1), ED diffraction gives distinct patterns for
each crystalline form. This is because the lattice parameters are
totally different in these two forms. In addition, ED enables high
throughput measurements within one minute compared to PXRD
(tens of minutes) and 13C CPMAS (hours). The ED measurements
were performed using JEM-ARM200F (JEOL Ltd., Japan).
Most TEM instruments are capable of this measurement if high
sensitivity camera is installed.
The molecular packing can be investigated using 1H NMR
at very fast MAS. 1D 1H NMR spectra of L-histidine (pseudo)
polymorphs at 70 kHz MAS are shown in Fig. 5, giving different
patterns. Notably, L-histidine in the orthorhombic form (b)
gives different pattern from one in the monoclinic form (c).
These differences come from different molecular packings. This
highlights the advantage of 1H NMR over the 13C CPMAS which
fails to identify these two crystalline forms. Thanks to the high
abundance (>99%) and Larmor frequency (600 MHz at 14.1 T),
it takes less than one minutes to observe these 1D spectra. The
difference between two crystalline forms can be magnified by
observing 1H/1H homonuclear correlation experiments, which
should be sensitive to intermolecular 1H/1H connectivity, thus
crystalline packings. The ability of homonuclear correlation is
one of the unique features of 1H NMR with the aid of its high
sensitivity and abundance. Figure 6 gives 2D 1H double-quantum
(DQ) / single-quantum (SQ) homonuclear correlation spectra
of L-histidine in orthorhombic and monoclinic forms. While
1D spectra only show the local information, 2D homonuclear
correlation spectra also reflect the information on molecular
packings, as clearly shown in the overlaid spectra. As the DQ
coherences are created through 1H-1H dipolar interactions, the
cross peak intensities reﬂect the spatial proximity. For example,
the internuclear distances between H1 and H4 is 4.1 Å for the
orthorhombic, it is much shorter and 2.86 Å in the monoclinic
form. Although the difference in distance is only 1.4 times, this
results in 2.9 times stronger dipolar interactions in the monoclinic
form. Thus the H1-H4 correlations are only observed in the
monoclinic form. It is 2D experiment, however, the measurement
time is typically less than one hour, giving higher throughput than
13
C CPMAS.
1
H/14N correlation NMR also gives fruitful information. There

Fig. 2

(a) TEM image and (b) nano-beam (100 nm diameter) diffraction pattern of the
microcrystalline L-histidine·HCl·H2O sample. The diffraction pattern was obtained from
the area indicated by the white circle in (a). The ﬁgure is reproduced from the reference 7.

Fig. 3

(a) The negatively displayed experimental ED pattern for L-histidine (orthorhombic) and the
calculated ED patterns for (b) L-histidine (orthorhombic) and (c) L-histidine (monoclinic). The
d-spacings corresponding to the diffraction spots are estimated by the calibrated camera length
of 40 cm and a wavelength of 2.51 pm at 200 kV accelerating voltage. The ED pattern was
calculated for a [631] zone axis incidence beam. The ﬁgure is reproduced from the reference 7.

Fig. 4

(a) The negatively displayed experimental ED pattern for L-histidine (monoclinic) and the
calculated ED patterns for (b) L-histidine (orthorhombic) and (c) L-histidine (monoclinic). The
d-spacings corresponding to the diffraction spots are estimated by the calibrated camera length
of 40 cm and a wavelength of 2.51 pm at 200 kV accelerating voltage. The ED pattern was
calculated for a [100] zone axis incidence beam. The ﬁgure is reproduced from the reference 7.

Fig. 5

T h e 1H N M R s p e c t r a o f ( a )
L-histidine·HCl·H2O, (b) L-histidine
(orthorhombic) and (c) L-histidine
(monoclinic). The figure is
reproduced from the reference 7.
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are multiple possible protonated states in L-histidine. Either
or both of the two nitrogens atτand δ on the imidazole ring
could be protonated to NH moiety. In addition, L-histidine can
be Zwitterion. It is challenging to distinguish these protonated
states by either XRD or ED, since both methods are not sensitive
to hydrogen positions. However, 1H/ 14N correlation spectra
of L-histidine (Fig. 7) give the clear answer. In the acidic
environment in L-histidine·HCl·H2O, three NH correlation appears.
This clearly shows bothτand δ nitrogens are protonated. The one
more NH correlation appears at low frequency position in the 14N
dimension at -260 ppm suggest that this amino acid is Zwitterion
with the NH3+ moiety. This is because of small quadrupolar
coupling in NH3+ due to the local symmetry. On the other hand,
two L-histidine polymorphs only gives two NH peaks for each.
It is clear both are Zwitterion and only one ofτand δ nitrogen is
protonated. It should be noted that the 1H/14N takes typically less
than 10 minutes because both 1H and 14N are abundant nuclei.
All the above measurements were performed using JNMECZ600R spectrometer (JEOL RESONANCE Inc., Japan)
equipped with 1 mm fast MAS ssNMR probe (JEOL
RESONANCE Inc.) at 14.1 T. The sample amount used in the
measurements is about 1 mg for each.

New Methods Developed for Crystalline
Polymorphs
In spite of the importance of nitrogen in chemistry, pharmacy,
material sciences etc., nitrogen NMR is rather limited. This
is simply because low sensitivity of 15N NMR due to low
abundance of 15N (0.4%). Although 15N is preferred because
of its spin quantum number of I = 1/2, the other isotope of 14N
is also NMR active nucleus with favorable high abundance of
99%. The integer spin quantum number (I = 1) and presence
of quadrupolar coupling hampers the application of 14N NMR.
To overcome these problems, we developed the 1H-{ 14N}
heteronuclear multi-quantum coherence (HMQC) measurements
at very fast MAS conditions [8]. This method enables high
throughput measurements with mass limited samples less than
1 mg. Because of high sensitivity, the method can be expanded
into three dimensions for 14 N/ 1 H DQ/ 1 H SQ correlation
experiments[9]. In addition, the method explores the observation
of 35Cl which is often found in pharmaceutical salt [10].
Signal assignments helps to interpret the NMR spectra
as discussed above in Fig. 6. While two dimensional homo/
heteronuclear correlation helps a lot to assign the signal through

Fig. 6

1

H DQ/1H SQ NMR spectra of (a) L-histidine (orthorhombic) and (b) L-histidine (monoclinic). The expansion of overlaid spectra is also shown in (c) (L-histidine (orthorhombic) in
black and L-histidine (monoclinic) in red). Four scans for each t1 period were accumulated with 32 t1 increments. The ﬁgure is reproduced from the reference 7.

Fig. 7

The 1H/{14N} NMR spectra of (a) L-histidine·HCl·H2O, (b) L-histidine (orthorhombic) and (c) L-histidine (monoclinic). Spectrum (a) was measured at a 90 kHz MAS rate with a 0.75
mm HXMAS probe (JEOL RESONANCE Inc., Japan). Eight scans for each t1 period were accumulated with (a) 64 and (b)/(c) 32 t1 increments. No 1H–14N recoupling was applied
during the mixing time. The ﬁgure is reproduced from the reference 7.
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two-spin connectivites, three dimensional experiments gives much
clearer assignments. To this end, we developed 13C/1H DQ/1H SQ
correlation to reveal the local 1H-1H spin network in vicinity of
13
C [11]. The complete assignments were achieved from a single
three dimensional spectra with 1 mg sample at natural abundance.

Salt/Cocrystal/Continuum[12]
As discussed above, the identification of salt/cocrystal/
continuum still remains a big issue in pharmaceutical
applications because of lack of ability to locate hydrogen
in XRD. The difference between these three classes can be
interpreted as the different distances between hydrogen and
nitrogen (Fig. 8). Thus, the size of 1H-15N dipolar interactions,
which are inversely proportional to cube of the internuclear
distances, should give clear answer to salt/cocrystal/continuum.
Here, we propose a combined method of SCXRD and ssNMR.
While SCXRD determines global crystalline structure, ssNMR
gives local internuclear distances. By combining these two kinds of
information, the seamless understanding of the crystalline structure
can be established. As a demonstration, first, we synthesize four
model multi-component systems shown in Fig. 9. The crystalline
structures are determined by SCXRD. The results clearly show the
presence of intermolecular contact between N and OH as expected
(Fig. 10). The question is whether it is salt/cocrystal/continuum. To
answer this question, we tried to determine the hydrogen positions
by SCXRD, however, it gives machine dependent values, resulting
in unreliable positions. As the crystalline structure determined by
SCXRD clearly shows, there is intermolecular 1H/15N coupling. The
1
H/15N distances, thus coupling strength between 1H and 15N, should
give the answer to salt/cocrystal/continuum problems. For example,

Fig. 8

Schematic presentation of (a)
a cocrystal, (b) a salt and (c) a
continuum (where the H-atom
position is shared between the
two heavy atoms) in a typical
O…H…N interaction. The
figure is reproduced from the
reference 12.

H/15N distance in SA2 is determined to be 1.25 Å (Fig. 10). With
the distances between nitrogen and oxygen of 2.54 Å, which is
determined by SCXRD, we can conclude SA2 is continuum as
hydrogen is located at the middle of oxygen and nitrogen. It should
be noted that SA2 is consisted of strong acid and base with ΔpKa
larger than 3. This result highlights the importance of SCXRD/
ssNMR measurements to identify salt/cocrystal/continuum even
for the system with large ΔpKa. The structures and internuclear
distances of the other three systems have been successfully
determined (Fig. 10). The bottleneck of this method is experimental
time for 1H-15N distance measurement. In addition to the low natural
abundance of 15N and small 1H-15N couplings, these pharmaceutical
samples typically show very long 1H T1 relaxation time. Moreover,
the need of fast MAS reduces the sample volume, resulting in
further sensitivity reduction. We have developed a method to
improve the throughput as discussed in the following section, each
measurements still requires 4-5 days. We agree with the fact of the
limited throughput. Nevertheless, we believe this method is quite
useful as no other method gives clear answer.
All the NMR measurements were conducted with JNMECA700II NMR spectrometer (JEOL RESONANCE Inc.) using
1 mm double resonance fast MAS probe (JEOL RESONANCE
Inc.) at 16.4 T.
1

New Methods Developed for Salt/
Cocrystal/Continuum
The size of 1H/ 15N dipolar coupling should be precisely
measured. However, it is not straightforward task because of
1) low abundance of 15N (0.4%), 2) small gyromagnetic ratio
(1/10 of 1H), and 3) abundant 1H nuclei which are not bonded
to 15N, resulting in low sensitivity, small dipolar coupling (1-7
kHz), and overlapping of 1H resonances, respectively. More
importantly, the previous methods tend to show the 1H/ 15N
dipolar coupling which depends on experimental conditions,
giving unreliable distances. To overcome these difficulties,
we have introduced inverse detected CP with variable contact
time (inv CP-VC) method at fast MAS [13]. Firstly, the method
gives well defined dipolar splittings which is independent to
experimental conditions [14]. Actually, the scaling factor of inv
CP-VC method largely depends on the rf ﬁeld strength. However,
signals from the area with B1 inhomogeneity are scattered over
the broad spectral range, making these signals invisible. Thus the
signals from homogeneous B1 ﬁeld are selectively observed. The
sensitivity enhancement by 1H detection in inv CP-VC alleviates
the low sensitivity due to small abundance and sample volume.
Experimentally, it is shown that inv CP-VC is capable to monitor

Fig. 9

Schematic representation of the compounds used in the
present study, showing (a) SA1 (3-nitrobenzoic acid and
N,N-dimethypyridin-4-amine), (b) SA2 (3,5-dinitrobenzoic
acid and 4-ethylpyridine), (c) CO1 (4-nitrobenzoic acid
and 3-ethylpyridine) and (d) CNT1 (pentachlorophenol
and 4-methylpyridine). The figure is reproduced from the
reference 12.
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Fig. 10

The molecular structures and the
two-dimensional invCP-VC spectra
(15N-1H dipolar couplings versus 1H
chemical shift) of SA1, SA2, CO1
and CNT1. The ﬁgure is reproduced
from the reference 12.

a 1H/15N coupling of 2 kHz. The inv CP-VC works as filtering
of 1H resonances, giving selective observation of 1H in vicinity
of 15N. This avoids the complexity of overlapped resonances
between 1Hs. In addition, inv CP-VC paves a way to analyze
mass limited samples less than 1 mg.
Repetition delay must be inserted between the consecutive
scans in NMR measurements so that the spin system returns
to close to the thermal equilibrium before starting the NMR
measurements. As the repetition delay should be an order of T1
relaxation time, which is typically much longer than the rest of
the experiments, T1 relaxation time is the dominating factor of
experiment time in NMR. In the inv CP-VC experiments, the
magnetization starts from 1H, thus, 1H T1 is important. However,
well crystalline low-molecular weight APIs tend to have very long
1
H T1 relaxation time of tens to hundreds of seconds, reducing the
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throughput dramatically. At the fast MAS rate, the issue is more
severe, because 1H-1H spin diffusion is suppressed, resulting in
longer 1H T1 relaxation time. Since NH protons, which are of our
interest, are spatially and spectrally isolated from the other 1Hs,
very slow 1H-1H spin diffusion hampers the 1H magnetization
from recovering to its thermal equilibrium. This results in slower
1
H T1 relaxation time of NH protons compared to the rest of 1Hs.
To overcome this difficulty, we have applied radio-frequency
driven recoupling (RFDR) sequences on 1H, during repetition
delay [15]. This enhances the 1H-1H spin diffusion, bringing the
magnetization from rapidly relaxing 1H to NH protons. Since the
relaxation mechanisms of rapidly relaxing proton are utilized
multiple times, not only NH proton but also the overall sensitivity
could also be improved. We also optimized the phase cycling in
the RFDR sequence suitable to 1H mixing [16, 17].
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Conclusion
Both TEM and NMR are continuously improved even now
despite the fact that they have been introduced more than 70
years ago. The recently introduced high sensitivity camera in
TEM opens a way to the novel application in cryo TEM to
determine the protein structure using the single particle analysis
approach. The sensitivity enhancement is beneﬁcial for not only
protein but also beam-sensitive samples including low-molecular
weight API. Another big burst is observed in fast MAS
technology of ssNMR, which enables 1H NMR even rigid solids.
These new developments not only provide the new information
which had previously been inaccessible but also improve the
throughput, which is one of the key factors for wide spread of
use. In addition, it is quite important to apply several different
analytical methods which are complimentary to each other.
The proper combination provides useful information with high
throughput. Indeed, JEOL Ltd. also pushes the YOKOGUSHI
strategy to offer attractive combinations of equipments.
In this article, we combine XRD, ED, and ssNMR to solve
the structural problem in pharmaceutical sciences including
crystalline polymorphs and salt/cocrystal/continuum issues.
For the crystalline polymorphs issue, we demonstrate the
combined approach of ED and 1H fast MAS NMR to identify the
crystalline form, as a method complimentary to the PXRD and
13
C CPMAS. ED enables crystalline form determination from
nano- to micro-sized single crystals. On the other hand, 1H fast
MAS can distinguish the crystalline form with similar molecular
conformation. In addition, fast MAS enables 1H/14N correlations,
giving proton positions close to nitrogen nuclei. To identify the
salt/cocrystal/continuum, the combined approach of SCXRD
and ssNMR at very fast MAS rate is introduced. While SCXRD
provide the global molecular structure, it fails to determine the
proton positions which are crucial to salt/cocrystal/continuum
issue. On the other hand, ssNMR gives precise 1H-15N distances,
although the global structure is hardly obtained. This approach
provides seamless understanding of molecular structure from
crystalline structure to hydrogen bonding to answer salt/
cocrystal/continuum issue. The formation of continuum in
the multi-component systems with ΔpKa > 3 highlights the
importance of thorough investigation using SCXRD and
ssNMR.
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Recently, semiconductor devices are designed to be a 3D stacking architecture for high performance and high
integration. Therefore, 3D structural analysis of semiconductor devices with nano-scale meter resolution is important
for improving semiconductor devices. EDS tomography is getting popular for characterization of samples having 3D
structures such as semiconductor devices or metal materials, since the method enables us to see 3D distribution
of the atomic species for samples. It is essential to enhance the sensitivity of X-ray detection, since the signals of
characteristic X-rays are generally weak. To obtain more X-ray signals from the samples, the X-ray detection system
with two EDS detectors was developed. In the system, the detectors are placed symmetrically with respect to
the tilt axis of the sample holder. Thus, some portion of the generated X-rays are blocked by the sample holder or
supporting grid (mesh) in a speciﬁc tilting angle range. The shadowing in this conﬁguration can cause artifacts in the
resulting 3D elemental maps. Recently, we developed a new EDS detection system whose detector is placed on
the tilting axis of the sample stage in order to obtain EDS tomograms with no shadowing. The system was installed
in a 300 kV TEM. EDS tomograms from the paint ﬁlm sample were obtained using the EDS detector. The intensities
of each Ti Kα map were almost constant over the sample tilting range. It is indicated that the EDS detector placed
at the new position had almost no blocking of X-ray from the holder and the grid of the sample. The 3D elemental
maps of the FinFET, which is one of the modern semiconductor devices, were successfully obtained by using the
new EDS detector conﬁguration.

Introduction
Semiconductor devices are widely used in electronic products
all over the world. Historically, high density-integrated
semiconductor devices have been implemented by downsizing
transistors on a chip. Recently, semiconductor devices are
designed to be a three-dimensional (3D) stacking architecture
for high integration and performance [1-2]. The 3D observation
with nanometer scale resolution is essential for development
and failure analysis of new devices [3-4]. Electron Tomography
(ET) is one of the methods of acquiring 3D structure of the
samples with nano-scale 3D resolution by using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). EDS tomography is performed
by combining with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
(EDS) and ET to realize 3D chemical characterization from sets
of the 2D elemental tilt series maps taken by TEM equipped
with EDS detectors [5-6]. The technique is applied to the new
semiconductor devices and metal materials to observe these 3D
structures [7-11]. When the ﬁrst result of EDS tomography was
reported in 2003, silicon-lithium type EDS detectors, which had
low analytical counting rate, were commonly used to obtain
〉〉3-1-2 Musashino, Akishima, Tokyo, 196-8558, Japan | Email: yaoyama@jeol.co.jp
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EDS map of high electron dose and long acquisition time.
Therefore, EDS tomography was not useful for 3D elemental
analysis because of irradiation beam damage and contamination
on samples. But recently, large-sized silicon drift detectors
(SDD) and multiple EDS detection system for TEMs were
developed [12]. By using the new SDD system, EDS maps can
be obtained about 13 times faster than by using the previous
silicon-lithium type detection system [13]. EDS tomograms
from hard materials have become to be easily obtained by using
the dual SDD system, though it is still difﬁcult to obtain EDS
tomograms from beam sensitive materials like bio samples.
EDS tomography is a powerful tool to analyze 3D elemental
structure qualitatively, but EDS tomography has two kinds of
limitation for 3D quantitative analysis caused by the relative
positions of TEM samples and EDS detectors [14]. Figure 1(a)
shows absorption effect, which is a limitation for quantitative
analysis in EDS tomography. The black arrows indicate the
paths of X-rays generated by incident electrons. When the
structure of the sample is symmetric, the total amount of the
generated X-rays from the near side and far side of the EDS
detectors is the same. However, the generated X-rays from
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the far side can be absorbed by the sample itself. As a result,
the detected X-rays from the far side are fewer than that from
the near side. The absorption effect can cause artifacts in the
resulting 3D elemental map. The recent study has attempted
to compensate the self-absorption effect by calculation on the
acquired EDS tomograms [15]. Figure 1(b) shows another
limitation, that is shadowing effect. Normally, TEM samples
were fixed on a grid and the gird is fixed on a sample holder.
When two EDS detectors are located symmetrically with
respect to the tilt axis of the sample holder in the previous EDS
system, some of the generated X-rays are blocked by a grid or a
sample holder in a speciﬁc tilting angle range. The shadowing
in this conﬁguration can also cause artifacts in the resulting 3D
elemental map. In order to avoid this shadowing effect, it is
necessary to correct the measured intensity of the EDS map after
acquisition, according to the expected or pre-measured detection
efﬁciency. For 3D quantitative analysis, both absorption effect
and shadowing effect have to be removed from EDS tomograms.
The previous EDS-detector configuration is shown in
Fig. 2(a). The EDS detectors are located on both sides of
the tilting axis. In this configuration, the solid angles of the
SDDs are varied on the tilting angle. We have improved to this
variation by a new EDS-detector conﬁguration, where SDD is
placed on the tilting axis (Fig. 2(b)). It was expected that the

SDD on the tilting axis has no shadowing effect in all tilting
angle range for EDS tomography. The purpose of this study
is to make clear that a new EDS-detector configuration have
no shadowing effect in EDS tomography and to obtain 3D
quantitative elemental maps from the semiconductor devices.

Experimental
The microscope used for our experiments was an aberration
corrected 300 kV TEM (JEM-ARM300F, JEOL Ltd.) equipped
with two SDDs (see Fig. 3). One detector is located on the
tilting axis of a sample holder (SDD2), and the other is in the
right side of the tilting axis (SDD1) (Fig. 2(b)). For obtaining the
EDS tomogram quickly with no shadowing effect by using only
SDD2, the 300 kV TEM equipped with a new pole piece, a new
analytical high tilting holder and large-sized SDDs, was used.
The new pole piece, named the wide gap pole piece (WGP), was
designed thinner than the previous pole piece in order that EDS
detectors can approach close to the sample holder. The spatial
resolution of the 300 kV TEM with WGP is 0.062 nm due to the
Cs aberration corrector. The new analytical high tilting holder
was developed for EDS tomography. The tip of this holder is
narrow and thin so as to make the generated X-ray unblocked
for EDS tomography. By using these attachments and large-

Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of the two limitations for 3D quantitative analysis in EDS tomography.

(a) Absorption effect by sample. The X-rays from the far side of the sample are more absorbed by the sample itself than that from the near side. (b) Shadowing effect by sample
holder. The X-rays from the sample are blocked by the sample holder or grid bars in a speciﬁc tilting angle range. The black arrows show the ray path toward the EDS detectors.

Fig. 2

(a) Previous EDS detection system,
which consists of two SDDs located
symmetrically. One on the right side
of the tilt axis and the other on the
opposite side. (b) New conﬁguration
of the EDS detection system. There
are also two SDDs, and SDD2 is
added to the tilt axis. It is expected
that quantitative EDS tomogram
without shadowing effect can be
obtained by using only SDD2 for
EDS tomography.
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Fig. 3

accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The tilt series of EDS elemental
maps were automatically acquired in a tilting angular range from
+64 to -64 degrees. The degree step is 4 degree. The size of each
EDS map was 256 by 256 pixels. The pixel size was 1.953 nm/
pixel. Current density was 300 pA. The total acquisition time
was about 120 minutes by using the single SDD (SDD2). The
reconstruction procedure of the FinFET sample was the same as
the paint ﬁlm sample.

Results and Discussion

(a) 300 kV TEM (JEM-ARM300F, JEOL Ltd.) with the two large sized SDD shown
in (b). The detection area is 158 mm2. (c) High tilt analytical holder developed for
EDS tomography. The tip of the holder is narrower and thinner than the standard
one so as not to block the generated X-rays.

sized SDDs, whose detection area is 158 mm2, the solid angle of
only SDD2 is reached to be more than 1.1 sr. Our EDS detection
system can realize high spatial resolution and high analytical
counting rate even with a single detector [13].
We prepared two kinds of samples for our experiments. One
is a paint film sample to evaluate the shadowing effect in the
new EDS detection system. The other is the ﬁn-type ﬁeld effect
transistor (FinFET) which is one of cutting-edge semiconductor
devices. The bulk of paint films, which were embedded by
epoxy resin, were sliced by microtomy to be 200 nm thick. The
thin sections were mounted on a supported membrane of the 3
mm-diameter thin-bar grid. 2D EDS maps were obtained using
the 300 kV TEM with a probe current of 300 pA. A tilt series of
EDS maps from -60 to +60 degrees with a 5 degree increment
were automatically acquired by the tomography software
(TEMography, SYSTEM IN FRONTIER Inc.) which is installed
in the control PC for the TEM. The size of each EDS map was
256 by 256 pixels. The pixel size was 9.766 nm/pixel. The
acquisition time was 190 minutes. All of EDS maps taken in our
experiment were translated to the net counts maps from gloss
counts maps with the same condition by using batch processing
implemented in the EDS analyzer software (Analysis StationTM,
JEOL Ltd.). At the beginning in the reconstruction procedure,
tilt series of HAADF-STEM images were aligned by fiducial
markers and the 3D structures without elemental information
were reconstructed. The 3D reconstruction algorithm for
this reconstruction was simultaneous iterative reconstruction
technique (SIRT). Both the same alignment condition and the
same reconstruction condition were applied to the EDS tilt series
by using batch processing implemented in the TEMography
software. Finally, we obtained the 3D elemental maps of paint
ﬁlm samples.
The FinFET sample was roughly cut by a low speed diamond
wheel saw. The section of the sample was thinned by mechanical
polishing. Finally the samples were milled by Argon ions
milling machine (Ion SlicerTM, JEOL Ltd.) for TEM observation
[16]. The gold colloidal particles with a diameter of 5 nm were
dropped down on the sample and used as a fidicial marker
for alignment of the tilt series. The TEM was operated at an
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EDS tomograms from the paint ﬁlm sample were obtained in
order to evaluate the shadowing effect in the new EDS detection
system, which was installed in 300 kV TEM. The HAADF
images and 3D elemental maps were shown in Fig. 4. The
paint film sample consisting of titanium oxide particles, small
silica particles, small iron oxide particles and carbon resin are
marked in yellow, green, magenta and blue colors in Fig. 4(b),
respectively. The measured total intensities of Ti Kαfrom the
EDS maps of the paint ﬁlm sample are plotted against the tilting
angle of the sample stage in the TEM. The red, blue and green
dots shown in Fig. 5 correspond to the total intensities detected
by SDD1, SDD2 and SDD1+SDD2, respectively. Because
the volumes of the titanium oxide particles in each EDS map
are constant, the total intensities from Ti Kαmaps have to be
constant in the result of quantitative EDS analysis. However,
the intensities detected by SDD1 and SDD1+SDD2 decreased
around -20 degrees by the shadowing effect. On the other hands,
the intensities detected by SDD2 kept almost constant over the
sample tilting range. This result indicates that the EDS detector
located on the tilting axis had almost no blocking of X-rays from
the holder and the grid of the sample. A nearly shadow-less
EDS tomography system was realized by using this single EDS
detector.
The shadow-less EDS tomography system was applied
to the semiconductor devices. The HAADF image and the
EDS tilt series maps of the FinFET were obtained by the 300
kV TEM shown in Fig. 6. The white dots in the HAADF
image correspond to the gold nano-particles which were used
as fiducial makers for the alignment in 3D reconstruction
procedure. 3D elemental maps of the FinFET shown in Fig. 6
were reconstructed by using SIRT algorithm. In the resulted
maps, germanium, titanium, tungsten, oxygen, nitrogen and
silicon were detected. The 3D structures of the gate electrode on
the silicon substrate were clearly observed by EDS tomography.
The 3D nitrogen map corresponding to the insulating ﬁlm was

Fig. 4

(a) The HAADF image of the paint film sample, taken by JEM-ARM300F
equipped with the EDS detector, whose detector area is 158 mm2. (b) The
3D image reconstructed from the sample shown in (a). Colors indicate atomic
species: yellow (Ti), green (Si), magenta (Fe) and blue (c).
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still noisy. Higher electron dose or longer acquisition time
is necessary to observe 3D elemental distributions of light
elements with high signal to noise ratio even by using the highly
sensitive 158 mm2 SDD. Figure 7 shows the slices normal to the
X, Y and Z directions extracted from the obtained 3D elemental
volume map. The position of the Y-cut slice map is indicated
by a yellow line in the corresponding Z-slice map shown below
the Y-cut slice map. The germanium stressor (yellow), tungsten
electrode (green) and the silicon channel (blue) are clearly seen
in the Y-cut slice map (a). And the nitrogen (magenta) located
between the channel and electrode was obtained in the 3D
elemental maps. From these results, we can conclude that the
EDS tomography is useful to analyze 3D elemental structures of
modern semiconductor devices.
In this study, we tried to remove the shadowing effect in
EDS tomography by improving the detector configuration
in the TEM. However, the absorption effect also has to be
removed for 3D quantitative analysis. When samples consist

of light elements together with heavy elements, the effect of
absorption was serious in quantitative 3D elemental analysis
by EDS tomography. We have evaluated the effect of X-ray
absorption by the paint ﬁlm sample itself in EDS tomography.
The EDS tomogram data set were taken by a 200 kV TEM
(JEM-F200, JEOL Ltd.) equipped with two SDDs which were
located on the tilting axis and in the right side of the sample
holder, respectively. The 3D elemental maps of titanium, iron,
aluminum, silicon, oxygen and carbon were reconstructed from
the EDS tilt series maps of the paint ﬁlm samples. The elemental
composition ratio with voxel by voxel was calculated by using
Cliff-Lorimer method. We have compared the 3D composition
ratios from the three titanium dioxide particles which were
indicated by the yellow arrows in Fig. 8. The 3D composition
ratio from the particles with the diameter of 115 nm was
consistent with the fact that the particles were titanium dioxide.
But the atomic percent of oxygen in the particles with diameters
of 190 nm and 315 nm was underestimated. It is considered that

Fig. 5

Total intensities of Ti Kα maps of the paint ﬁlm sample using different detector signals plotted against the tilting angle. The blue dots, red dots and green dots correspond to the
Ti Kα maps made by the signals of the SDD1, SDD2 and SDD1+SDD2, respectively. The intensities detected by SDD2 were almost constant over the sample tilting range for ET.

Fig. 6

Fig. 7
Y-cut cross section

Z-cut cross section

(a) HAADF image of the FinFET sample taken by a JEM-ARM300F equipped with single largesized SDD whose detection area is 158 mm2. White dots correspond to gold nano-particles
used as ﬁducial markers. (b)-(h) 3D elemental maps of the same sample in (a), reconstructed
from the EDS tilt series maps, showing the distribution of germanium, titanium, tungsten,
oxygen, nitrogen and silicon atoms, respectively. The sample was thinned by ion milling. The
size of the reconstructed volume is (381, 377, 121) nm.

Y-cut cross section

Z-cut cross section

Y-cut and Z-cut slice maps extracted from the reconstructed 3D
elemental volume map of the FinFET sample using EDS tomography.
(a) and (b) show elemental maps of the Y-cut slices at different
positions indicated by a yellow line in the corresponding Z-cut slice
maps below. The Z-cut slice is parallel to the wafer surface. The
germanium stressor, tungsten electrode and silicon channel and
substrate are colored yellow, green and blue, respectively.
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Fig. 8

3D elemental map of the paint ﬁlm sample
reconstructed by EDS tomogram obtained
using JEM-F200 equipped with the SDDs
with 100 mm2 detection area (the left ﬁgure).
3D quantitative analysis of the three titanium
dioxide particles indicated by the yellow
arrows was shown in the right table. The
composition ratio of oxygen in the particle
2 and 3 is underestimated due to the X-ray
absorption effect. The absorption effect
cannot be ignored for quantitative analysis in
EDS tomography.

the X-rays from oxygen were absorbed by the sample itself. The
corrections of the absorption effect are desired to analyze 3D
quantitative elemental distribution with high accuracy in EDS
tomography.

Summary
In order to obtain quantitative 3D elemental analysis, we
developed the new EDS detection system for TEMs, and
installed the system to the aberration corrected 300 kV TEM.
The detection system consisted of the two differently conﬁgured
EDS detectors, which are placed on the tilting axis of the sample
stage (SDD2), and in the right side of the tilting axis (SDD1).
The detection areas of these SDDs are 158 mm2. In addition, we
developed the high tilt analytical holder whose tip is narrower
and thinner than the standard holder to make the generated
X-ray from samples unblocked. By using this microscope with
these attachments, the solid angles of SDD1 and SDD2 are 1.106
sr and 1.108 sr, respectively. EDS tomograms from the paint
film samples were obtained by using the new EDS detection
system. The total intensities from the Ti Kαmaps of the paint
film were almost constant over the sample tilting range for
tomography. The result indicated that the new EDS detection
system can obtain EDS tomograms with no shadowing effect.
The 3D elemental maps from the FinFET were obtained with
no shadowing effect by using the new EDS detection system.
The shadowing effect can be removed by our EDS detection
conﬁguration. The correction of the absorption effect is desired
to analyze 3D quantitative elemental distribution with high
accuracy in EDS tomography.
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TEM tomography has been widely used for three-dimensional (3D) analysis of fine structures. Recently, new 3D
structure analysis methods with SEM, FIB-SEM, Serial Block-Face SEM (SBF-SEM), and Array tomography, are focused
by many researchers due to performance improvements of computers and SEM. These methods are suitable for
biological samples because their observable area is very wide compared with TEM tomography. Each method has its own
advantages and disadvantages, however, there is little example of comparison among these methods using the same
sample. In this study, we reconstructed 3D structure of the same sample (E.coli and phages) by FIB-SEM, SBF-SEM
method, Array tomography and TEM tomography, and investigated advantages and disadvantages of these methods.

Introduction
It is important to know the 3D structure and localization of
organelle and protein complex that are components of cells to
understand the functions of cells and tissues. This information
plays important roles not only in academic research but also in
development of therapy for lethal diseases. Previously, TEM
tomography has been used for 3D structure observation of these
nano-structures. In TEM tomography, we take micrographs of
serial tilting images, and reconstruct the 3D image by backprojection of obtained image series. TEM tomography provides
high resolution 3D images, and also has a thickness limitation

defined by transmission of the electron beam. Therefore, it is
difficult to observe the 3D image of whole cell or tissues by
TEM tomography. Recent histology or cell biology is strongly
connected with molecular biology, and thus it is important
to reveal the influence of the morphology and distribution of
nano-structures on tissues and whole cell. For that reason,
new microscopic methods have been developed, which enable
us to observe a large area where the whole cell or tissues is
recognized, and can maintain high-resolution while recognizing
organelle and protein complexes. In this study, we focus on
three kinds of new 3D observation methods, FIB-SEM, SBFSEM, and Array tomography [1, 2, 3] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of 3D reconstruction methods.

SBF-SEM repeats the sample cutting
by a diamond knife and the observation
of backscattered electron image of the
new sample surface in the specimen
chamber.

FIB-SEM repeats the sample sputtering
by a focused gallium ion beam and the
observation of backscattered electron
image of the new sample surface in the
specimen chamber.

Serial sections are prepared with an
ultramicrotome and mounted on a hard
substrate such as a silicon wafer. These serial
sections are taken for a backscattered electron
image one by one and stacked in order.

TEM tomography takes serial-tilting
projection images by TEM, and
reconstructs the internal 3D structure
by back projection of these images.
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FIB-SEM is a SEM equipped with a Focused ion beam (FIB)
column. A sample in the specimen chamber is sputtered by
FIB, and the sputtered surface can be observed by SEM. FIB is
not popular in biology but is popular in materials science. This
is because specimens in materials science (metals, ceramics,
etc.) are too hard to slice by a diamond knife, but can be
made into a thin section or exposed new surface by sputtering
with FIB. To observe the 3D structure with the FIB-SEM,
we sputter the surface of the specimen, and observe the new
exposed surface by backscattered electron imaging with SEM,
and repeat the process of sputtering and observation. Finally,
we can reconstruct the 3D structure by stacking the images of
serial section series [1]. The advantages of FIB-SEM are highprecision determination of sputtering sites and preparation of
thin sections from hard samples like bones and metals. On the
other hand, the disadvantages are narrow observation area and
slow sputtering speed.
In the SBF-SEM, we use a SEM that has a mechanism for
cutting samples with a diamond knife in its specimen chamber.
To reconstruct the 3D image, the surface of the sample is
sliced by the diamond knife in the specimen chamber, and a
new exposed surface is observed by the SEM. 3D images are
reconstructed by stacking the images of serial section series
like the FIB-SEM [2]. Advantages of SBF-SEM are high
cutting speed and wide cutting area, since samples are cut by
the diamond knife. On the other hand, there is a disadvantage
that SBF-SEM needs special sample preparation (ex. NCMIR
method) because samples are required to be prepared with high
electron conductivity and strong heavy metal staining [3]. The
preservative quality of nano-structures by this special sample
preparation is poorer than the conventional preparation for
TEM. Although the conductivity of the sample is increased by
the special sample preparation, occasionally the sample may
become charged.
In Array tomography, ﬁrst we prepare the specimen of ultrathin section ribbon by an ultramicrotome, and serial sections
are mounted on the conductive wafer like a silicon wafer.
These serial sections are observed piece by piece with a SEM,
and 3D images are reconstructed to stack the images in order
[4]. Advantages of this method are as follows; Suppression
of charging of samples that are very thin and mounted on the
conductive wafer, Low initial cost because this method needs
only a conventional SEM and an ultramicrotome, and we can
use good samples prepared by the conventional preparation
techniques for TEM. A disadvantage of this method is that a
lot of manual efforts are required, for example, preparation of
serial section series.
There is little discussion to compare the features and
speciﬁcations of these three methods, because the principle of
these 3D reconstruction methods with SEM is almost the same.
That is, the three methods enable us to make serial sections
and observe new sections. In this study, we observed 3D
structures of the same sample by these methods, and compared
the results. Finally, we discuss and summarize the features
of these methods and which sample and analysis are suitable.
Furthermore, we attempted analysis of some sample using the
suitable methods.

Phages inject their genome such as DNA or RNA into E.coli
when phages attach to E.coli . The infected phages take over the
transcription system, the translation system, and the replication
system of host cells, and proliferate itself in host cells. In this
stage, we can observe proliferating phages in E.coli (Fig. 2
d-f). When phages proliferate sufﬁciently in the host, phages
burst and go out from the host cell. New proliferated phages
attach and infect the new host cell.
First, we piled up the soft LB agar containing E.coli on
hard LB agar. Phages were infected with E.coli by dropping
the phage containing solution onto this agar. We were able to
recognize the area where the phages were infected with E.coli ,
as a plaque after incubation of this agar, and obtained the
phage infected E.coli by taking out these plaques.
For TEM tomography and Array tomography, samples were
preﬁxed by 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate
(pH 7.2), and postﬁxed 1% OsO4 in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate
(pH 7.2). Fixed samples were embedded in epoxy resin. The
samples were sliced by an ultramicrotome into thin sections
which were mounted on silicon wafers for Array tomography.
These thin sections were stained by uranium acetate and lead
citrate.
For FIB-SEM and SBF-SEM, we applied the NCMIR
method for strong heavy metal stain [3]. FIB-SEM can also use
samples that are prepared by the conventional method, and in
this study we applied the NCMIR method to obtain the strong
contrast image. After ﬁxation and staining, the samples were
embedded in epoxy resin. Observation conditions are shown in
Table 1.
Serial section images obtained by FIB-SEM, SBF-SEM and
Array tomography were aligned by Fiji [5], and 3D images
were reconstructed by stacker (System In Frontier Inc. Japan).
In TEM tomography, TEMography was used for acquisition
of serial tilting images and 3D reconstructions. Obtained 3D
images were segmented and analyzed by Colorist (System In
Frontier Inc. Japan).

Results and Discussions
Comparison of 3D reconstruction method using
electron microscopy

We observed 2D images using FIB-SEM, SBF-SEM

Fig. 2 TEM images of phages.

Materials and Methods
We used E.coli infected by T4 phage,λphage, andφ174
phage as samples. Phages are a kind of virus infecting bacteria.
The size is 200 nm or less, and it is impossible to observe their
morphology without using an electron microscopy (Fig. 2 a-c).
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Negative stained images of phage (a-c) and proliferating in E.coli (d-f, arrow
heads).
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(backscattered electron images of the surface of bulk sample,
accelerating voltages were 1.0 kV and 3.0 kV, respectively),
Array tomography (backscattered electron images of thin
section sample mounted on silicon wafer, accelerating voltage
was 7.0 kV), and TEM tomography (projection image of thin
section sample, no tilting, accelerating voltage was 120 kV).
FIB-SEM and SBF-SEM for observation of the surface of bulk
sample were inferior to Array tomography and TEM tomography
for observation of thin section in the sharpness of images
(Fig. 3). This is because, in this sample, most observation area
was occupied only with low conductivity resin and we had to
observe with low accelerating voltage to suppress the charging.
The image quality of Array tomography is equal to that of
TEM tomography. This result suggested that improvement
of sample conductivity and observation at high accelerating
voltage are important factors for observing biological samples in
3D structural observation with SEM (Fig. 3 c). In addition, the
image quality of FIB-SEM and SBF-SEM is low compared with
the other two methods, but they kept the resolution to recognize
phage particles.
Next, we compare results of 3D reconstruction. In TEM
tomography, the thickness of the slice (200 nm) is smaller than
the diameter of E.coli (about 2 μm), so that the whole image

of one E.coli cannot be reconstructed into 3D (Fig. 4 d). On
the other hand, SBF-SEM and FIB-SEM succeeded in 3D
observation of a large volume (Fig. 4 a, b). In Array tomography,
the observation area of the XY plane is comparable to those
of SBF-method and FIB-SEM. However, the thickness of
observation volume was reduced because the prepared slices
are only 20 in this study (Fig. 4 c). Although mature skills
and long acquisition time were required, we consider that
it is possible to increase the thickness of 3D reconstruction
image by preparing mass serial sections and increasing the
number of micrographs taken. In results of extracting one
E.coli and segmentation of phages contained in the E.coli and
the extracellular membrane of E.coli , we could recognize the
morphology of the E.coli and 3D distribution of phages using
any method, although there are differences in spatial resolution
(Fig. 4 e-h). Focusing on the one phage particle, the shape of
phage is extended in the Z direction in SBF-SEM and Array
tomography, since the resolution along the Z is insufficient
against the size of phages (Fig. 4 i, k). In FIB-SEM, although
a phage was reconstructed as a ball shape, however, details of
the 3D reconstruction image are lost compared to the result
of TEM tomography (Fig. 4 j, l). Considering the result of the
comparisons, it was found that the quantitative analysis of

Table 1 Observation conditions of 3D observation methods.

Fig. 3 Comparison of observation area and image quality of each method.

In SBF-SEM, the specimen is easily charged, deteriorating the image quality, because block resin that is little conductive occupies a wide observation area (a). FIB-SEM also
enables to observe the wide block resin area, but gallium ions that sputtered the sample surface suppress the charging (b). In Array tomography, we were able to observe
high signal-to-noise (SN) ratio images, because the charging was suppressed for the sliced thin sections mounted on a silicon wafer that is highly conductive (c). In TEM
tomography, we observed only one E.coli (d).
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morphology of E.coli and the analysis of distribution of phages
in E.coli can be performed by any 3D reconstruction method
with SEM, meanwhile, TEM tomography provides high spatial
resolution necessary for observing the nano-structure such as
phages. Very similar results were obtained with SBF-SEM
and FIB-SEM, which have the common basis of slicing and
observing bulk samples in their specimen chambers. Almost the
same volumes were obtained by SBF-SEM and FIB-SEM in
this study, and the acquisition time of SBF-SEM (2.5 hours) is
about 20 times as fast as that obtained by FIB-SEM (48 hours)
(Table 1). However, FIB-SEM provided the reconstructed 3D
structure image with higher Z resolution than SBF-SEM. The
difference of this resolution is due to the difference of cutting
thickness: 20 nm for FIB-SEM and 50 nm for SBF-SEM.
These results were summarized in Table 2. The image quality
of SBF-SEM was inferior to that of other methods, however
the wide range of observation area and the speed of observation

were unrivaled with SBF-SEM. Furthermore, in samples with
high conductivity, the image quality would be improved because
the accelerating voltage can be raised more. For the above
features, SBF-SEM is suitable for very large samples with high
conductivity and for comprehensive analysis. For example,
tissue samples are large, the resin area is small, and conductivity
is high. Comprehensive analysis is required in connectome
analysis.
FIB-SEM needs long acquisition time compared with
SBF-SEM, however, it is advantageous for FIB-SEM that
Z resolution is very high. This advantage is only valid for
a narrow observation area. FIB-SEM is suitable for small
samples, for example, small tissues or one whole cell. FIBSEM has high affinity for quantitative analysis, since high
quantitativeness needs the high resolution. In addition, it is
possible to cut bones and metals, enabling 3D analysis of hard
tissues and contact portion between metals and tissues.

Fig. 4 Comparison of 3D reconstruction results.

We reconstructed the 3D structure of E.coli infected
with T4 phages. Volume rendering images of the
whole observation area (a-d). Segmentation images
of one E.coli cell that is infected with T4 phages
(green), T4 phages that is grown in E.coli (orange),
and infected (pink) (e-h). Segmentation images of
one T4 phages in E.coli (i-l).

Table 2 Summary of the features of 3D structural analysis by electron microscopy.
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In Array tomography, samples remain after the observation;
meanwhile, matured techniques that make serial sections and
long acquisition time were required to deepen the observable
depth. Array tomography is suitable for detailed analysis of
rare phenomena in a large observation area. We expected
that the transparent substrate such as glass allows for various
correlative methods, including correlative light and electron
microscopy (CLEM). Array tomography is effective for
observation of floating cells, bacteria and embryos which
have low conductivity, surrounded by resin around samples,
since the samples are thin sections on a conductive substrate,
charging are suppressed and the samples can be observed with
high accelerating voltage.

cells were divided into three parts in the long axis direction,
center part, middle part, and side part. We analyzed which
part of the T4 phage particles was localized (Fig. 5 b). Most of
phage particles localized at the center part, when phage particles
were few. The phage particles localized in the center part were
dispersed from the middle part to side part, as the internal
phage particles increase. Furthermore, as the volume of E.coli
increased, phage particles in the center part decreased more,
and phage particles localized in the side part increased. Next,
we focused on the shape of E.coli . The shape of E.coli that had
few T4 phage particles was rod like shape (Fig. 5 c B). When
internal T4 phage particles were increased, E.coli expanded to
the short axis direction, and the shape became barrel like shape
(Fig. 5 c C-E).

Analysis of 3D reconstruction image

(1) The relationship of morphology of E.coli that is
infected by T4 phages and internal phage particle
SBF-SEM was enough to analyze the morphology of E.coli
and distribution of T4 phage. We analyzed the relationship
of the morphology of E.coli and internal phages by using the
result of SBF-SEM. First we examined the relationship between
the volume of E.coli and the number of phages (Fig. 5 a). The
results show that the maximum number of internal phage in
an E.coli is about 280 particles, and no E.coli containing more
phage particles could be observed. We considered that as the
number of phage particles increases further, this increase causes
E.coli to burst. The number of contained phage particles tends
to increase, as the volume of E.coli increases. However, this
relationship is not linear; there was a difference in the number of
phage particles even in the same volume E.coli (B and C, D, E
in Fig. 5 a). Therefore, we selected characteristic E.coli (A-E in
Fig. 5 a, c). Selected E.coli cells are as follows. The ones were
small volume and they have few phage particles (A, B in Fig. 5 a,
c). Next ones were also small volume, but they had many phage
particles (C-E in Fig. 5 a, c). Another ones were large volume
and they had a lot of phage particles (F in Fig. 5 a, c). E.coli

(2) The relationship between type of phage and
distribution of phage in E.coli
T4 phage could be recognized by any 3D structure analysis
with SEM since it has strong contrast in E.coli . However,λ
phage andφ174 phage were difficult to recognize in E.coli
because they had low contrast in E.coli , andφ174 phage was
too small (Fig. 2 e, c, f). Therefore, the comparison of the
E.coli infected by T4 phage,λphage andφ174 phage was
done using 3D reconstruction images by Array tomography.
First we focused on the morphology of the E.coli . The shape
of the E.coli infected byλphage changed from a rod-like
structure to a ball-like structure. We separated E.coli infected
phages into three layers; inner layer, middle layer, and outer
layer, and investigated which phages are localized in which
layer (Fig. 6 a). The result show that T4 phage andφ174
phage dispersed in E.coli without bias, however, almostλ
phage particle localized at the outer layer. T4 phage andφ174
phage are lytic phage. As soon as they are infected with E.coli ,
they begin to proliferate in host cells and host cells burst (lyse).
On the other hand,λphage is a temperate phage. When they
are infected with E.coli and inject their genome into host cells,

Fig. 5 Relationship of morphology of E.coli and involved phages.

The left graph shows the relationship of the volume of E.coli infected with T4 phage and the number of involved T4 phages (a). We selected six characteristic E.coli cells (pink
dot in the left graph, A-F). The morphology of these 6 E.coli cells that involved T4 phages were visualized by segmentation (c), the right graph shows the relationship of the
volume of E.coli and the distribution of T4 phage (b).
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Fig. 6 3D distribution of phages in E.coli .

We compared distributions of phages from the results of 3D structure reconstruction of T4 phage, λphage, and φ174 phage form Array tomography. We separated E.coli into
three parts; the inner area, middle area and outer area, and counted the number of phages involved in each part. T4 phages and φ174 phages have little bias of distribution,
however almostλphages localized at the outer area (a). E.coli that infected withλphage changed their shapes from rod to globular (c).

they do not lyse immediately. After infection, they insert
their genome into the genome of host and behave as part
of the host (lysogenization). However, the repressor which
suppresses the proliferation of the phage is inactivated by the
change of environment, phage start to proliferate and the host
lyse. The difference in observed morphological change and
localization of phages may originate from proliferation area,
lytic phages proliferate in infected area immediately and the
temperate phages proliferate on the host genome.φ174 phages
did not show the biased distribution in the three layers, but
they localized in specific part (Fig. 6 d). In this experiment,
we could not identify the ﬁrst infected place, but the localized
place may be related to the ﬁrst infected place.
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Biomarker Analysis in Petroleum
Samples Using GC×GC-HRTOFMS
with an Ion Source Combining
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Two kinds of petroleum samples were analyzed by “JMS-T200GC AccuTOFTM GCx-plus”, the latest model of
JEOL GC-TOFMS (gas chromatograph time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometer) that has high mass resolution and highspeed mass spectra acquisition capabilities combined with the photoionization source and the GC×GC system.
Several kinds of biomarkers such as 18-Norabiotane, Cholestane, Hopane, Adamantane, Iceane and Diamantane
could be separated and selectively detected by GC×GC and photoionization.

Introduction
As a result of recent advancement in gas chromatography
(hereinafter referred to as “GC”) technologies, especially for
capillary column technologies, a variety of capillary columns
have been developed with different separation capabilities.
Furthermore, comprehensive two-dimensional GC (hereinafter
referred to as “GC×GC”) has been developed using these
capillary column capabilities to separate chemical substances
that have very complex compositions [1, 2]. GC×GC systems
consist of two types of capillary columns with different
separation modes connected in series. Additionally, there is a
cryo-trap system (thermal modulator) placed between the ﬁrst
and second columns to modulate the sample injection into the
second column. This two-column system allows GC×GC to
use two different separation modes in a single analysis. The
components are separated in the first column, cryo-trapped
for 5-10 seconds, and then rapidly released by the thermal
modulator into the second column which has a narrow inner
diameter and short length. This process means that the eluted
components from the first column are trapped and released
at intervals of 5 to 10 seconds and then are continuously and
rapidly separated in the second column. As a result, the twodimensional chromatogram contains two retention time axes,
one for the primary column and one for the secondary column.
In general, quadrupole mass spectrometers (hereinafter
referred to as “QMS”) are widely used for GC-MS
measurements. However, these systems are generally not
suitable as a GC×GC detector. As described previously,
the second column of the GC×GC system has a unique
geometry (narrow diameter and short length) that separates

the components very rapidly. This feature results in
chromatographically narrow peak widths that require high
data-acquisition speeds in order to acquire enough data
points across each analyte peak. If a QMS is used, then there
are limited data points measured for the second-dimension
peaks in the chromatogram, thus resulting in poor quality 2D
chromatographic data. Therefore, it is not optimal to use a
QMS system as the detector for GC×GC.
To overcome this problem, JEOL developed a gas
chromatograph time-of-flight mass spectrometer (hereinafter
referred to as GC-TOFMS) with both high mass resolution
(R=10,000) and high-speed mass spectral data acquisition (up
to 50 Hz) that is optimal for combining with GC×GC. This
combination GC×GC-TOFMS system was ﬁrst introduced in
2004 and is widely used for the analysis of various complex
samples [3-7]. In this report, we use our 4th generation GCTOFMS model “JMS-T200GC AccuTOF TM GCx” with an
optional photoionization source and GC×GC system to
analyze biomarkers in petroleum samples.

GC×GC-PI-TOFMS System
GC×GC system

A Zoex Corporation ZX2 GC×GC thermal modulator system
was used with our GC-TOFMS system. The schematic diagrams
of GC×GC thermal modulator was shown in Fig. 1. This
modulator unit was placed between the two capillary columns in
order to cryo-trap the components eluting from the ﬁrst column
using the “cold jet gas” and in order to release them using the “hot
jet gas”. Since the “hot jet gas” is sprayed for very short period
(300-400 msec) with regular interval (5-10 seconds), released
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components are introduced into the second column each interval
regularly, as a result the two-dimensional chromatographic
separation is achieved as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Conceptual view of 2D chromatogram
obtained with GC×GC

The most commonly used ionization method for GC-MS is
Electron Ionization (EI). EI is a hard ionization technique that
uses high energy electrons to ionize the analytes, resulting in
many fragment ions. These mass spectra can be very useful for
chemical structural analysis of target compounds and can be
compared to MS search libraries such as the NIST database to
help conﬁrm the identity of target compounds. However, the
EI spectra can often have low intensity molecular ions, which
can make it difficult to estimate the elemental composition
from the measured exact mass. As a result, this technique is
not always an ideal ionization method for these purposes.
Alternatively, soft ionization techniques that use low energy
methods to ionize the sample analytes can be used to generate
higher intensity molecular ions. In the GC-MS analysis ﬁeld,
Chemical Ionization (CI) is the most common soft ionization
method available. JEOL offers not only CI but also Field
Ionization (FI) and Photoionization (PI) as optional soft
ionization methods for the JMS-T200GC.
The PI photon source is a deuterium lamp with radiation
wavelengths from 115 to 400 nm. The energy for the smallest
wavelength (115 nm) is 10.8 eV which is a good match for the
primary ionization energy for typical organic compounds (~10
eV). As a result, this source is suitable for the soft ionization
of these types of analytes.
The PI source schematic is shown in Fig. 3. The JEOL
PI source is incorporated into the standard EI source, which
allows for the unique capability of switching between EI
and PI without breaking vacuum. All that is necessary for EI
measurements is to turn on the EI filament, and then for PI
measurements, simply turn off the EI ﬁlament and turn on the
deuterium lamp.

Column separation in the 2nd dimension

Photoionization Source (PI)

…..

n separation in the 1st dimension

Fig. 3 Schematic of PI (photo ionization)
source

Deuterium
lamp for PI
ӻ ӻ ӻ ӻ
ӻ
ӻ
ӻ
ӻ
ӻ
ӻ

High resolution TOFMS system

A photo of the external view of JEOL AccuTOFTM GCx
along with the schematics for the ion source, ion transfer
system and ion optical system are shown in Fig. 4. The
compounds eluting from the GC column are ﬁrst ionized in the
ion source and then transferred into the TOF analyzer using
a low kinetic energy of approximately 30 eV. Afterwards,
the ions are measured by using a single-stage reﬂectron TOF
analyzer that orthogonally accelerates the ions away from
the ion-transfer direction. This type of TOFMS is called an

Filament for EI

MgF2 window

Ion repeller
Ion chamber

Fig. 4 Photo and schematics of JMS-T200GC

Fig. 1 Schematic of GC×GC modulator

2-segment deflector 2-segment lens Source magnet

^
E

Intermediate slit

&DSLOODU\FROXPQ
Reflectron analyzer
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“Orthogonal-Acceleration Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer”
(oa-TOFMS).
It is worth noting that there are some challenges for using
TOF instruments as GC-MS detectors. In particular, helium
gas is used as the GC carrier gas which means that the volume
of this gas is relatively large compared to the target compounds
present in the sample injections. For EI, helium is also ionized
and transferred together with the sample ions into the analyzer,
thus resulting in a large number of helium ions in the ion beam.
These ions can produce large space charging effects (charging,
etc.) within the analyzer that can degrade the resolution of the
instrument. Additionally, for TOFMS analyzers, these helium
ions will reach the detector, resulting in the rapid deterioration
of the microchannel plate (MCP). To overcome this problem,
the JEOL GC-TOFMS system is innovatively designed so that
the ion transfer system removes 99.9% or more of the helium
ions produced in the ion source by adjusting the lens balance
voltages.

Biomarker Analysis of Petroleum
Samples Using GC×GC-PI-TOFMS
Biomarkers contained within crude oils and their source
rocks are often investigated to index petroleum samples
and to determine petroleum sample origins. Biomarkers are
organic compounds that originated from the living organisms
that were present in the source material of the oil. These
biomarker molecules, which are indicators of the origin
organic substances, sedimentary environments, maturity, etc.,

can be used to determine the origins of an unknown crude oil.
However, petroleum samples are comprised from an aggregate
of hundreds or even thousands of hydrocarbons. Further
complicating the situation, biomarkers are hydrocarbons with
specific structures found within these complex petroleum
samples. As a result, comprehensively detecting biomarkers
within petroleum samples is very difﬁcult to accomplish.
In this report, we will use the high separation capabilities
of GC×GC in combination with the combo EI/PI source and
high mass resolution TOFMS to comprehensively detect the
biomarkers within petroleum samples.
Measurement conditions

The measurement conditions are listed in Table 1. A ZX2
thermal modulation system (Zoex Corporation) was used for
the GC×GC measurements. A nonpolar BPX5 column (SGE
Corporation, 30 m length, 0.25 mm I. D., 0.25 μm liquid phase
thickness) was used for the ﬁrst column. A more polar BPX50
column (SGE Corporation, 3 m length, 0.1 mm I. D., 0.1 μm
liquid phase thickness) was used for the second column. Two
test samples (Petroleum Fractions A and B) were prepared for
these tests, and the biomarker amounts were estimated and
compared for each fraction.
Measurement results

The PI mass spectra for Cholestane and Adamantane, both
of which are typical biomarkers, are shown in Fig. 5. The
molecular ions M+・ were detected as the base peak for each
of these compounds, thus confirming that PI is effective for

Table 1 Measurement conditions

Instrument

Fig. 5 PI mass spectra of Cholestane
and Adamantane

JEOL AccuTOFTM GC series
Zoex ZX2 thermal modulator

1st Column

BPX5, 30 m㽢0.25 mm, 0.25 ʅŵ

2nd Column

BPX50, 3 m㽢0.1 mm, 0.1 ʅŵ

Modulator period

6 sec

Inlet pressure

350 kPa (Out flow : 1.75 mL/min)

Inlet mode

Cool on column, Oven track mode, 1 ʅ> Injection

Oven Temp.

50 Υ (2 min) ї10 Υ/min ї250 Υ

Ion Source

EI/PI Combination Ion Source

Ionization mode

PI+ (D2 lamp, 115 to 400 nm)

ŵͬǌ range

ŵͬǌ 35 to 700

Spectrum recording speed

25 spectra / sec

C27H48

136.125

372.374

C10H16
373.376

218.202

137.129

200

400

600

50

100

m/z

&Q+Q

&Q+Q

200

Adamantane

Fig. 7 2D TIC of Petroleum fraction B,
measured by GC×GC/PI

5HWHQWLRQWLPHRI QG &ROXPQ

&Q+Q

150
m/z

Cholestane

Fig. 6 2D TIC of Petroleum fraction A,
measured by GC×GC/PI

5HWHQWLRQWLPHRI QG &ROXPQ
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Dн䞉
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detecting these biomarker molecular ions.
The 2D TICCs (total ion current chromatograms) for the
GC×GC/PI measurements are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
for each crude oil sample. Both samples contained n-Alkanes
(C nH 2n+2) and Cycloalkanes (C nH 2n+1) along with numerous
chemical compounds detected at later secondary column
retention times. These compounds were identified as CnH2n-4,
CnH2n-6 and CnH2n-8 which have higher degrees of unsaturation
than n-Alkanes and Cycloalkanes. Additionally, these two
petroleum fraction samples were measured by GC×GC/EI
under the same conditions. Based on the library search results

for the EI mass spectra corresponding to CnH2n-4, CnH2n-6 and
CnH2n-8, Petroleum Fraction A mainly contained the Cholestane
polycyclic saturated hydrocarbons while Petroleum Fraction
B mainly contained the Adamantene saturated-bridged cyclic
hydrocarbons.
Next, high selectivity 2D EICs (Extracted Ion Chromatograms)
were constructed for the molecular ions of six chemical
compounds that are generally known as biomarkers (Table 2).
As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, 18-Norabietane, Cholestane and
Hopane were specifically identified in Petroleum Fraction A,
and Adamantane, Iceane and Diamantane were identified in

Table 2 Typical biomarkers and “m/z ” of their molecular ions

Compounds

Rational Formula

ŵͬǌ

18-Norabietane

C19H34

262.2661

Cholestane

C27H48

372.3756

Hopane

C30H52

412.4069

Adamantane

C10H16

136.1252

Iceane

C12H18

162.1409

Diamantane

C14H20

188.1565

Fig. 8 2D EIC of Petroleum fraction A,
measured by GC×GC/PI

Isomers of
18-Norabietane

EIC for C19H34,
ŵͬǌ 262.2661 +/- 0.01Da

Cholestane

EIC for C27H48,
ŵͬǌ 372.3756 +/- 0.01Da

Fig. 9 2D EIC of Petroleum fraction B,
measured by GC×GC/PI

Adamantane

EIC for C10H16,
ŵͬǌ 136.1252 +/- 0.01Da

Iceane

EIC for C12H18,
ŵͬǌ 162.1409 +/- 0.01Da

Hopane

EIC for C30H52,
ŵͬǌ 412.4069 +/- 0.01Da
( m/z 262.2661, 372.3756, 412.4069 )
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Diamantane

EIC for C14H20,
ŵͬǌ 188.1565 +/- 0.01Da

( m/z 136.1252, 162.1409, 188.1565 )
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Fig. 10 Total 2D EIC of Petroleum fraction A,
measured by GC×GC/PI

Fig. 11 Total 2D EIC of Petroleum fraction B,
measured by GC×GC/PI

Summed EIC for CnH2n-4 series (n=19-31),
Exact mass of the molecular ions +/- 0.01Da
C19H34

C20H36

C21H38

C23H42

C22H40

C25H46

C24H44

C12H20

C10H16
C27H50

C29H54

C28H52

C26H48

C13H22

C14H24

C15H26 C16H28 C17H30

C31H56
C30H54

C18H32

C11H18

Summed EIC for CnH2n-4 series (n=10-18),
Exact mass of the molecular ions +/- 0.01Da
Androstane
C22H38

C12H18

C30H54

C24H42

C13H20

C14H22

C15H24
C16H26

C17H28
C19H32

C29H52
C19H32

C27H48

C21H36

C28H50

C18H30

Summed EIC for CnH2n-6 series (n=19-30),
Exact mass of the molecular ions +/- 0.01Da

Summed EIC for CnH2n-6 series (n=12-19),
Exact mass of the molecular ions +/- 0.01Da

C32H56
C28H48
C27H46

C31H54

C35H62

C30H52
C29H50

Summed EIC for CnH2n-8
series (n=27-35),
Exact mass of the
molecular ions +/- 0.01Da

C34H60

C33H58

( CnH2n-4 : n=19 〜 31, CnH2n-6 : n=19 〜 31, CnH2n-8 : n=27 〜 35 )

Petroleum Fraction B. Next, the related compounds for these
biomarkers were systematically evaluated by creating summed
2D EICs for the CnH2n-4, CnH2n-6 and CnH2n-8 series. The 2D EICs
for these series are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.
These results clearly showed that the biomarkers and their
related compounds are present within each petroleum fraction.
Since the PI method selectively produces molecular ions for
these analytes, a systematic evaluation for the biomarker
amounts was achieved by combining the high separation
capabilities of GC×GC with the soft ionization of PI and
high resolution TOFMS. Additionally, the 2D EICs for the
PI measurements made it much easier to interpret the data
and correctly assign the biomarker identities in the crude oil
samples.

Summary
GC×GC is an advanced GC technology that offers
dramatically higher chromatographic separation capabilities
than that of conventional 1D GC. To maximize the quality
of data obtained with this high-separation capability, it is
effective to use a TOFMS that offers both high speed data
acquisition and high mass resolution in combination with hard
ionization and soft ionization methods. The JEOL GC×GCTOFMS system equipped with the combination EI/PI source
accomplishes all of this in a single package.

Summed EIC for CnH2n-8 series (n=14-20),
Exact mass of the molecular ions +/- 0.01Da
( CnH2n-4 : n=10〜18, CnH2n-6 : n=12〜19, CnH2n-8 : n=14〜20 )

As reported in this application note, our latest GC×GCTOFMS in combination with the optional EI/PI source is a
very powerful tool for the analysis of complex mixtures like
biomarkers in petroleum samples.
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Development of the JBX-8100FS
Electron Beam Lithography System
Yukinori Aida

SE Business Unit, JEOL Ltd.

An Electron Beam Lithography system (hereafter EBL) is a product that can reproduce data designed by a user
onto a silicon substrate or photomask blank. The shape of the electron beam will vary according to the application.
A spot type electron beam (hereafter SB) is described in this report. The SB is an electron beam with a circular
diameter of several nm, so it is possible to process patterns of less than 10 nm in size. With high-precision stage
positioning technology incorporating a laser measurement system, it is possible to correct the position of the
electron beam to compensate for errors in the stage stopping position. Conventionally, the application for SB with
these features was mainly the research and development of next-generation semiconductor devices. Recently,
however, the worldwide demand for SB has been growing as they are being used in production for a wide variety
of communication devices and sensors. Applications can range from the production of sensors used for collisionprevention systems for automobiles to Distributed Feedback (DFB) lasers, which are used in the communication
hubs for 4th generation communication systems (4G). To meet this demand, a new product, the JBX-8100FS, has
been developed. This report introduces the JBX-8100FS series.

Introduction
The user creates pattern data using CAD, etc. This data can
be replicated onto a substrate material by the EBL system,
making it possible to perform nanofabrication. Since one of
the goals in the manufacture of semiconductor devices is to
make products smaller, the makers of the equipment used to
manufacture semiconductors must develop equipment that can
provide smaller pattern size. There is also a need to control the
pitch with high accuracy of 0.1 nm or less for the production
of DFB lasers, for example. This means that highly-accurate
positioning is required. For research on nanoimprint template
production, in addition to the accuracy described above, it is
also necessary to achieve high positioning accuracy within the
substrate. Furthermore, for the fabrication of transistors used in
millimeter-wave devices, patterns must be overlaid onto prefabricated materials with high accuracy. As this illustrates, the
accuracy demands differ according to the type of device being
produced. The JBX-8100FS (Fig. 1) was developed to satisfy
these various needs.
The specifications of JBX-8100FS (Table 1) include a
maximum accelerating voltage of 100 kV, maximum scan
speed of 125 MHz, writable area of 150 mm × 150 mm, and
a laser measurement resolution of 0.6 nm. The performance
specifications for High throughput mode and High resolution
mode are shown; this system can handle a wide range of
needs, from manufacturing to R&D. The performance in High
throughput mode includes maximum field size of 1000 μm,
minimum beam diameter of 5.1 nm, data increment of 0.5 nm,
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ﬁeld stitching accuracy of ± 20 nm or less, overlay accuracy of
± 20 nm or less, minimum line width of 12 nm or less, current
drift of 0.2%p-p/h or less, and beam position drift of 60 nm
p-p/h or less. In comparison, in High resolution mode, the
performance includes maximum ﬁeld size of 100 μm, minimum
beam diameter of 1.8 nm, data increment of 0.05 nm, field
stitching accuracy of ± 9 nm or less, overlay accuracy of ± 9
nm or less, minimum line width of 8 nm or less, current drift
of 0.2%p-p/h or less, and beam position drift of 10 nmp-p/h or

Fig. 1 Exterior view of JBX-8100FS

All units are contained within the panels, except the power supplies, cooling
water circulator, and dry pump.
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less. In addition, since the power consumption during normal
operation is 3 kVA, this is also an attractive instrument in terms
of running costs.

Performance Test Results
The performance of the JBX-8100FS with regard to minimum
line width, ﬁeld stitching accuracy, overlay accuracy and ﬁeld
in-plane dimensional accuracy was measured.

Minimum Line Width
To evaluate the lithography performance of the JBX8100FS, a 50 nm thickness of ZEP520A resist (ZEON Corp.)
was applied to a silicon substrate, and writing was performed
under conditions of 100 pA beam current and a minimum beam
diameter of 1.8 nm. A minimum line width of 8 nm or less is
guaranteed. Special development was used this time to obtain an
even ﬁner structure. Low temperature development is generally
known as a method for obtaining enhanced structures [1].
ZEP520A resist was developed at a temperature of 2.8ºC, which
allowed data demonstrating a minimum line width of 4.2 nm to
be obtained (Fig. 2).

Table 1 Main specifications of JBX-8100FS
(entry model)
Items
Acceleration voltage

The JBX-8100FS utilizes a stage position correction system
called Laser Beam Control (hereafter LBC), providing highly
accurate position correction. Furthermore, with the addition of
JEOL’s exclusive material distortion correction and deflection
distortion correction, the accuracy is guaranteed. To measure
the ﬁeld stitching accuracy, an optical coordinate measurement
system was used. “L” marks were placed at the corners of each
processing ﬁeld, and a 4 × 4 layout of ﬁelds was processed. The
coordinates of the L-shaped marks at the points of intersection
between the ﬁelds were measured, and the position accuracy was
evaluated. The results for a 1000 μm area are reported here. The
speciﬁcations guarantee an accuracy of within ± 20 nm or less.
The actual results obtained were +11.5 nm / -9.8 nm (Fig. 3(a)).
Even Vernier patterns with a resolution of 8 nm placed at the
ﬁeld corners were visually conﬁrmed, and similar performance
results were obtained (Fig. 3(b)).

Overlay Accuracy
One feature of the SB is the ability to directly write a pattern
onto a substrate which already has another pattern written

Fig. 2 Cross section image of a minimum
width line (×200 k)

JBX-8100FS(G1) Entry model
100 kV

Field size

1,000 µm × 1,000 µm (HT), 100 µm × 100 µm (HR)
(HT; High Throughput Mode / HR: High Resolution mode)

Minimum data increment

0.5 nm (HT), 0.05 nm (HR)

Scan speed

125 MHz

Scan speed modulation

256 rank / resolution 0.05 nsec 〜

Positioning DAC / Scanning DAC

20 bit / 14 bit

Beam diameter

5.1 nm (HT), 1.8 nm (HR)

Minimum line width

<12 nm (HT), <8 nm (HR)

Field stitching accuracy

≦ ± 20 nm (HT), ≦ ± 9 nm (HR)

Overlay accuracy

≦ ± 20 nm (HT), ≦ ± 9 nm (HR)

Beam current stability

0.2%p-p /h (@2 nA, HT)

Beam position stability

≦ 60 nmp-p/h (@2 nA/HT), ≦ 10 nm/hp-p (@2 nA/HR)

Operating system

Linux, ( Data preparation program can work on Windows 8.1 and 10)

Writing area

Field Stitching Accuracy

150 mm × 150 mm

Substrate size

Full 6 inch wafer, 8 inch wafer loadable, small piece, 6 inch Mask

Maximum stage speed

25 mm/sec

Laser measurement resolution

0.6 nm

Electric requirements

3 kVA (Main console 2 kVA, cwc 1 kVA, Normal)

Other options include a 12 cassettes auto loading system and switchable
acceleration voltage (50 kV/25 kV).

With ZEP520A (by ZEON) at thickness 40 nm, using the low-temperature
effect, a line width of 4.2 nm can be achieved.

Fig. 3 Field stitching accuracy measurement results

(a) The measurement area was deﬁned by a 4 × 4 array of
points at 10 mm intervals (deﬁning a 30 mm × 30 mm
area), and the field stitching accuracy was measured.
The guaranteed value is ± 20 nm or less, but the actual
results obtained were +11.5 nm / -9.8 nm (X/Y).
(b) In the same way, the results of SEM observation
of Vernier patterns with a resolution of 8 nm were
obtained, and similar values were observed.
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on it. The EBL systems are equipped with a mark-detection
function whereby alignment marks created on the material being
processed can be detected and the coordinates determined. If
the position of the pattern being drawn is recorded relative
to the coordinates of the alignment marks, the deviation can
be calculated and corrected when writing is performed. To
evaluate this performance, EBL was used to process both the
ﬁrst and second layers. The writing area was 30 mm × 30 mm
(4 × 4 points at 10 mm intervals.) The measurement was made
by superimposing a 3 mm × 3 mm area (4 × 4 points at 1 mm
intervals.) at one location within the 30 mm × 30 mm writing
area, and the overlay accuracy was measured. The guaranteed
performance is ± 20 nm or less, and the actual results obtained
were +4.1 nm / -6.7 nm (Fig. 4(a)). Similarly, the results of
measurements of Vernier patterns with a resolution of 8 nm
showed that the superimposition was nearly perfectly centered
in both the X and Y directions (Fig. 4(b)).

CD (Critical Dimension) uniformity
within ﬁeld
The drawing of a grating, like that required for DFB lasers,
was performed and the accuracy of the line widths was
determined. A line-and-space pattern was placed at the center
and each corner of a 1000 μm ﬁeld. Writing with a line width
of 100 nm and 200 nm pitch was performed. The results show
and accuracy of 1.1%p-p, with a maximum of 100.6 nm and a
minimum of 99.5 nm (Fig. 5).

Stability
The stability is an important performance factor for EBL,
which basically runs 24 hours per day. It is also possible to equip
this system with a JEOL dedicated air conditioning unit and
JEOL EMI countering unit, making it possible to achieve even
better stability. The results of measurements in 100 kV High
throughput mode using a current of 2 nA indicated a current
drift of 0.08%p-p/h, and a beam position drift in the X direction
of 9.5 nmp-p/h, and 10.8 nmp-p/h in the Y direction (Fig.6).

Throughput
Since the beam proﬁle is small with the SB, there is a tendency
for the processing times to become longer in comparison to the
variable type EBL. As mentioned above, since these are being
used for manufacturing in recent years, the focus of device
development has been on improving the throughput. The factors
that determine the throughput of a lithography system include
the stage movement time, stage settling time after movement,
the correction time, data transfer time, the electrical system
settling time, and the beam exposure time. The improvements
in these factors achieved with the JBX-8100FS are described
below.
① Stage movement time
This depends on the maximum speed of stage movement,
but for short distances, the acceleration is also quite
important. This has been improved by 10% to 20% through
the optimization of the various parameters.
② Data transfer time
This is the time needed for figure data transfer before
writing. This has been improved to be 1/3 to 1/5 the time
needed by conventional systems.
③ Sub Deﬂector Ampliﬁer settling time
This is the time needed from data transfer until writing
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starts. Compared to the transfer time, this is now short
enough to be ignored.
④ Beam exposure time
The beam irradiation time for a single spot with the spot
beam, given by the following equation.

p2
t = Q×
I
t: Beam irradiation time [sec], Q: Resist sensitivity [C/cm2], p:
Shot pitch [cm], I: Beam current [A]
With the JBX-8100FS, the minimum value for t is 8 nsec
(125 MHz when expressed as a frequency). Compared to
conventional systems, scanning is possible at more than double
the speed.
As a result of the improvements described above, a 30%
to 40% improvement in the total writing time is possible for
a pattern with a writing area covering about 10% of the total
substrate surface.

Power Consumption
After a system is purchased, an important on-going factor
becomes the running costs. Particularly for EBL systems, in
order to obtain stable function, it is necessary to continuously
supply the same electrical power, even when lithography is not
being performed. The electrical units and power sections of the
JBX-8100FS have been compactly designed, reducing the power
consumption to 3 kVA during normal operation. This allows the
system to be operated using only about 1/3 the power required
by the conventional systems.

Summary
The R&D and production of semiconductor devices covers
a broad range of applications, and the functions and precision
required vary. The JBX-8100FS has been developed as an
electron beam lithography system that can be used with high
precision and high speed in any ﬁeld, while also reducing power
consumption. Future plans include further improvement of the
throughput and improved substrate handling methods.
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Fig. 4 Overlay accuracy measurement values

(a) The writing area was deﬁned by a 4 × 4 array of points at
10 mm intervals (defining a 30 mm × 30 mm area). The
measurement area was deﬁned by a 4 × 4 array of points
at 1 mm intervals (deﬁning a 3 mm × 3 mm area), and the
overlay accuracy was measured. The guaranteed value is ±
20 nm or less, but the actual results obtained were +4.1 nm
/ -6.7 nm (X/Y).
(b) In the same way, the results of SEM observation of Vernier
patterns with a resolution of 8 nm were obtained. For both
the X and Y directions, the patterns were overlaid nearly at
the center.

Fig. 5 Critical dimension uniformity within field

A line-and-space pattern was placed at the center and each corner of a
1000 μm ﬁeld. Writing with a line width of 100 nm and 200 nm pitch was
performed. The results show and accuracy of 1.1%p-p, with a maximum
of 100.6 nm and a minimum of 99.5 nm.

Fig. 6 Stability

The stability was measured over a 1 hour period in 100 kV high throughput mode. Using a current of 2 nA, the current drift was 0.08%p-p/h, and the position drift in the X
direction was 9.5 nmp-p/h, and 10.8 nmp-p/h in the Y direction.
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